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Executive Summary
On a construction worksite, it is possible to have a shortage of skills without having a shortage of workers. It
is also possible that trade schools and construction training centres can be overflowing with graduates, while
employers seeking specific skills go wanting. Or that workers can become certified for a particular trade,
follow the work out of province, and then discover their certification is not recognized in that jurisdiction.
The solution to these all-too-common human
resources problems goes beyond existing
labour market research that simply tracks the
number of workers available by occupation
and the number of positions that need to be
filled. More efficient methods to measure the
evolving labour demands from employers and
to help workers gain more hours of work for
their skill sets each year are needed.
Future labour market information
measurement needs to detail skills as well
as occupations.
Analyzing labour markets and trades at this
level of detail is a common objective of construction industry groups. It is a daunting
task; there are many dimensions to the skills
involved, and much information is needed to
track all this detail.
Gathering labour market information (LMI)
at the in-depth level of skills—not just the
number of workers available in a trade or
occupation—is a preferred approach for
market participants. But is it practical?
Measuring Skills in Construction found a clear
consensus on one way to meet that need—by
tracking the availability and requirements for
the specific skills in each trade.

The CSC assessed the skills needed in five
trades—plumbers, bricklayers, equipment
operators, electricians and carpenters. Next it
conducted in-depth interviews with contractors/employers, workers and trainers in two
of the five trades—carpenters and electricians—to discover their views on the model
and its effectiveness.
The preliminary skill assessments were
based on:
• Skills available in the workforce (supply)
and on-the-job skills required by employers (demand)
• Groups of skills, such as Essential Skills,
technical skills and management/supervisory skills
• The breadth and depth of skills in each area
(breadth of skills refers to the extent
of training and work experience across
specialties in a trade or occupation, while
depth of skills refers to the extent of training and work experience within any one
specialty).
The assessments were sent to more than
35 contractors, trainers and workers in the
carpenter trade and in the electrical trade.
Their feedback was obtained through telephone interviews and face-to-face meetings.
Stakeholders were asked 12 questions about
the preliminary description of skills, and then
two broader questions about the potential for
extending the skills model to other trades.
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To that end, the Construction Sector Council
(CSC) has designed and tested a model that
measures and tracks worker skill sets by trade
in the construction industry. The CSC discovered that it is possible to track skills in this
way, and its approach has the qualified support of the industry stakeholders consulted
and widespread support for further research.

Methodology
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Industry reactions
In general, the model was readily understood
and covered most of the skills for the
trades tested.
The majority agreed that added depth and
breadth of skills increases income and
employability, and that certified workers earn
more than uncertified workers based on the
recognition of their broader set of skills.
Attitudes varied about how readily skills and
certifications can be transferred to different
jurisdictions. Electrical contractors were more
likely to agree that skills acquired in one
region of the country would be recognized
elsewhere.
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When asked if there are distinct skill requirements across sectors (i.e. new homebuilding
and renovation, commercial, industrial, institutional and engineering construction),
opinions also varied. Homebuilders indicated
that the traditional apprenticeship system and
the National Occupational Standard (NOS)
and other descriptions of carpenters and
other trades do not meet their needs. In contrast, there was a strong consensus among
electrical contractors that the core set of skills
described in the NOS applied to all sectors.
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Opinions on the impact of technological
changes were divided. Employers of carpenters tended to downplay the importance of
technological change, while electrical contractors were more likely to emphasize its effects
on both the breadth and depth of skills.
Electrical contractors stressed that rapid technological change was an ongoing challenge.

Though a strong consensus exists on the need
to track skills, survey participants raised concerns about the large amount of financial and
human resources that such a project requires.
Participants suggested updating federal government studies conducted in the 1990s on
available and required skills for construction
trades, and using detailed worker and
employer surveys.

Options for Future Consideration:
Based on the results of this research, the CSC
will review the following options:
• Validating the preliminary assessment of
skills for the remaining three trades—
plumbers, bricklayers, equipment operators
• Preparing an overall report on the model
and its application to all five trades
• Inviting industry reaction to alternative
proposals for tracking skills in construction, such as:
1. Applying the current model to all trades
2. Building a skills-standard database
based on the Canadian Technology
Human Resources Board’s earlier
database
3. Using the CSC model to update the
human-resource needs analysis completed in the 1990s

The Findings in Brief
Research and labour market information for the construction industry is often most valuable when it identifies the skills available in the workforce and the skills required by employers. This detail goes beyond simply
counting the number of workers, and considers the extent of their experience and competence.
Many important human-resource issues,
including labour shortages, training, certification, productivity and earning potential are
revealed at this level of research. There is a
vast array of specialized skills applied in the
industry; is it possible—or practical—to
track them all?
To investigate whether a model for tracking
skills could be developed and implemented,
the Construction Sector Council commissioned research to design, test and validate a
model that measures and tracks worker skillsets by trade in the construction industry.
This initial phase of research produced
preliminary skills-assessments for five
trades—plumbers, bricklayers, equipment
operators, electricians and carpenters—and
was subsequently validated with contractors/
employers, workers and trainers in two of
the five trades. Carpenters and electricians
expressed their views on the proposed model
during in-depth interviews, which produced
several significant observations:
• In general, interviewees agreed with the
model’s analyses and descriptions of skill
sets, and identified a few missing skills.

• Division exists on the impact of technological change: employers of carpenters tended
to downplay the importance of technological change, while electrical contractors
were more likely to emphasize its effects on
both the breadth and depth of skills. For
example, to ensure that their skills remain
up to date, electricians must learn about

• Attitudes varied about how readily skills
and certifications can be transferred to, and
be recognized by different jurisdictions.
Electrical contractors were more likely to
agree that skills acquired in one region of
the country would be recognized elsewhere.
• Finally, a strong consensus exists on the
need to track skills, although concerns were
raised about the large amount of financial
and human resources that such a project
requires. Interviewees suggested two
alternatives: updating the HRDC (now
HRSDC) needs-analysis studies conducted
in the 1990s, and promoting the use of
detailed worker and employer surveys.

The Model
The model is a structured classification of
skills with associated sources of information
and data. The classifications of skills comprise several dimensions: skills available in
the workforce (supply) and on-the-job skills
required by employers (demand). This division helps to test the balance of the market
when available skills coincide with required
skills. A second dimension divides skills into
groups: Essential Skills, technical skills and
management/supervisory skills. Finally the
model distinguishes the breadth and depth of
skills in each area. Breadth of skills refers to
the scope of work assigned to trades across
broad categories, while depth of skills refers
to the extent of training and work experience
within any one area.
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• The majority of interviewees agreed that a
strong correlation exists between employability and the depth and breadth of a
worker’s skills, and that certification tends
to increase wages.

new generations of alarm and Internet
systems, along with the increasingly
sophisticated cabling networks required
to work with many new technologies.
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The starting point for skills tracking is the
National Occupational Analysis (NOA), which
provides a description of technical skills and
identifies blocks that refer to Essential Skills.

Industry Validation
The model was applied to each trade and used
to create a preliminary skills assessment. These
assessments for carpenters and electricians
were sent to a representative group to gather
their views on the approach. Telephone interviews and meetings were used to reach over
35 contractors, trainers and workers in
each trade.
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A series of 12 questions were asked that
related to the preliminary skills assessment to
review the coverage, accuracy and application
of the model to each trade. Three final questions then sought feedback on the general
proposition that the CSC would track skills,
using the model, as a continuing part of the
Council’s mandate.
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It was established that the model and results for
carpenters and electricians indeed represented
the respondents’ views of the trade, and are an
accurate and complete representation. There
was much discussion of specialization among
workers and employers when asked whether
employers need all the indicated skills. Most
respondents seek the full range of skills, but
understand that many trades will lack “handson” experience in some areas, and may have
missed “in-school” work in other skills.
Respondents also pointed out various missing
specialties in the model.
Next, participants were asked if there are distinct skill requirements across sectors (i.e. new
home building and renovation, commercial,
industrial, institutional and engineering
construction). In the case of carpenters, this
question led to extended discussions of the
needs of residential builders. Homebuilders
indicated that the traditional apprenticeship
system and the related NOA and other
descriptions of carpenters and other trades do

not meet their needs. In contrast, there was a
strong consensus among electrical contractors
that the core set of skills described in the NOA
applied to all sectors.
Stakeholders were asked if added depth and
breadth of skills increase incomes and employability. There was strong agreement on this in
general, with several interesting comments on
how added depth of skills may have a more
limited impact on earnings. Results here support the preliminary skills assessments’ general
findings that certified workers earn more than
uncertified workers based on their broader set
of skills.
When asked if technological change impacts
the skill profile of the trade, there was divided
opinion. Among employers of carpenters,
many felt that industry response was slow and
technological change was not an issue.
Electrical contractors emphasized that rapid
technological change was an ongoing challenge.
These changes affect the breadth of the trade by
adding major new blocks of work in areas such
as communications systems (e.g. structured
cables/fibre optics). Depth of skill also changes
as new products are introduced in many areas
(e.g. alarm systems).
There were similar divisions of opinion
regarding the transferability of skills and certifications across regions and sectors. Among
employers of carpenters, some respondents
cited examples of differences in working conditions (e.g. commercial formwork versus
residential formwork) that made mobility difficult. Other respondents insisted that broad
skills in carpentry are generally transferable
across sectors and regions.
Electrical contractors generally agreed that
skills are transferable. They observed that if a
worker had a Certificate of Qualification and
the associated basic knowledge, a short period
of orientation would teach needed “hands-on”
skill with the actual equipment, material and
work environment.

Finally, respondents were asked to comment
on the overall usefulness of the preliminary
skills assessments, and the idea that the CSC
might extend this approach as part of its
research. There was general recognition that
tracking skills is important, but research in
this area is lacking and the CSC’s efforts could
contribute. However, concerns were raised
about the amount of information needed and
the difficulty in analysis of training programs
and employer job descriptions. Some interviewees had experience in this type of research,
and were mindful of the time and resources
required. Other participants were familiar
with the series of Human Resource Needs
Analysis studies that were done by HRDC
(now HRSDC) in the mid- to late 1990s. Some

respondents asked about updating these and
returning to the use of detailed worker and
employer surveys as a more
complete way to track skills.
Electrical contractors observed that local and
provincial systems link employers, governments and trainers, and this communication
meets their need to match training programs
to employer skill needs. However, they
thought that the proposed system might
track inter-provincial gaps and help improve
national standards and mobility.

Construction Sector Council
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1. Introduction—Mandate and Purpose
The Construction Sector Council requested a study of the depth and breadth of skills in construction as a new
component of general research on labour market information.
The research was conducted in two stages: in
the first round of work, a model was designed
and tested on the carpentry trade, and in the
second round, the model was applied to
electricians.
Industry stakeholders recognize the need for
more efficient methods to meet evolving
labour demands from employers and to help
workers gain more hours of work each year.

Measuring Skills in Construction

Research into training, mobility, certification,
demographics and other areas often focus on
the number of workers in the trade or occupation. Many of the current problems in the
construction labour market are best resolved
at the level of skills, not workers. Each worker
in one trade will have a distinct set of skills
acquired through experience and training.
This distinguishing feature is a crucial indicator of employability.
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Strong labour markets rarely create broadly
based shortages of workers over the long
term. However, it is common to find that
employers are frustrated as they try to recruit
new employees with special skills. At the same
time, unemployed workers may seek jobs
without success in the same trade or occupation. Labour market information needs to
help workers and employers resolve these
apparent contradictions by focusing on
detailed skills as well as occupations.

Analyzing labour markets and trades at this
level of detail is the objective of construction
industry groups. It is a daunting task; there
are many dimensions to the skills involved,
and much information is needed to track all
this detail.
Gathering labour market information (LMI)
at the in-depth level of skills—not just the
number of workers available in a trade or
occupation—is a preferred approach for
market participants. But is it practical?
This report provides an assessment of the
feasibility of tracking the various dimensions
of skills both available and required in the
construction workforce. This report also
includes a model that describes these skills
in detail. It further asks if the information
for the assessment is available in timely
and manageable sources. Finally, industry
stakeholders were asked if the information on
skills is accurate and useful for their understanding of construction labour markets. This
evaluation led to recommendations about the
feasibility of tracking skills, and the best way
to proceed.
The proposed model for tracking skills
defined the depth and breadth of skills in the
industry. Originally utilized in needs-analysis
studies for the trades in the late 1990s, this
approach was refined in this study, based on
research findings. One key conclusion is that
there are many dimensions (e.g. depth and
breadth) and types of skills (e.g. essential,
technical and management/supervisory). This
study adds new dimensions to earlier work,
and has prompted the replacement of the
common reference to “depth and breadth”
with “skill dimensions.”

Expectations for results
While the study reaches a general conclusion,
it proposes future work to move the process
forward. It is clear that any attempt to catalogue the skills required for construction in
Canada is a large task, and must be assessed
carefully. Further, it is a common refrain
among industry stakeholders that conditions
in each trade, sector and region are different,
and groups should resist generalizations that
oversimplify characteristics.

operators. To streamline the work, validation
has been done for two trades—carpenters
and electricians.
In this way, the study starts with a very broad
mandate—tracking all the skills in construction—and assesses the issue with a simple
approach. It is clear that it is possible to
track skills, and that this approach has the
qualified support of the industry stakeholders
consulted.

To meet the available time and resources, the
study focused on five trades: carpenters, bricklayers, plumbers, electricians and equipment

Construction Sector Council
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2. A Model for Tracking Skills
A model or structured representation of skills in the trades was designed to describe skills in each trade in
a way that is widely recognized and consistent with practices for training, certification and recruiting. The
model is intended to be a general structure that can be applied to any trade or occupation in the industry.

A Model of Skills
The proposed model assigns skills to categories that reflect distinct dimensions. One
division identifies skills acquired by workers
(the supply or availability) and skills required
by employers (demand). Another division distinguishes the type of skills—essential (e.g.
literacy, math, computers, health and safety,
etc.), technical (e.g. familiarity with materials,
equipment, processes) and supervisory/management (e.g. supervision, work organization,
regulations, dispute resolution). Table 1 organizes the available or required skills.
Table 1 identifies three dimensions for skills.
First, a hierarchy distributes skills from basic
or Essential Skills required for entry, through
technical skills, up to supervisory/management skills that mark the upper end of the
trade and potential promotion to management. Second, skills are grouped into blocks
that show the breadth of skills as well as subtasks that reflect the potential depth of skill in
single areas. Examples of depth and breadth
are shown in Table 1.

Third, the model divides skills into those
acquired by workers, and those required
by employers.
The model points to underlying conditions
like skill gaps, where employers seek skills that
workers do not have. Alternatively, the model
might reveal skills offered in training that are
not required on-the-job. In short, if the model
can be implemented with all the targeted
information for trades and regions, the results
would reveal far more about labour market
conditions than is now available.

Finding a Starting Point
Workers and employers in the trades all have
strong and potentially different views, and feel
a sense of ownership around the scope of the
trade. Access to more areas of work means
more hours and greater incomes for workers.
Employers have patterns of work that they
use to promote productivity or quality, and
they see this as a competitive advantage. This
creates conflicting interests and potential

Measuring Skills in Construction

Table 1: A Model for Skills
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Hierarchy of Skills

Breadth

Depth

Essential

• Reading
• Math

• Reading Safety Manuals
• Geometry

Technical

• Site Preparation
• Maintenance and Repair

• Scaffolding
• Trouble shooting

Supervisory and Management

• Project Management
• Human Resources Management

• Assess Project Risk
• Dispute Resolution

Available in the workforce

Required on the job

confusion about the definition of work. This
confusion is complicated by imprecise technical terms or local names for certain tasks or
types of work. The first challenge is to find a
starting point that will help eliminate this
confusion and begin to build the model.
Occupational standards and profiles are continually being created and revised, and these
are the natural starting point for this research.
Established systems exist for each of the three
levels of skills in the model: essential, technical and organizational or management.

Essential Skills
Essential Skills are those common to virtually
all occupations. Government and educators
are now paying increased attention to the
development of a structured view of Essential
Skills. The Construction Sector Council has
focused on this work and created an Essential
Skills Strategy. The CSC Strategy is based on
the Government of Canada’s Essential Skills
Research Project (ESRP) undertaken by
Human Resources and Skills Development
Canada. This effort begins with 10 broad
areas of Essential Skills:
1. Reading Text
2. Document Use
3. Numeracy
4. Writing
5. Oral Communication
6. Working with Others

8. Thinking Skills
9. Computer Use
10. Other Skills
HRSDC investigated the use of these skills in
occupations, and identified several other
dimensions including: most important skills,
complexity level of the application, tasks

The number of skill areas deemed important
in the profiles represents the breadth of
Essential Skills. Depth of skills is represented
by the assigned level of complexity associated
with each area and the number of specialized
tasks identified.
These profiles are a natural starting point for
this study, as they are widely recognized and
will be updated and expanded by HRSDC.
Brief summaries of the profiles from the
ESRP for the construction trades are included
in the Preliminary Assessment of Skills for
the five trades.

Technical Skills
The natural starting point for evaluating
technical skills is the National Occupational
Analysis (NOA). These documents are the
result of standardized research processes that
provide in-depth descriptions of the work in
each occupation. Using an internationally
recognized procedure called DACUM
(Describing a Curriculum), the NOAs are
derived from representative groups of workers in each occupation or trade. The NOA is
prepared in a standard format and is recognized by all provinces as the basis of training
and certification for apprenticeship. This regulatory and technical role of the NOA makes
it a logical source to begin an assessment of
technical skills.
The NOA describes skills at three levels of
detail: blocks, tasks and sub-tasks. By convention, the scope of each trade is generally
described in five to 10 blocks or broad areas
of work. Efforts were made to gather common tasks and merge them into a general
block. Tasks are described as components of
the work in each block, and sub-tasks are the
smallest divisions that can identify the work

Construction Sector Council

7. Continuous Learning

related to each area, and examples of the use
of skills in each trade. This information was
validated through interviews with 3,000 people, and was organized into a series of
Essential Skills Occupational Profiles.
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and related skills. There can be as many
as one hundred sub-tasks to describe the
detailed components of the work of the
trade across all blocks and tasks.

• Construction estimating

The NOA format offers a natural perspective
on breadth and depth of skills. The number
of blocks of work (and perhaps tasks) assigned
in the NOA represent breadth, while the number of sub-tasks mastered in each task or
block represent skill depth. This pattern of
work experience and skills was used in earlier
analysis of trades to track the extent of skill
in the workforce.

• Construction planning and scheduling

Organizational or
Management Skills
There is no single system or reference point
for tracking management or supervisory skills
for the trades that is comparable to the NOA
or the ESRP. However, there are several programs that describe skills and offer training
and certification that recognizes proficiency
across a range of competencies. The Gold
Seal program developed by the Canadian
Construction Association is one of the more
common examples1. This system is supported
by the Construction Sector Council and is
growing as a standard for the industry.
The Gold Seal program recognizes skills or
competencies for three occupations: project
managers, supervisors and estimators. For
each occupation, the program identifies
training in the following areas:
Measuring Skills in Construction

• Overview of the construction industry
• Construction safety
• Communications
• Law and contracts in the construction
industry

1
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• Management of human resources
• Construction job site controls

• Project costing control and accounting
• Project management
• Construction and the environment
This description of skills and competency is
repeated in other programs and systems that
target construction managers. This report
does not focus on these occupations and
restricts its coverage to the work of the trades
themselves. Senior and more experienced
tradespeople will acquire these skills. As
workers reach supervisory positions and no
longer work with or on the tools, they move
into a different labour market.

How workers acquire skills
The model starts with the assumption that
the skill of the workforce can be measured by
the training and related certifications that the
workers have acquired, as well as their work
experience in each area. This assumption
is an obvious simplification, but cannot be
avoided. It is well documented that the
majority of skills in the workforce are
acquired on the job, and these skills may
well be gained by deliberate human-resources
management practices (mentoring, special
in-house training) from employers. Looking
only at formal qualifications or certifications
and work experience may well miss the contribution of firm- or job-specific skills. In
short, the workforce may be better qualified
than the model reveals because of targeted
and job-related learning. However, it is also

The details of this program are documented in http://www.cca-acc.com/goldseal/certification/certif-guide.pdf

the case that employers may neglect this type
of learning and workers may be exposed to
very limited and specialized or unskilled
work, in spite of their qualifications and
reported experience. The model is vulnerable
to measurement errors related to the quality
of learning on the job that is offered and
acquired in the day-to-day work of the
industry.

would be to conduct worker and employer
surveys that reveal skills and their origins
more completely. Such surveys have been
done and are discussed below.2 They are,
however, detailed and expensive to administer. Survey-based tracking of skills is discussed
as an alternative solution later in this report,
but the model is intended to provide a simple
and timely assessment of the labour market.

Despite these shortcomings, the skill standards noted above are widely recognized, and
many groups in the industry are working to
expand or revise these standards. There is
broad acceptance that formal training and
related certification helps to codify and
expand the skills of the workforce. Tracking
the available skills by measuring the number
of workers with noted certifications is the
obvious starting point.

Examples of model dimensions are provided
in more detail below, and the model is used
in preliminary descriptions of skills for each
of the five trades in the appendices.

How employers utilize skills
The model further assumes that employers
reveal their skill requirements during the
recruiting process. Requested qualifications
in terms of formal training and certification,
work experience and the sector or regional
focus of work is understood to reveal these
needs. This assumption is vulnerable to the
same error noted for worker skills. Employers
may be content to recruit workers with
minimal qualifications (or even just Essential
Skills and potential) with the intention of
training the recruits in-house. This is a natural
strategy, and may conceal the actual balance
of skills acquired and needed from the
proposed model.

2

These are the most common descriptions of
the “scope of the trade.” Descriptions identify
the broad blocks/tasks of work or categories
of expertise that are allocated to the trades in
the NOA and ESRP.
Example: Technical skill breadth for Bricklayers,
defined by five blocks in the NOA
Block A – Work-related activities
Block B – Masonry walls and columns
Block C –	Chimneys, fireplaces, masonry heaters
and refractory materials
Block D – Construction/layout of masonry arches
Block E – Restoration
Block F – Ornamental masonry

Worker Technical Skill Depth
The expected depth of expertise in a trade is
less obvious, but is revealed in the duration
of training allocated to the sub-tasks in the
blocks or categories that define breadth.
Similarly, depth might be revealed in the
number of sub-tasks and the details
attached to each.

HRDC commissioned a series of National Human Resources Needs Analysis reports for fifteen trades in the mid- to late 1990s. Each of these
reports included a detailed survey of the skills in the workforce, and surveyed employers on their needs and views. Many of these trade groups
are continuing their research in cooperation with the CSC.

Construction Sector Council

The assumptions noted above and the related
limitations of the model are the unavoidable
consequences of trying to track the situation
with secondary data. An obvious alternative

Worker Technical Skill Breadth
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One possibility is that specialized training
offered by equipment and material manufacturers and private trainers may reveal the
most important new skills that add depth
to one branch of a trade.
Example: Technical skill depth for Bricklayers,
defined by five sub-tasks in the NOA
Block B – Masonry wall and column systems
Task 9 – Builds veneer walls
Sub-task 9.01 –	Inspects substrates, anchors
and flashings
Sub-task 9.02 – Installs flashings
Sub-task 9.03 – Lays out walls and coursings
Sub-task 9.04 – Installs masonry units and
accessories

In the example noted above, added skill depth
might be revealed by training and experience
with new masonry products like cellulose/
aerated blocks.

Supervisory/Management Skills
This part of the model tracks the extent of
work experience and skills as a mentor, team
leader, foreperson or supervisor, and the
identification of skills related to job supervision such as dispute resolution, managing
materials and work scheduling.

Measuring Skills in Construction

Job-Related Technical
Skill Breadth
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Employers and engineers/architects or estimators identify this dimension of skills as
they describe the work to be done and skills
needed. In general, the breadth of job-related
skills may be narrower than personal trade
skills, but this would depend on the employer’s plans for the worker. The breadth of
job-related skills would be revealed in
descriptions of work required and jobs to be

filled. These might be obtained from plans
and specifications, or from advertisements for
job openings. Even at this broad level, there
will be room for confusion over the terminology used.
Example: Job-related breadth of skills, job
postings by contractors on job bank
General Carpentry
Framing Carpentry
Forming Carpentry
Finish Carpentry
Other
Source: Workopolis, Monster, Careerclick and Careerbeacon

Essential Skill Breadth
The Essential Skill profiles prepared by
Human Resources and Skills Development
Canada identifies nine blocks and sub-groups
of skills regarded as essential for entry into
the occupations.
Example: HRSDC – Essential Skills –
Main Groups
A. Reading
F. Thinking Skills
B. Document Use
G. Working with Others
C. Writing
H. Computer Use
D. Numeracy
I. Continuous Learning
E. Oral Communication

Essential Skill Depth
For each of the nine blocks or groups of skills
identified in the HRSDC profiles, there is a
further breakdown of tasks and examples.
Example: Job-related technical skill depth for
“Thinking Skills”
Problem Solving
Significant Use of Memory
Decision Making
Finding Information
Job Task Planning

Employers and their supervisors or forepersons would have specific expectations related
to the depth of skills needed to complete subtasks assigned on a job. These expectations
are the most immediate description of the
skills and experience that secure work. The best
qualified worker for any given construction
job will likely be the worker with a depth
of experience with the tools and materials
needed to work quickly and accurately.
This is the most difficult area to measure.
Example: Job-related depth of skills: upgrade
course offerings at the Ontario Industrial and
Finishing Skills Centre
Skills Upgrade Training
Blueprint Reading (16 hours)
Estimating (8 hours)
Entrances & Hardware (12 hours)
Glass Fabrication (12 hours)
Curtain Wall Systems (16 hours)
Glazing Systems (8 hours)
Art (Stained) Glass (4 hours)
Vinyl Wallcovering (80 hours – 10 day course)
Sealants, Joint Design & Application (8 hours)
Spray Paint Applications (16 hours)
Abrasive Blasting (Sandblasting) (16 hours)
Faux Finish Training (16 hours)
Wood Finish Training (12 hours)
Source: http://www.oifsc.com/skills%20upgrading.htm

Worker Organizational Skills

Source: The Construction Institute http://www.theconstruction
institute.com/educationinstitute.cfm

The model described above is used to prepare
“preliminary descriptions of skills” for five
selected trades:
• Electricians
• Plumbers
• Carpenters
• Equipment Operators
• Bricklayers
The preliminary descriptions are included in
the appendices. The five trades were selected
to represent a variety of characteristics
including traditionally compulsory trades
(electricians, plumbers), voluntary trades
(e.g. bricklayer), and traditionally uncertified
trades (equipment operators, except crane
operators). The trades are among the largest
in the industry, so there are large samples
available in the information sources. These
trades are recognized in all provinces. There
is consensus about the depth and breadth
of some of the trades (e.g. bricklayers and
plumbers), but controversy for others
(e.g. carpenters).

Construction Sector Council

At this level, the skills are related to management and supervisory activities. There are
many training programs and certifications
that recognize these skills. As noted above,
there are various standards and certification
programs. One example noted here is taken
from the Construction Institute that was
established by the Toronto Construction
Association. Their program offerings are
noted as an example of the potential depth of
supervisory and management skills in most
trades. The topics covered and the related
certification conforms to the CCA Gold
Seal Program.

Example: Job-related organizational
skills revealed in the programs offered
by the Construction Institute at the
Toronto Construction Association
Courses
Blueprint Reading and Estimating Course – Level I
Blueprint Reading and Estimating Course – Level II
Construction Law
Risk Management Course
Cost Control for Contractors
Leadership Development in Construction – Level I
Communication Skills Workshop
Planning & Scheduling for Contractors
Managing Human Resources for Contractors
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Alternative models
Research for this report reveals that there
are several alternate models for tracking and
certifying skills. These models are used to
account for available skills and to allow for
the systematic updating of job classifications
and descriptions. Two examples are described
below. Each model offers an alternative way
to understand, track and manage skills in
construction.

Canadian Technology Human
Resources Board (CTHRB)
The CTHRB represents technicians and technologists in applied science and engineering
across Canada. The CTHRB tracks the skills
that describe groups of technicians and
technologists, and rapidly updates the
description of skills and occupations as
technologies change. The CTHRB maintains
a Canadian Technicians and Technologists
Standards Database on their website that
describes competencies. These are comparable to “skills” or work subsets in the NOA and
are the smallest component of a description
of workers’ capabilities.3 The CTHRB model
identifies:
• Disciplines (e.g. Civil Technician)
• Occupations (70 identified; e.g.
Geo-chemical Technician)
• Competency Areas (230 for technicians
and 280 for technologists)
Measuring Skills in Construction

– General (e.g. Safety)
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– Technical (e.g. Aero-mechanical)
• Competencies (e.g. Digital Logic Circuits)
The CTHRB standards also track the
evolution of skill or competency require-

ments from entry-level to more senior or
supervisory levels.
The CTHRB model does not measure how
competencies extend across the workforce of
technicians and technologists. The system is
designed as a reference source for describing
existing competencies, adding new areas and
organizing them into descriptions of occupations. The system allows for the identification
of common or overlapping competencies, and
this permits a definition of the boundaries of
occupations and work assignments. To a certain extent, the National Occupational Analysis
plays a similar role for the trades. The CTHRB
Standards Database, unlike the NOA, does
not appear to have any direct regulatory role
and is not part of any government program.
Rather, it is a tool for industry and government to use to catalogue competencies, define
occupations, prepare and accredit curriculum
or programs and facilitate changes in
these areas.

The Canadian Home Builders’
Association and Provincial
Initiatives
The Construction Sector Council has worked
with the Canadian Home Builders’ Association (CHBA) and its provincial counterparts
for many years. Both the CHBA and the CSC
have a mandate to track the characteristics of
the construction workforce and patterns of
skills development and requirements in the
industry. Homebuilders have argued for
many years that current trade definitions and
certification do not meet the needs of the
new home building and renovation industry.
This concern focuses on the details of needed
skills and competencies, as well as established
apprenticeship programs for certification.4

3

See CTHRB website for more details on the standards database: http://www.cthrb.ca/Standards/

4

See, for example, the CHBA report “Proposed Work Plan and Budget for a Human Resource Development Initiative for the New Home Building
and Residential Renovation Industry, December 2003,” page 25 http://www.chba.ca/AboutCHBA/Proposed%20Work%20Plan%20and%20Budge
t%20 for%20a%20Human%20Resource%20Development%20Initiative.pdf

Homebuilder groups across Canada have
been working on alternative definitions for
some trades and related systems for training
and certification. In the past five years, these
efforts have generated new occupational profiles and standards that might complement or
substitute for the standards noted above. This
alternative perspective on construction trades
is an important development, as it adds new
occupations and trades to the labour market.
Indeed, homebuilders would argue that these
trades and occupations have existed all along,
but have not been properly recognized in the
statistics, training and certification programs
maintained for the industry.
The model proposed here would create a
more complete accounting for the skills and
occupations that are recognized by the homebuilders. Research for this report included a
review of these developments in four jurisdictions: Atlantic Canada, Saskatchewan, Alberta
and British Columbia. These developments
are reported briefly here.

A recent report, “Competency Based Assessment Framework for the New Home Building
and Renovation Construction Sector,” expands
on this theme. Homebuilders want to redefine
skills, training and certification and break
down the broad scope of some trades into
smaller and more specialized occupations.
These more limited occupations fit the organization of work in the new home building
and renovation sector.6 The most common
concern is with the carpenter trade, where
homebuilders advocate the recognition of
perhaps four sub trades:
• Framers
• Form workers
• Interior finishers
• Exterior finishers
These categories are assigned various names,
and there are some differences in the specific
skills or competencies in each. But this pattern, which is apparent in the research of the
AHBRSC, is repeated in other jurisdictions.
The Saskatchewan HBA

The Atlantic Home Building and Renovation
Sector Council (AHBRSC) has a mandate to
study skills in the new home building and
renovation construction labour force in the
Atlantic Provinces, and the related issues of
training and certification. This group has
prepared several reports documenting the
trades in each of the Atlantic Provinces. A
common theme that runs through this work
is the professionalization of the construction
workforce. A conference in 2004 on “Professionalization, Certification and Licensing”
reviewed this research and reiterated the
group’s focus on new training and trades
certification.5

The Saskatchewan Home Builders’ Association
has advocated a similar change to the structure of skills training and certification in
their province. Research efforts similar to the
AHBRSC included a review of labour market
conditions and industry surveys. This work
revealed a consensus among homebuilders in
Saskatchewan that trade skills were lacking,
and that a new format for training and certification is needed to avoid shortages and
build a skilled workforce. Focusing on the
carpentry-related trades, the Saskatchewan
groups requested new sub-trade designations
for Framers, Concrete Formers, Interior Finishers and Exterior Finishers. Occupational

5

6

See “ProSpec 2004, Conference Discussion Paper, Home Building and Renovation in Nova Scotia, the Professionalization Option”
http://www.ahbrsc.com/news/PDF/ProSpec2004_Paper.pdf
See “Competency Based Assessment Framework for the Residential Construction Sector,” AHBRSC, March 2004, http://www.ahbrsc.com/
downloads/final-%20competency%20based%20assessment%20framework.pdf
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Atlantic Canada – Atlantic Home Building and
Renovation Sector Council
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profiles have been prepared for each, and
work is underway to define training programs
and certifications.7
Alberta and the Carma Centre for Excellence

The Carma Centre for Excellence in Home
Building and Land Development is a Calgarybased group dedicated to research and
training for new home building and renovation construction. This group has analyzed
the Alberta labour market and conducted
surveys of contractors regarding the availability of trade skills. Findings and initiatives
related to this work led to the development
of occupational profiles and validation
of standards for many occupations. In each
case, the industry and the Centre is seeking
to raise the skill levels and create new certification standards. Several trades have been
studied, and validation of occupational
skills have been completed or planned for:
• Cribbers
• Exterior Finishing Carpenters
• Framers
• Interior Finishing Carpenters
• Bricklayers
• Electricians

Measuring Skills in Construction

• Plumbers/gasfitters
Note that the breadth of skills recognized for
carpenters in the NOA has been broken into
four groups. The designation “cribber” is
closely associated with the work of formwork
carpenters, who are mostly assigned to building foundations for homes and related
concrete work like drives and sidewalks. The
implication is that the four core elements of

the carpenter trade noted in Atlantic Canada
are included in the new trade descriptions in
Alberta. While details for these occupations
are not available to the study authors, conversations with Carma staff indicate that the
profiles have been designed to coincide with
the Provincial Apprenticeship system.
Researchers at the Carma Centre are also
aware of initiatives in Saskatchewan, British
Columbia and Atlantic Canada.
CHBA—British Columbia and the Industry
Training Authority

British Columbia launched a controversial
reform of the apprenticeship system in 2000,
and has now established the Industry Training
Authority (ITA). This group is part of major
reforms that have altered the structure of
apprenticeship and encouraged the designation of new trades and occupations. One
proponent of this reform was the Canadian
Home Builders’ Association – B.C. This group
sought the opportunity to redefine trade
descriptions and identity smaller trade groups
for many of the same reasons noted in the
work of AHBRSC, Saskatchewan and Alberta
groups.8 The new regime in B.C. has now recognized a new trade designation: “Residential
Construction Framing Technician”. The scope
of this trade corresponds in general with the
framer designation that was mentioned in
other provinces.9 There are also reports that a
second request has been made for the ITA to
recognize a formwork designation.
The ITA has announced that it intends to
support traditional apprenticeship and the
designated trades, as well as sustaining the
Red Seal program. The B.C. initiative seems
to be following the emerging pattern of the
other provinces with a plan to create a series

7

See “Final Report, Human Resource and Training Strategy for the Residential Construction Industry in Saskatchewan,” April, 2004,
Saskatchewan Home Builders’ Association, submitted to Saskatchewan Learning.

8

The broader strategy of the CHBA-BC is set out in “Towards a World Class Home Building Workforce and Industry, The CHBA-BC Strategic Skills
Plan,” March 2003

9

See “CHBA-BC Credential Submission to the Industry Training Authority of BC, Residential Construction Framing Technician.”
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of sub-trades with specialized skills targeting
new home building and renovation. At the
same time, the sub-trades are designed to
correspond roughly to the major blocks of
skills identified in the NOA for carpenters.
Participants explain that they intend that
workers can proceed through a series of
training programs in each area and accumulate credit toward full journeyperson status
as a carpenter.
It is important to note that the ITA has
accepted the CHBA-BC request and
designated the new Residential Framing
Technician trade. This is the first formal recognition of change that homebuilders have

sought for many years. These important and
controversial initiatives by homebuilders and
some provincial governments may alter the
traditional definitions of trades and certification. Tracking these changes requires access
to the detailed definitions of the depth and
breadth of essential, technical and management skills noted in the proposed model.
This is the “cutting edge” of change in construction labour markets. As the next section
will show, the truly important understanding
of labour market conditions in the industry
will depend on current and complete information on the skills taught, certified and
demanded by employers.

Construction Sector Council
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3. The Need for Tracking Skills
Labour market conditions across Canada have prompted many media reports of skill shortages and warnings
that this will limit economic growth. Concern about this problem is often linked loosely to the demographics
of the baby-boom generation and coming retirements from the trades. There is general acceptance of this
perception, and alarm over the problem is particularly tied to construction trades.
There are contrary views. In one important
case, the HRSDC group that produces the
national and some provincial “Job Futures”
web sites attaches relatively modest rankings
to job prospects in the trades.10 Most construction trades are listed as having “limited”
or “fair” prospects. Other research has found
that demographics alone are not cause for
concern about skill or labour shortages.11 A
similar argument has also been made in work
for the Ontario Construction Secretariat.12
These reports suggest that there is confusion
about the true state of labour markets. This
confusion can be resolved once the analysis
focuses on skills in the workforce, not just the
number of workers.
One source of alarm about “skill shortages”
and labour problems comes from employer
surveys. Industry associations such as

Canadian Home Builders’ Association, the
Canadian Federation of Independent Businesses, the Canadian Manufacturers and
Exporters Alliance, the Canadian Labour and
Business Centre and others have published
surveys where employers report skill shortages and indicate that these shortages are
major business problems. While these surveys
accurately report the situation for each
respondent, these problems may be related
either to specific skills or to a more general
labour shortage.
The Construction Sector Council has
launched a Labour Market Information initiative that tracks labour market conditions for
more than thirty trades in fifteen regions
across Canada. This initiative forecasts construction activity and labour supply. The
system ranks labour market conditions on
a scale that ranges

Interpreting Skill Shortages—a practical example
In fact, skill shortages are a normal part of human-resource conditions. It is important to understand exactly how
they appear and are interpreted. One practical example was encountered during a management training session with
a small group of trade contractors. The session began with a short survey of approximately 50 employers. Skills were
defined using the five or six “blocks” of skills identified in the National Occupational Analysis for the trade. Each
participant was asked if there was a shortage of skills in general and/or in one or more block. They were then asked
to rank the importance of the skill shortage for the quality, productivity and profitability of their project or business.
Measuring Skills in Construction

A large minority said that there were no shortages, while the majority identified skill shortages spread among the
blocks. There was no consensus on one area of shortage, with the exception of consensus that there was no shortage
in the specific area of work most commonly associated with the trade. Participants identified a range of very different
skill shortages that varied from specific new technologies to “soft” skills, such as customer relations. Participants
attached very high negative impacts to their business and projects related to these shortages. In short, very divergent
shortages existed and each was a major concern.
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If these employers were asked to respond to a survey about skill shortages, in general, for their trade, the majority
would say: ‘Yes, there were shortages, and they have a major negative impact on my firm.’ However, each respondent
would be identifying a different kind of specific shortage—not a broad-based shortage of skilled workers in the trade.

10

See “Job Futures, National Edition,” http://www.jobfutures.ca/noc/browse-occupations-noc.shtml

11

See “Labour Force Aging and Skill Shortages in Canada and Ontario,” Julie Ann McMullin and Martin Cooke, CPRN Research Report WJ24,
August 2004.

12

See the Ontario Construction Secretariat “Aging Construction Workforce and Skill Shortages; Myth or Reality,” 2001, and a recent update “Skill
Shortages and the Construction Labour Market in Ontario” OCS 2005.

from very limited to abundant supply. As this
analysis narrows the focus on specific
trades and regions it offers more precise
information on required skills. This work
takes on new importance as construction
activity continues strong and new risks of
shortages are apparent. A first round of
forecasts and analysis has been released in
a series of “Construction Looking Forward”
reports for each Province. The new CSC LMI
market analysis is reflecting continued
growth in construction activity and related
risks of tight markets and skill shortages.
Skill shortages exist in many specific and
short-term situations. Tight labour markets
in some regions, trades, sectors and projects
will attract all available skilled workers and
create short-term and local problems. Similarly, individual employers will have trouble
recruiting workers with specific skills. The
reconciliation of reports of skill shortages
with high unemployment and low wage
increases is only possible by focusing on
specific skills.

A variation on this theme is associated with
employers who identify skill shortages without answering questions about compensation.
Employers may mean to imply that they face
shortages at the current wage or compensation level. Increases in compensation may
retain or attract needed skilled workers.
In conclusion, the only way to determine and
resolve actual skill shortages is to track the
availability and requirements for the specific
skills in each trade. This process is traditionally done at the grassroots level when
employers meet with trainers and suppliers
to arrange for needed training programs. A
broader and more timely process of updating
the NOA and revising provincial training
and curriculum would also help resolve
these situations. These are challenging and
time-consuming processes that involve Trade
Advisory Committees, industry associations,
Provincial Ministries and Departments, community colleges, union-management training
trusts and many other groups. These groups
have a major role to play in balancing labour
market supply and demand. Section 5 of the
report looks at industry groups’ reactions to
the proposal of tracking skill requirements.

Construction Sector Council

When asked if they face skill shortages, it is
natural for employers to respond in the affirmative. It is possible that recruiting has been
delayed as employers seek specialized skills.
Alternatively, they may find that the skills of
their workforce do not include new technology. Often, the skill shortage does not refer to
the lack of a trained worker (e.g. a plumber),
but rather a specific skill within that occupation (e.g. installs medical gas systems). The
danger is that observers will interpret the
employers’ “skill shortage” as a signal of a
much larger and broader labour market
problem. Employers may encourage this view,
as it is in their interest to train new plumbers,

even if they only need to upgrade the skills
of one worker.
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4. Preliminary Assessment of Skills
in Five Trades
Recognizing the need and developing the model for skills tracking is the first step. The next stage in the research
was to apply the model in a limited format, to test the available information and determine the time and cost
to assemble a “skill profile” for a trade.
Five preliminary assessments of skills were
created for the targeted trades as part of this
process. These are attached to this report as
appendices. These documents were then used
as a starting point and as background for
interviews with industry stakeholders.

Research Sources
Each assessment was divided into three parts.
An introduction described the mandate of the
CSC research and explained how the consultants would gather comments. The second
part called the “Current Situation,” described
the skills for the trade, while the third part
included questions for the interviews and
meetings.

Measuring Skills in Construction

“The Current Situation” was divided into sections on personal skills and on-the-job skills.
The first section began with a review of the
NOA for the trade, and a comparison with
training and apprenticeship programs across
Canada. Each assessment contains a series of
“mappings” that compare the coverage of
training programs to the NOA by identifying
specific blocks, tasks and sub-tasks that are
covered.
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The second part also includes a description
of the Human Resource Needs Assessment
studies that were done for the trades in the
mid- to late 1990s. These studies included a
detailed survey of workers that evaluated
skills and work experience for essential and
technical skills identified in the NOA.
Summaries of the Essential Skills Profiles
for the trades have been prepared, where
available, and added to the skills assessment
profiles. A review of the skills and competencies monitored as part of the Gold Seal

Program at the Canadian Construction
Association is also included to reflect the
extent of supervisory and management skills.
A table of Census data reports the number of
workers in the trade by age and qualification.
This information was used as a proxy for
measuring the distribution of skills across
the workforce. These results, in combination
with the trade studies from the ‘90s, attempt
to measure the extent of skills available in
the workforce.
The second section, the “Current Situation,”
looks at skills required by employers on-thejob. Individual employers may only require
a sub-set of the skills available due to specialization or other conditions. The extent of this
specialization is an important indicator of the
matching of available and required skills.
Two measures were constructed to test
on-the-job skill requirements. The first is a
description of specialty industry associations
or divisions within broader industry groups.
There are literally hundreds of construction
industry associations and their focus and specialties represent an important measure of
changing technology, market conditions, the
regulatory environment and other conditions.
The second measure of on-the-job skill
requirements is taken from Internet sites
that detail job openings. This source of “help
wanted” tracking was chosen on the grounds
that Internet-based tracking will be more
common in the future, and job openings
described there are more easily accumulated
and analyzed. Up to six Internet sites were
reviewed as part of the research.
Readers are invited to read some or all of the
preliminary profiles in the Appendices. The

skill assessments for carpenters and electricians are the most complete, as they were
completed first and used extensively in over
30 interviews that reviewed the process and
validated the approach.

Comments on the
Measurement Process
This project tests the feasibility of cataloguing
and measuring the extent of skills in the construction workforce. The preliminary analysis
of skills is an important part of the process to
test the quality and availability of information. Several sources were accessed and then
analyzed:
• The National Occupation Analysis
• Descriptions of trade-specific courses
and programs
• The National Human Resource Needs
Analysis reports from the late 1990s
• The Essential Skills Profiles
• Trade-specific supervisory- and
management-related training programs
and courses
• Census data on age, qualifications
and trade
• Internet-based job listings
• Industry association memberships

Implementing the model using the above
sources offered several important lessons for
future applications.
The NOA documents are large and not easily
manipulated. Implementing the model
requires references to all detailed descriptions
for blocks, tasks and sub-tasks. Electronic
access is essential, as it permits a comparison

Descriptions of related training programs and
courses often identify the skills of graduates.
The extent of these skills in the workforce
depends on tracking the number of graduates,
and such measures are difficult to obtain.
Detailed worker surveys that identify specific
qualifications are an option for filling this gap.
The Essential Skills Profiles developed
by HRSDC are an important addition to
the model and, as they are expanded, will
offer significant detail. Research seeking
comparable information on supervisory
or management programs focused on the
Gold Seal Program and related courses.
The Census data by age and qualification
provides an overall measure of the extent
of work experience and certification across
trades and regions. The proportion of each
trade with qualifications, reported in the Census, might be compared to the qualifications
required in job openings for a broad measure
of skill-based demand and supply.
Collecting Internet-based job listings was
only partially successful. Manual searching
and analysis was time-consuming, and additional efforts are needed to create a proper
sampling process that will assure statistical
reliability. Ongoing tracking of Internetbased job listings is a tempting initiative,
as it is certain that more job placement in
construction will be done this way in the
future. But it will be a challenge to identify
and validate information gathered from
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The original description of the model anticipated the investigation of other sources,
including private and supplier-based training
programs. Time and available resources did
not permit this extra effort.

with other trade standards and training
programs. This process is difficult and can
be time-consuming. Technical terms and
descriptions of tasks and training content are
not easily comparable; content expertise is
often needed to accurately match descriptions
in the NOA to other program or occupational
descriptions. This analytical problem is familiar to trainers and government staff who are
responsible for curriculum development or
Prior Learning Assessment and Recognition
(PLAR) type assessments.
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many diverse Internet systems. It is also not
clear that each Internet-based system will
offer job descriptions at the needed level of
detail (e.g. qualifications, sector, specializations, etc.).

Measuring Skills in Construction

A parallel effort to gather information in the
union sector based on dispatch systems in the
locals was suggested. Inquiries among carpenters’ and electricians’ locals revealed that,
while dispatch information is often collected,
common formats or definitions for specialties
are rare.
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In conclusion, this first initiative to implement the model encountered resource and
time limitations that suggest a more comprehensive application of the model to many
trades will be costly. An assessment of costs,
benefits and alternative ideas for proceeding
is covered in the last section of this report.

5. Industry Reactions
The proposed model and preliminary assessments of skills were tested and validated with industry stakeholders. Validation interviews proceeded in two phases, with the first concentrating on the carpentry trade and
the second on the electrician trade. These two trades were selected because of their distinctly different
characteristics with regard to skill profiles.
The carpentry trade is voluntary in most
provinces, and has been the subject of much
discussion and change. The electrician trade
is compulsory in most provinces, and has a
long tradition of shared training programs
and an agreed scope of work.

the actual breadth and depth of skills.
Responses to the twelve questions included
in the preliminary assessment are described
below.

The Interview Content and Process
A series of interviews gathered the views of
representatives from all provinces and sectors.
The target sample and results achieved are
noted in Figure 1.

Carpentry
This trade was selected because of the current
controversy among employers on the appropriate scope of work. These differences were
often the focus of interviews, as respondents
were well aware of provincial government
action on new designations and certifications.
It was thought that this controversy might
dominate any workshop discussions with
multiple carpentry employers, and it was
decided to gather feedback through interviews instead.

Stakeholders were asked twelve questions
about the preliminary description of skills,
and then two broader questions about the
potential for extending the skills model to
other trades.
The first two questions ensured that respondents understood the preliminary paper they
were given as background for the interview,
and the general objective of the project. All
respondents understood the material. A third
question inquired about similar or related
studies. This gathered many suggestions and

Both proponents and opponents of changes
to the scope of the carpenter trade were
actively interested in the process of tracking

Figure 1: Interviews for Depth and Breadth of Skills – Carpenters
Atlantic

Quebec*

Ontario

Man/Sask

Alberta

B.C.

Trainer Employer Trainer Employer Trainer Employer Trainer Employer Trainer Employer Trainer Employer
Residential

1

2

1

2

1

*

2

1

2

Heavy
Industrial

1

*

4

2

1

Civil
engineering

1

*

2

2

1

Commercial
and
Institutional

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

12

1

1

1

1

1

13

2

1

11

2

1
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1

1

1

1
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* Meeting at the Commission de la Construction du Quebec
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1

Total

21

pointed the research in new directions. In
particular, homebuilders included in the
sample introduced many studies and new
occupational standards that target provincial
designations for new trades. These studies
were discussed earlier in the report under
Alternative Models.
Respondents were asked if the skills listed
in the preliminary paper include the skills
needed by employers in their area. Most said
yes, but then added additional areas of skills
not mentioned. These were often Essential
Skills or Management/Supervision Skills.
Specific technical skills like scaffolding were
sometimes mentioned as missing, and other
skills like concrete pouring were mentioned
as not applicable and/or practiced by other
trades.
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When asked if individual employers need
all of the indicated skills, most reported that
there is considerable specialization, and few
employers need all the skills. This question
was the first opportunity for critics of the
current system to register their objections.
This group, often homebuilders, commented
that the breadth of skills noted in the NOA
and the related system of training does not
fit their needs. In contrast, many respondents
noted that employers will be able to use a
carpenter with a wide breadth of skills more
extensively across jobs and that the workers
will be more employable over time.
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Next, interviewers asked if the range of skills
listed in the background paper are available in
the local carpenter workforce. Most said yes,
but some went on to comment that all carpenters with a Certificate of Qualification
(C of Q) might not have all the skills which
some attributed to specialization. In some
cases, respondents noted that strong market
conditions had drawn more unskilled workers
into the workforce and these workers lack
many basic skills. Some respondents also
commented on skill shortages.

Next, respondents were asked if there are specific skills associated with work in individual
sectors, e.g. new home building and renovation, commercial, institutional, industrial and
engineering. This question brought many
respondents back to the special needs of the
new home building and renovation sector.
Even more specific examples were forthcoming,
with several respondents mentioning the
special needs of form workers in commercial
work in comparison to less specialized skills
in formwork in residential buildings.
Residential builders also noted how skills
requirements increase as a worker moves
from low-end single-family units to higherend homes. There were a similar number of
respondents who argued that all the skills
noted in the background paper are needed by
all carpenters, and that this breadth of skills
allowed workers to move across sectors.
Interviewers asked if a broader set of skills
(e.g. spanning more of the blocks of the
NOA) would add to the long-term incomes
of the workers. There was a strong consensus
among respondents that this was the case.
Respondents were asked to refer to Censusbased estimates of the higher incomes
associated with a Certificate of Qualification,
and some agreed that this was an appropriate
measure of advantage. Others were not sure
of the actual differences. Most respondents
agreed that the higher earning potential was a
consequence of more hours of work over the
year and less a function of higher hourly rates.
People were asked whether a greater depth
of skills was also associated with higher
incomes. Here, many quickly agreed that there
is an advantage, but on reflection, many qualified their comments. For example, some
added that broader skills were more likely to
add to earnings than deeper skills. Others
added that the advantage of depth of skills
was more likely important during strong
markets. Others commented that depth of
skills often involved acquiring manufacturer-

based training in installation of products.
This depth of skills is vulnerable, they added,
if the manufacturers move to training and
certifying their own workforce of installers.
Interviewers asked if new technology is
changing the depth and breadth of skills.
There was a strong consensus that technological change was not a big factor. Many
observed that the biggest change is in the area
of prefabricated components, which has deskilled the workforce. Some respondents gave
higher importance to technological change
and mentioned areas like energy efficiency,
new tools and new regulations as factors.
Interviewers asked if skills are taught or
applied differently in different regions. Few
commented on differences in teaching. In
Quebec, it was emphasized that training standards are common across the province. Most
respondents commented that there is less
specialization outside urban areas, and some
noted that both training and work practices
are shaped in some regions by local specialties or market conditions.
Finally, interviewers asked about the extent of
transferability of skills across regions, sectors
and organizations (e.g. union versus nonunion environments). There were many
different points of view on this and little
consensus. Some respondents asserted that a
fully trained carpenter had extensive mobility,
while others focused on differing work practices as reasons for very limited mobility. On
the important matter of mobility between
residential and non-residential building, the
group was divided.

There were many encouraging comments,
and an overall recognition that tracking skills
at this level meets a practical need. Some
noted that the existing system of Trade
Advisory Committees and other links
between industry, training institutions
and regulators is a “self-correcting” feature
of the current system.
Most respondents agreed that the approach
should be tried with other trades, and some
commented that the current controversy
about the scope of the carpentry trade may
detract from the broader purpose of designing a system for tracking skills.

Electricians
The second phase of the project updated the
preliminary assessment of skills for electricians and validated the approach with over
40 industry representatives. The original
research plan was to conduct a series of four
workshops of up to 15 people. Early efforts
to organize these sessions uncovered some
resistance related to differing opinions on the
scope of the trade. These divisions related to
past and current plans to create new trades or
specializations in areas like industrial electrician, power-line workers, communication
electricians.
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At the conclusion of the interview, respondents were asked to comment on the
usefulness of the background paper and the
general direction of research being considered
by the CSC. Most found the information useful, although there were some who questioned
its overall value. Many focused on the problems of accessing and maintaining the
volume of information needed. Some, for

example, had experience with “mapping” the
NOA skills into other training programs, and
were aware of the difficulties presented by
different terminology. Still others offered
advice and suggestions for adding information, such as records from union-based
dispatch systems, where the skills and specialization of members could be matched with
employer requests. Some raised critical comments about the long delays in updating the
information, and the short-term changes
in skill requirements in the field. Others
suggested alternative approaches, such as
monitoring skills of individual workers on
Smart Cards or equivalent records.
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To avoid having these controversies interfere
with the validation process, the research plan
was altered to target interviews in all regions
except Quebec and New Brunswick. Industry
leaders in these provinces were able to draw
large and diversified groups of contractors,
union leaders and trainers into single meetings. Interviews were organized in the other
provinces and the final coverage of the meetings and interviews is presented in Figure 2.

When asked if the skills described in the preliminary assessment cover the skills required
by their firm (or the firms represented), all
responded that the coverage was accurate.
Comments sometimes noted areas that were
not obvious in the paper but figure prominently in the skills expected. These areas
include safety training and maintenance
and repair work.
Next, respondents were asked if each electrician needed all the skills mentioned. A large
majority agreed. Many noted that their firm
may not use all the skills, but electricians
would be better prepared for future work
with the full breadth of skills noted. Some
contractors made a distinction between
“in-school” skills and “on-the-job” skills.
All electricians, in their view, require the
former. The latter skills rarely extended to
the full breadth, and this was a function of
the extent of work experience.

As in the case with carpenters, electrician
respondents indicated that they understood
both the nature of the project and the
description of skills outlined in the preliminary assessment.
When questioned about studies and related
initiatives in the area of skills, respondents
in British Columbia described several recent
research projects that are redefining the scope
of skills and training systems for electricians
in that province. One new paper describing
the trade in B.C. was included in the mapping
process in the preliminary assessment of
skills.13

All respondents agreed that the overall workforce has collectively acquired the full range
of skills.

Figure 2: Interviews for Depth and Breadth of Skills – Electricians
Atlantic**
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3
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See “B.C. Apprenticeship Competency Program Outline, Draft,” Industry Training Authority, http://www.itabc.ca/whatsnew.php?ContentID=58

Respondents also agreed about the need
for unique skills in each sector (e.g. new
home building and renovation, commercial,
industrial and utilities). All “in-school” skills
mentioned in the preliminary assessment
were needed in all sectors. However, as
workers acquired experience, their practical
skills would be limited to sectors and specializations. Many examples were offered, as the
sample of interviews covered a wide range
of contractors. New specialties like
communications systems and Programmable
Logic Control (PLC) systems in industrial
machinery and motors were mentioned.
All respondents agreed that a greater breadth
of skills would contribute to higher incomes
and job prospects. Several advantages were
noted, and most pointed to the increased
likelihood of workers with skill breadth being
recruited. Employers also noted that broader
skills would enable electricians to gain more
hours over the long term. In the non-union
sector, it was reported that broader skills
might be rewarded with a higher hourly rate.

When questioned about the role of technology, most described situations where new
technologies were adding to both depth and
breadth. Keeping pace is a serious challenge
for both employers and training institutions.

Respondents all commented that there is little
difference in the training and application of
skills across all markets (from small rural to
large urban). Training standards are the same,
and many noted examples of advanced or
specialized work in rural markets.
The final question on the skills described in
the preliminary assessment asked about
transferability of skills across sectors and
regions. Respondents agreed that portability
was enhanced by full depth and breadth, and
many commented on the role of the Red Seal
program in promoting inter-provincial
mobility. There was also agreement that
mobility across sectors followed a rough
hierarchy, with new home building and renovation skills representing the minimum,
followed by added hands-on skills, commercial
and then industrial. In-school training in the
skills described in the preliminary assessment
were acknowledged as a basic requirement. To
move successfully across sectors, respondents
noted that electricians need time to acquire
hands-on or mechanical expertise in the
working environment in each sector.
The final group of questions probed the
views of participants on the potential value
of an enhanced LMI system based on skills
information. Most responded that the information was useful. This view was usually
followed by some hesitation and questions
about how the information might be used.
Many respondents noted that existing local
systems connect employers with training
institutions and adapt and adjust the skills of
the trained workforce to the needs of employers. A national CSC-based LMI system is not
needed to enhance this function. But many
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A question about the contribution of greater
skill depth to incomes gathered a variety of
comments. In general, respondents agreed
that added depth of skills improves incomes.
Some noted that the gains were dependent
on market conditions, and warned that
current strong markets could weaken, or
specialties that are attracting workers now
may be displaced. Others noted that adding
specialties allows older workers to move out
of more onerous outdoor work and extend
their careers. Others noted hiring electricians
with specialties can encourage employers to
seek new areas of work. But others noted that
some specialties are subcontracted out by
electrical contractors to employers who
pay less.

Respondents noted the importance of communications or structured cabling as a new
specialty, as well as photovoltaics and new
PLC and related industrial systems. Some
respondents noted that the basic skills
reported in the preliminary assessment have
not changed over the years despite the emergence of new technologies.
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noted that national skills-based tracking
would promote both consistency across
provinces as well as national standards. This
would be a valuable contribution. The system
could also add the information to initiatives to
promote trades and attract youth. All agreed
that it would be worthwhile to apply the
methodology in the preliminary assessment
to other trades.

These controversies can distract attention
from the core value of a system that seeks
only to track the evolution of skills across
trades and through time. Research, policy
reviews, and new provincial initiatives are
continually emerging, and there is a steady
flow of information in the area. Extensive
efforts would be required to keep the system
current.

In conclusion, the validation process canvassed the views of over 80 employers,
trainers, union leaders and others. The
interviews established that the preliminary
assessment was a strong starting point for
describing skills in the trades. It is also clear
that there are controversies about the actual
and desired distribution of skills and the
related systems of training and certification.

Respondents also noted that the management
of occupational standards and related training
and certification systems is a provincial jurisdiction. Any changes would be managed by
the provinces. The cooperation of provincial
governments would be an essential component for the success of any CSC-based plan
to track skills and related systems across
Canada.

6. C
 onclusions and Recommendations for
Next Steps
Findings reported here confirm that there is a need to track the skills in construction that are available
in the workforce and required by employers. These skills are the most fundamental component of the
labour force.
Critical concerns like labour shortages and
efficient systems of training and certification
are best analyzed at this level. The CSC and
many other sector councils have taken up the
challenge of human-resource analysis at this
level of detail.
This paper investigates a structured model
that gathers skills into categories and allows
analysis of gaps and changes. Once needed
information has been gathered in the model,
many questions can be answered:
• Are there skills available that are
not required?
• Are there skills required that are
not available?
• Are equivalent skills available in each
region and sector?
• Are the same skills needed in each
region and sector?
• How does acquiring new skills (e.g. greater
breadth or depth of essential, technical or
supervisory/management skills) help workers earn more?
• How does new technology impact the
training and certification needs of
the industry?

Indeed, the CSC has undertaken several
research projects that could be linked directly
to the implementation of a skills model.

Industry feedback confirms the need and
underlines the importance that is associated
with this work. The existing system that deals
with these issues for construction is primarily
the apprenticeship model. This system is
managed by the provinces, and is driven by
both local trade advisory committees and the
National Occupational Analysis, the related
ICEMS and Red Seal process and more locally
oriented systems of Essential Skills and
Supervisory/Management Skills upgrading.
To track all of these features across Canada,
the CSC would need to implement the
proposed model for all trades and regions,
investing in regular updates. Implementing
the model could mean simply tracking
the descriptions of skills (i.e. occupational
standards, training programs, NOA results,
upgrade programs, management certifications) or tracking the number of graduates
and qualified workers, as well as employer
requirements in each category by trade and
region.
When asked to comment on this role for the
CSC and the associated model, stakeholders
were cautious in their response. Many agreed
that, in principle, the work of tracking skills
was important and might be taken up by the
CSC. Reflecting on the process, many offered
encouragement and suggestions:
• The proposed model was readily understood and covered most of the available
and required skills for the trades tested.
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Many construction groups are already investigating these issues and managing systems for
training, certification and recruiting according to their findings. Any systematic effort to
gather the results and build on these efforts
would be welcome.

These would include earlier reports on
training, Gold Seal Training on-line, the
management-training inventory and the
Essential Skills Strategy.
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• Implementation of the model offers insight
into the noted questions.

community colleges. Each of these groups
would need to see benefits from the system.

• Skills required by employers can be tracked
through union dispatch systems.

It is recognized in trade-specific reports that
the earlier Human Resources Needs Analysis
addressed similar issues. It will be important
to link this study and proposed model to
these earlier studies, to reiterate the benefits
for trade groups in these efforts. Indeed, it is
important to offer a plan to update these earlier studies as an alternative to the further
application of the CSC skills model.

• Research and studies are available that
cover these concerns, and could be
reflected in CSC efforts.
• Resources might be focused on tracking
skills for individual workers through a
Smart Card-type system.
• Alternative systems such as the CTHRB
Data Base may be applicable in
construction.
• Earlier research on “Human Resources
Needs Analysis” for the trades constitutes
an important alternative way to track skills.
Many others expressed concerns:
• Resources needed to track skills in this
manner are extensive, and it is not obvious
how the results would be applied.
• Individual firms and union locals do
not have a regular need for information
structured in this way.
• Requirements and related training
programs change quickly, and a tracking
system could not keep a timely record
of the situation.
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• The existing system for defining skills and
trades is not meeting the needs of some
sectors, and efforts to fix this are a priority.
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These findings and comments suggest industry support for this type of work. There is,
however, some caution about proceeding.
Hesitation is related to concern about the
application of the results to practical industry
concerns. Care must be taken to develop the
model in a way that is directly useful in specific industry situations like union dispatch
systems, the emerging training and certification systems for homebuilders, and the
ongoing work of apprenticeship branches and

The results of the first two phases of this
“depth and breadth” skills tracking inquiry,
as well as the CSC experience with related
Labour Market Information work, lead to
the following overall conclusions:
• Extensive sources exist to create and
update a comprehensive analysis of skills
for the trades.
• The industry favours such an analysis, but
the results should target specific needs.
• The system would likely need to cover as
many as 25 or more trades, based on the
current coverage of the LMI system.
• Results could be connected to the existing
LMI system.
• The skills-tracking process would require
extensive resources and regular updates to
remain current.
• Results would need to connect with
national standards and local industry
initiatives.
• Results would need to complement provincial work in the area of occupational
standards, training and certification.
These conclusions are consistent with three
options for proceeding. Each option is set out
below, noting advantages and disadvantages.

Option #1: Update the National
Human Resources Needs Analysis
for the Trades
This option would include another round of
the trade studies that were completed in the
late 1990s. These studies were generally well
received, and many industry stakeholders are
still using the analysis to guide initiatives for
industry promotion, national standards, certification and training. These studies had
several important features in common:
• Background material on the state of labour
markets and workforce characteristics,
often based on Census data.
• Detailed and statistically reliable surveys of
both employers and workers that evaluated
skill depth and breadth.
• A review of the impact of technology.
• Inventories of training programs.
The proposed round of studies would be a
major project, and would likely cover as many
as 20 specific trades. The in-depth format
would include detailed surveys to probe
the depth and breadth of skills from both
employer and worker perspectives. This is the
main advantage, as it avoids the potential for
error that is usually attributed to the use of
secondary data to assess skills.
Since these are large studies and will require
up to 18 months for each trade to complete,
it is proposed that the studies be scheduled
to run in succession over two to three years.
Advantages:

• Detailed employer and worker surveys of
skills are the most reliable measures of
depth and breadth.
• The format allows for detailed management of the work by trade- and
industry-specific committees to guide
priorities and issues.

Disadvantages:
• The studies would be expensive.
• Work would span two or three years.

Option #2: CSC – Construction
Trades Competency Standards
This project would create a database of
competencies that span all construction
trades, patterned after the CTHRB Technology Standards system. Initial steps would
include the division of trades into competency areas and competencies that correspond
roughly to the tasks and sub-tasks detailed
in the NOA. These areas would be defined
as distinct skills that would have associated
training programs. The CSC system would
combine the competency areas and competencies into trades and sub-trades, in a
manner that would identify hierarchies
and sequences that together accumulate
to complete trade definitions.
This option would be an important addition
to the existing National Occupational
Analysis model. Competency areas and
competencies would first be identified in
the NOA process for a trade. The NOAs
would describe equivalent competencies in
separate trades in identical language. The
resulting CSC Standards would allow the
preparation of common training programs
that reflect competencies shared across trades
and provinces. Similarly, the discrete competencies could be updated separately where
changes span trades (e.g. new technologies,
building codes or new safety regulations
across the provinces).
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• A new series of studies starting in 2006
could draw on new Census results.

• Surveys and study formats could be
managed by the CSC to ensure common
formats and comparability across trades
for a synthesis of results.
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Advantages:

Disadvantages:

job-placement websites, and other sources.
Some elements of this option are already
considered in the current LMI plan.
For example, the inclusion of Provincial
Ministries and Directors of Apprenticeship
in the LMI system anticipates the expansion of
the system to track apprenticeship programs
and link them to expected market outcomes.
CSC initiatives in the areas of Essential Skills
and Management/Supervisor training could
also be linked to skills tracking and monitoring of market conditions in the
LMI system.

• A departure from the NOA format.

Advantages:

• Requires extensive and ongoing provincial
and industrial coordination to keep competencies current.

• Close fit with existing CSC LMI systems.

• Faster response to reflect changes in the
work environment for the training and
certification systems.
• More efficient training and certification
as institutions and governments share
new information.
• Closer matching of provincial training
and occupational standards that approach
national standards.

Option #3: Preliminary Assessments
of Skills for all Trades
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This option would adopt the skills model
developed here and apply it to all trades. The
work plan would involve creating a preliminary assessment of skills and updating it
regularly. Once completed, these assessments
could be added to the existing LMI
“Construction Going Forward” effort. Results
for each trade could be enhanced with
commentary on skill depth and breadth,
and implications of market conditions for
skills shortages.
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This option would require a permanent
research capacity to create and update the
assessments of skills by drawing on revised
training programs, updated accounting from

• Potential common ground for CSC and
provincial apprenticeship programs.
Disadvantages:
• Potentially costly and requires permanent
CSC-based research.
• Accuracy of secondary sources (e.g. webbased measures of job openings) is limited.
The three options set out here are deliberately
different —and the CSC has a wide range
of choices. Any one of these options requires
a deliberate decision for the CSC to expand
its overall mandate and focus to include
skills tracking.

Actions for Future Consideration
The researchers recommend that the CSC
review the following options:
1. Validate the preliminary skills assessments
for the remaining three trades.
2. Prepare an overall report on the proposed
skills model and its application to the
five trades.
3. Invite industry reaction to alternative proposals for tracking skills in construction,
for example:
Proposal #1: Apply the Current Model in
all Trades
Proposal #2: Build a Skills Standard Data
Base in the CTHRB model
Proposal #3: Update the Human Resource
Needs Analysis from the 1990s Using the
CSC Model
4. Industry consultations would include:
Building trades
Contractor Associations
Provincial Apprentice Branches
and CCDA
Homebuilder Associations and
related groups
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APPENDIX A—An Overview of Skills Related
to Carpenters in Canada
Introduction
The Construction Sector Council (CSC) is
undertaking a study of the depth and breadth
of skills in construction. This is a pilot project
and a preliminary effort to describe labour
market conditions at a more detailed level.
A preliminary description of the depth and
breadth of skills has been prepared for five
trades (plumber, electrician, bricklayer,
equipment operator and carpenter). Validation of the approach and findings will be
done on a trial basis for carpenters.
Thank you for agreeing to participate in an
interview to review the process for carpenters.
Your participation will help the CSC to:
• Decide if the approach reveals generally
useful information about the trade
• Identify areas where more research would
improve the description
• Decide if the approach should be extended
to other trades
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• Identify how analysis of trades at the level
of skills could be integrated into the general Labour Market Information (LMI)
project of the CSC.
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This background paper is intended to
prepare you for the interview. Please read
it in advance.

The Current Situation
This section describes the skills that are
taught to and acquired by workers, as well as
skills that are required by employers. Ideally,
these two descriptions would match, indicating a kind of market balance.

There are three broad types of training or
ways to acquire skills:
• Apprenticeship
• Pre-employment and upgrade training
• On-the-job training
Please note, this is a preliminary report. At this
point, this work is only intended to test the
process of skills tracking. Results presented
here are not intended to be exhaustive or
representative. The intention is to offer preliminary results and seek your reaction to
their potential usefulness. Suggestions about
future directions for this research are
welcome.
National Occupational Analysis (NOA) and
Personal Skills

The description of the carpenter trade begins
with the National Occupational Analysis
(NOA). All provinces and territories collaborate in the preparation of a detailed and
validated description of these trades. The
NOA is used as a guide for the certification of
trades and the design of training curriculum
in each province/territory.
Given this crucial role, the NOA is a natural
starting point to describe the skills of a carpenter. The 2001 NOA is shown below in
Figure 1 in a short, reference format that
summarizes blocks, tasks and sub-tasks.
Various alternative descriptions of the skills
of a carpenter are “mapped” into this format
as part of the analysis. These mappings are
detailed documents and have been included
in this appendix.
The five blocks represent “a distinct operation
relevant to the occupation” and are regarded
here as a standard reference point for the

Figure 1: National Occupational Analysis for Carpenter (1998)

Interior

Exterior

Framing

Form Work

Occupational Skills

Block

Task

Subtask(s)

Uses tools,
equipment
and material

Uses hand
tools

Uses portable
power tools
(electric, pneumatic, fuel)

Uses contract
documents

Interprets
drawings

Uses codes,
regulations and
standards

Performs
project related
skills

Communicates

Builds footing,
wall and column
forms

Uses material
handling
equipment

Prepares site

Performs
quantity
take-offs

Installs access
equipment

Builds footing
forms

Builds wall
forms

Builds column
and pier forms

Installs piling

Builds slab
forms

Installs slab/
beam forms

Installs shoring
systems

Builds stair
forms and auxiliary application

Builds forms
for concrete
stairs

Constructs
auxiliary concrete forms

Constructs
concrete joints

Installs framing
systems

Frames floor
and ceiling
systems

Frames wall
systems

Frames roof
systems

Installs
sheathing

Installs floor
sheathing

Installs wall
sheathing

Installs roof
sheathing

Installs doors
and windows

Determines
doors and window required

Installs and
adjusts frames

Installs doors

Installs exterior
trim and
coverings

Installs roofing
materials and
accessories

Installs exterior
wall coverings

Installs exterior
trim

Installs
flooring

Installs hardwood strip
and parquet
flooring

Installs
resilient tile/
rolled flooring

Installs specialized flooring
systems

Installs wall
covering

Installs gypsum
wallboard
coverings

Installs nongypsum wall
coverings

Installs
ceilings

Installs
suspended
ceilings

Installs nonsuspended
ceilings

Installs dropped
ceiling/bulkheads

Installs interior
doors/windows

Determines
doors and
windows
required

Install frames

Install doors

Builds and
installs stairs

Build stairs

Builds
balustrade

Builds and
installs cabinets,
countertops and
shelving

Builds cabinets/
display cases

Builds
counters/
shelving

Installs
architectural
materials

Installs trim

Installs fixtures

Uses survey
instruments

Installs building
materials

Places concrete
joints

Places concrete

Installs precast
components

Installs
windows

Installs
hardware

Installs interior
windows

Installs
hardware
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Uses stationary
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“breadth” of skills in the trade. Similarly, the
sub-tasks represent “the smallest division into
which it is practical to subdivide any work
activity,” and this is regarded here as a reference point for the “depth” of skills.
Defining trades and occupations is an elusive
process. For example, the blocks and tasks set
out in Figure 1 overlap with areas of work for
other trades that are also defined by NOAs.
These include:
• Roofer

The most rigorous way to test skill depth and
breadth is through a worker survey. Such an
effort is beyond the scope of this study. However, a series of human-resource needs analysis
studies in the 1990s provided this information. In particular, a survey of 3,600 carpenters
across Canada documented the depth and
breadth of skills. With some exceptions, the
study found that workers with a Certificate of
Qualification as a carpenter and with “extensive experience” had a both high skill depth
and breadth.1

• Cabinetmaker
• Floor Covering Installer
• Lather (Interior Systems Mechanic)
• Drywaller, Finisher, Plasterer
• And others
To further complicate matters, these trades
often have different names in some
provinces/territories and sectors.
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Similarly, the depth of skills is further
described in the NOA with “supporting
knowledge and abilities” that add details to
sub-tasks. The NOA also describes trends and
related components related to sub-tasks.
Carpenters with a Certificate of Qualification
should have the skills described in the NOA.
A review of provincial/territorial trade definitions and curriculum for carpenters reveals
that all provinces/territories follow the NOA,
with some variations. Appendices A.1 to A.15
have a series of mappings that compare provincial definitions, where available, with the
NOA by mapping the blocks, tasks and subtasks. Where there are gaps, for example in
Ontario trade regulations, they often correspond to work identified with another trade.
In Ontario, omissions are related to the
installation of drywall and cabinet making.

Main Conclusions:
1. Certified carpenters are significantly more
likely to use basic math skills on the job.
2. Certified carpenters are much more likely
to use blueprinting skills on the job and
have health and safety training, especially
WHMIS training.
3. Certified carpenters are more likely to seek
upgrade training to strengthen their skills.
4. Certified carpenters have greater skill
breadth than uncertified carpenters, i.e.
certified carpenters have experience in
more trade activities (i.e. NOA blocks) than
uncertified carpenters. Within trade activities, however, there is no marked difference
in skill depth.
5. Among those carpenters who normally
work in a trade activity, there is adequate
skill depth. Among those carpenters who
occasionally work in a trade activity, there
is a significant drop-off in skill depth.
The study, then, confirms the general finding
that carpenters with a Certificate of Qualification have substantial breadth and some
depth of skills as defined in the NOA. This
also confirms that carpenters without
a Certificate of Qualification have more
limited skill breadth and depth.
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Readers can find the complete study “Carpentry Trade, Human Resources Analysis, December 2000” at www.prismeconomics.com.

The NOA emphasizes the two noted dimensions—breadth and depth of technical and
basic skills—but has only limited reference
to management/supervisory skills. These
latter skills would include supervision, site
organization and general management. In
some sectors, the role of carpenters must
include skills pertaining to site management
and work organization. These skills might
also be important and more common among
self-employed carpenters.
A blank row is added to the bottom of the
NOA in Figure 1 and is used in the mapping
of other programs and courses in Appendices
A.1 to A.15 to include this missing dimension
of management/supervisory skills.

Figure 2 provides a rough measure of the
extent and distribution of skills among carpenters. The age distribution noted above is a
rough proxy for work experience. The 9,000
carpenters identified in Figure 2 as having “a
college certificate or diploma” would have a
wide range of formal training. There are
courses and programs outside apprenticeship
that offer training opportunities for
carpenters.
A sample of these programs and courses was
accessed and “mapped” into the NOA. The
details are attached in the sub-appendices.
These programs include:
• Nova Scotia Community College –
Carpentry Diploma Program Outline

This project reviews the possibility that
distinct skills are needed in any or all of
the following sectors:

• Camosun College B.C. – Entry-Level
Training

• Low-rise residential

• Fanshawe College – Ontario Construction
Carpentry Techniques

• Commercial and high-rise residential
• Institutional and light industrial
• Heavy industrial and civil projects
The NOA is criticized for lagging behind
changes in technology and the work environment for carpenters. Trends related to new
methods, tools, materials and related developments may not be reflected in the blocks, tasks
and sub-tasks, but the NOA does contain a
section on trends attached to each task area.

• New Brunswick Community College –
Pre-employment
• PEI Holland College – Apprenticeship
Carpentry
• B.C. Home Builders’ Residential
Construction Framing Technician
• Algonquin College – Carpentry Course
• SIAST Pre-employment Carpentry Course
• Yukon College – Carpentry Course
Construction Sector Council

A rough measure of the distribution of these
skills among the workforce can be found in
the 2001 Census. There were 100,190 carpenters in Canada in 2001, according to the
census. One third, or 32,500 reported having
a trade qualification or diploma. This leaves
67,000 workers, who identified themselves as
carpenters, with fewer or different qualifications. Figure 2 provides a profile of both
qualifications and age distribution. The latter
may be seen as a proxy for work experience.

• College of North Atlantic – Construction
Carpentry Course
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The variations in the coverage among these
programs highlight many possible skill
profiles for graduates. One important example here is employment in the residential
sector. For example, the B.C. Home Builders’
Residential Construction Framing Technician
is an example of several emerging profiles
that describe the skills needed in the
residential sector.
Research for this study has identified many
other related plans to add training programs
for carpenter-related workers in residential
construction. For example, the Carma Center
in Calgary is in the final stages of preparing
occupational profiles for the following:

• Framer
• Cribber
• Roofer
• Stucco
• Drywall
• Siding
• Floorcovering
• Interior Finishing Carpenter
• Cabinet Installer
• Hardwood Flooring

Figure 2: 2001 Census Profile, Carpenters by Age, Qualifications and Income

Category*

Workforce

% of Workforce

Average Annual
Income (2000)

Carpenters 15 to 24
Trade Certificate or Diploma

2,010

2%

$18,688

620

1%

$17,767

High-school Graduation Certificate and/or
Some Post-secondary

4,135

4%

$16,028

Less than High-school Graduation Certificate

3,070

3%

$13,755

Total, Age 15 to 24

9,970

10%

$15,851

12,675

13%

$30,658

College Certificate or Diploma

2,905

3%

$25,839

High-school Graduation Certificate and/or
Some Post-secondary

6,710

7%

$27,132

Less than High-school Graduation Certificate

13,035

13%

$25,633

Total, Age 45 and Over

36,840

37%

$27,688

32,465

32%

$30,103

8,950

9%

$27,459

High-school Graduation Certificate and/or
Some Post-secondary

25,080

25%

$25,071

Less than High-school Graduation Certificate

30,325

30%

$24,661

100,190

100%

$26,897

College Certificate or Diploma

Carpenters 45 and Over

Measuring Skills in Construction

Trade Certificate or Diploma
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All Carpenters
Trade Certificate or Diploma
College Certificate or Diploma

Total, All Carpenters
Source: Statistics Canada, Census 2001 and 2000
* Column elements exclude some minor categories.

Each of these occupations has common features with the NOA for carpenters. A more
detailed accounting of skills attached to each
will be available later this year, and can be
mapped into the NOA.

described in the following graphs. Many,
but not all, employers chose to identify their
areas of work and sectors as well as required
experience, qualifications and “blocks” of
expertise.

These course descriptions and profiles correspond to the apparent needs of employers
and efforts of trainers. In situations where
workers have not completed the courses, it
seems natural to assume that on-the-job
training would have added these skills
to the general workforce.

The reported proportions and distributions
are not necessarily a representative sample
or indicator of market conditions. A much
larger sample would be required to reach that
goal. But it is becoming feasible now to monitor Internet sites and to track demand at this
level of detail.

Findings reported in this section are deliberately focused on “personal skills” or the
descriptions of training, qualifications and
certifications of individual carpenters. The
next section shifts perspective to that of
employers.

For example, the analysis could track
employer preferences by the apparent distribution of skills among workers as signalled
by training programs noted above. Of course,
allowance must be made for institutional differences. For example, union members and
their employers would not need to use the
Internet to match workers to jobs, as union
dispatch halls can fill this function. This
Internet-based source of job descriptions
may be skewed towards residential employers
or other groups.

Current Situation –
On-the-Job Skills
This section reports on a preliminary investigation of skill needs of individual employers
based on their job descriptions.
There are two ways to consider the distribution of skills required by employers. The first
is to review descriptions of job openings
for carpenters. The second is to consider the
specialized nature of employer businesses by
referring to the growing number of industry
associations that represent these groups.

2

Figure 4 shows the distribution of job openings among sectors. There is a heavy emphasis
on residential building, with almost half of
the openings in this area and many of the
others specifying a combination of sectors.
Figure 5 tracks experience required in the
jobs. There is a clear preference for at least
some experience.

Websites include: www.jobbank.gc.ca, www.monster.ca, www.workopolis.com, www.careerclick.com, www.careerbeacon.com, www.ele-spe.
org, www.tbxhome.com, and www.hotjobs.ca.

Construction Sector Council

A review of job openings listed on eight
Internet sites from March 5th to 16th, and then
again on June 17th is used here as a test measure of employer needs.2 Overall 671 job
openings were listed for carpenters and are

Figure 3 displays the distribution of job
openings among areas of work: construction,
renovation and maintenance & repair.
Renovation work is often identified as
requiring special skills.
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Figure 3: Distribution of Job Openings by
Area of Work
Renovation only – 14%
Maintenance & repair only – 5%

Construction, renovation – 19%

Other combinations – 10%
Construction only – 52%
Employers Identifying Construction & Related Work Areas –
Total: 452 out of 671 Job Postings

Figure 4: Distribution of Job Openings
by Sector

Employers showed a notable preference for
applicants with a Certificate of Qualification
or apprenticeship status. This is outlined in
Figure 6.
Finally, a large number of employers identified the “block” or work category that they
seek. There is a preference for framing carpenters. This is shown in Figure 7 below.
The sample of jobs was broken down for
more detailed analysis. Looking at just residential jobs, the study found largely the same
results for experience, qualifications and
“blocks”.

Figure 6: Distribution of Job Openings by
Qualification Requirements
C of Q, Red Seal – 25%

Residential only – 45%

Commercial only – 12%

Mixed sectors – 43%

Employers Identifying Sector –
Total 405 out of 671 Job Postings

Figure 5: Distribution of Job Openings by
Experience Requirements

Measuring Skills in Construction

Experience an asset – 11%
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Less than 1 year/
no experience – 10%

Apprentice, C of Q, Red Seal – 21%

Not app./not req’d – 54%

Employers Identifying Qualification Requirements –
Total 482 out of 671

Figure 7: Distribution of Job Openings by
work category (block)
Frame – 30%

Form – 12%

Greater than 5 years – 11%
Finish – 20%
1 to 5 years – 68%

Employers Identifying Experience Requirements –
Total 564 out of 671

General Carpentry – 38%
Employers Identifying “Block” – Total 403 out of 671

As the sample of job openings grows, the
analysis in these figures can be used to track
the “fit” for non-union employers of training
programs outside apprenticeship. A review of
the initial findings, for example, identifies
renovation work as a notable specialty in job
openings, and suggests a gap in the training
programs.
Another measure of specialization or skill
requirements among employers might be
revealed in the extent and membership of
specialty associations. Testing this out in the
Greater Toronto Area, for example, reveals 10
specialized associations focused on carpentry-related work that are part of the Ontario
Residential Construction Contractors
Association:
• Residential Construction Council of
Central Ontario
• Residential Framing Contractors
Association
• Ontario Formwork Association
• Metropolitan Toronto Apartment
Builders’ Association
• Residential Carpentry Contractors
Association of Greater Toronto
• Residential Roofing Contractors
Association of Metropolitan Toronto
• Residential Siding Contractors Association
of Greater Toronto
• Low-rise Residential Forming Contractors
• Residential Construction Trade Association

This research confirms that there is a regular
source of employer-based information on the
skills needed in carpenter and other trades.
These needs can be accessed and analyzed
in the manner shown here. With sufficient
resources, the inquiry could be extensive
enough to capture representative samples
and track needs by regions, “blocks”
and other dimensions.

During the interview, you will be asked to
review the “model” of skill depth and breadth
and answer the following questions:
Questions
1. Do you have any questions about the
description of the project?
2. Do you have any questions about the
background paper?
3. Are you familiar with any similar studies
or similar work in associations or training
centres?
4. Do the depth and breadth of skills covered
in the background paper adequately represent on-the-job skill requirements in your
firm or the firms that you represent?
5. Does your firm (or the firms that you represent) require that each worker have all
the skills noted in the NOA? If not, what
subset of skills is needed?
6. Do the depth and breadth of skills covered
in the background paper adequately represent the range of skills available in the
workforce in your firm, sector or region?
7. Do specific sectors (e.g. residential, commercial, civil) have unique skill needs?
Are these adequately reflected in the skills
described in the paper?
8. Does added breadth of skills, reflected in
the background paper, increase the job
and income prospects of carpenters?
9. Does added depth of skills or specialization (e.g. gained through colleges or
private programs) increase the job or
income prospects of carpenters?
10. How is technology changing the depth
and breadth of skills taught to and needed
by employers on-the-job?
11. Are the skills described here taught or
applied differently across regions? (e.g.
urban versus rural or small versus large
markets)?

Construction Sector Council

• Trim Association

Interview Questions
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12. Are there limits to the transferability of
skills across:
a. sectors
b. regions
c. organizational structures (e.g. union
locals, training programs, job sites)?

1. Does the approach reveal generally
useful information about the trade?
2. Are there areas where more research
would improve the descriptions?
3. Should the approach be extended to
other trades?

With regard to the approach taken in
this work:

Carpenter NOA Mappings to
Related Documents
Appendix A.1: Alberta Apprentice and Industry Training Apprenticeship Course Outline
Appendix A.2: Nova Scotia Community College – Carpentry Diploma Program Outline
Appendix A.3: Manitoba Dept. Apprenticeship – Carpentry Curriculum Outline
Appendix A.4: Camosun College (British Columbia) – Entry-Level Training
Appendix A.5: Fanshawe College (Ontario) – Construction Carpentry Techniques
Appendix A.6: Atlantic Canada Apprenticeship Training Standard
Appendix A.7: College of the North Atlantic (Newfoundland) – Construction Carpentry Course
Appendix A.8: New Brunswick Community College – Pre-employment Course
Appendix A.9: Holland College (Prince Edward Island) – Apprenticeship Carpentry
Appendix A.10: B.C. Skills Carpentry Profile Chart
Appendix A.11: B.C. Home Builders’ Residential Construction Framing Technician
Measuring Skills in Construction

Appendix A.12: Ontario Carpenter Trade Regulation
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Appendix A.13: Algonquin College (Ontario) – Carpentry Course
Appendix A.14: SIAST (Saskatchewan) Pre-employment Carpentry Course
Appendix A.15: Yukon College Carpentry Course

Appendix A.1: Alberta Apprentice and Industry Training Apprenticeship
Course Outline
Task

Sub-task(s)

Uses tools,
equipment
and material

Uses hand
tools

Uses portable
power tools
(electric,
pneumatic, fuel)

Uses contract
documents

Interprets
drawings

Uses codes,
regulations and
standards

Performs project
related skills

Communicates

Builds footing,
wall and column
forms

Uses stationary
tools

Uses material
handling
equipment

Prepares site

Performs quantity take-offs

Installs access
equipment

Builds footing
forms

Builds wall
forms

Builds column
and pier forms

Installs piling

Builds slab
forms

Installs slab/
beam forms

Installs shoring
systems

Builds stair forms
and auxiliary
application

Builds forms for Constructs
concrete stairs auxiliary
concrete forms

Constructs
concrete joints

Installs framing
systems

Frames floor
and ceiling
systems

Frames wall
systems

Frames roof
systems

Installs sheathing

Installs floor
sheathing

Installs wall
sheathing

Installs roof
sheathing

Installs doors
and windows

Determines
doors and window required

Installs and
adjusts frames

Install doors

Installs exterior
trim and
coverings

Installs roofing
materials and
accessories

Installs exterior
wall coverings

Installs exterior
trim

Installs flooring

Installs hardwood strip
and parquet
flooring

Installs resilient
tile/rolled
flooring

Installs specialized flooring
systems

Installs wall
covering

Installs gypsum
wallboard
coverings

Installs nongypsum wall
coverings

Installs ceilings

Installs suspended ceilings

Install nonsuspended
ceilings

Installs dropped
ceiling/
bulkheads

Installs interior
doors/windows

Determines
doors and windows required

Install frames

Install doors

Builds and
installs stairs

Build stairs

Builds
balustrade

Builds and
installs cabinets,
countertops and
shelving

Builds cabinets/
display cases

Builds counters/
shelving

Installs architectural materials

Installs trim

Installs fixtures

Occupational
Health and Safety
Regulations

Rigging

Trade
Mathematics

Uses survey
instruments

Installs building
materials

Places concrete
joints

Places concrete

Installs precast
components

Installs
windows

Installs
hardware

Installs interior
windows

Installs
hardware
Construction Sector Council

Not in
the NOA

Interior

Exterior

Framing

Form Work

Occupational Skills

Block

Energy Efficient
Construction

Covered in Alberta Apprentice and Industry Training Apprenticeship Course Outline
Not Covered in Alberta Apprentice and Industry Training Apprenticeship Course Outline
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Appendix A.2: Nova Scotia Community College – Carpentry Diploma
Program Outline
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Interior
Not in
the NOA
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Exterior

Framing

Form Work

Occupational Skills

Block

Task

Sub-task(s)

Uses tools,
equipment
and material

Uses hand
tools

Uses portable
power tools
(electric,
pneumatic, fuel)

Uses contract
documents

Interprets
drawings

Uses codes,
regulations and
standards

Performs project
related skills

Communicates

Builds footing,
wall and column
forms

Uses stationary
tools

Uses material
handling
equipment

Prepares site

Performs quantity take-offs

Installs access
equipment

Builds footing
forms

Builds wall
forms

Builds column
and pier forms

Installs piling

Builds slab
forms

Installs slab/
beam forms

Installs shoring
systems

Builds stair forms
and auxiliary
application

Builds forms for Constructs
concrete stairs auxiliary
concrete forms

Constructs
concrete joints

Installs framing
systems

Frames floor
and ceiling
systems

Frames wall
systems

Frames roof
systems

Installs sheathing

Installs floor
sheathing

Installs wall
sheathing

Installs roof
sheathing

Installs doors
and windows

Determines
doors and window required

Installs and
adjusts frames

Install doors

Installs exterior
trim and
coverings

Installs roofing
materials and
accessories

Installs exterior
wall coverings

Installs exterior
trim

Installs flooring

Installs hardwood strip
and parquet
flooring

Installs resilient
tile/rolled
flooring

Installs specialized flooring
systems

Installs wall
covering

Installs gypsum
wallboard
coverings

Installs nongypsum wall
coverings

Installs ceilings

Installs suspended ceilings

Install nonsuspended
ceilings

Installs dropped
ceiling/
bulkheads

Installs interior
doors/windows

Determines
doors and windows required

Install frames

Install doors

Builds and
installs stairs

Build stairs

Builds
balustrade

Builds and
installs cabinets,
countertops and
shelving

Builds cabinets/
display cases

Builds counters/
shelving

Installs architectural materials

Installs trim

Installs fixtures

Construction
Safety

Introduction to
Renovation

Construction
Estimating

Uses survey
instruments

Installs building
materials

Places concrete
joints

Places concrete

Installs precast
components

Installs
windows

Installs
hardware

Installs interior
windows

Installs
hardware

Covered in Nova Scotia Community College – Carpentry Diploma Program Outline
Not Covered in Nova Scotia Community College – Carpentry Diploma Program Outline

Appendix A.3: Manitoba Dept. Apprenticeship – Carpentry Curriculum Outline
Task

Sub-task(s)

Uses tools,
equipment
and material

Uses hand
tools

Uses portable
power tools
(electric,
pneumatic, fuel)

Uses contract
documents

Interprets
drawings

Uses codes,
regulations and
standards

Performs project
related skills

Communicates

Builds footing,
wall and column
forms

Uses stationary
tools

Uses material
handling
equipment

Prepares site

Performs quantity take-offs

Installs access
equipment

Builds footing
forms

Builds wall
forms

Builds column
and pier forms

Installs piling

Builds slab
forms

Installs slab/
beam forms

Installs shoring
systems

Builds stair forms
and auxiliary
application

Builds forms for Constructs
concrete stairs auxiliary
concrete forms

Constructs
concrete joints

Installs framing
systems

Frames floor
and ceiling
systems

Frames wall
systems

Frames roof
systems

Installs sheathing

Installs floor
sheathing

Installs wall
sheathing

Installs roof
sheathing

Installs doors
and windows

Determines
doors and window required

Installs and
adjusts frames

Install doors

Installs exterior
trim and
coverings

Installs roofing
materials and
accessories

Installs exterior
wall coverings

Installs exterior
trim

Installs flooring

Installs hardwood strip
and parquet
flooring

Installs resilient
tile/rolled
flooring

Installs specialized flooring
systems

Installs wall
covering

Installs gypsum
wallboard
coverings

Installs nongypsum wall
coverings

Installs ceilings

Installs suspended ceilings

Install nonsuspended
ceilings

Installs dropped
ceiling/
bulkheads

Installs interior
doors/windows

Determines
doors and windows required

Install frames

Install doors

Builds and
installs stairs

Build stairs

Builds
balustrade

Builds and
installs cabinets,
countertops and
shelving

Builds cabinets/
display cases

Builds counters/
shelving

Installs architectural materials

Installs trim

Installs fixtures

Construction
Safety

Industrial
Health Hazards

Building Science
and Trade
Mathematics

Covered in Manitoba Dept. Apprenticeship – Carpentry Curriculum Outline
Not Covered in Manitoba Dept. Apprenticeship – Carpentry Curriculum Outline

Uses survey
instruments

Installs building
materials

Places concrete
joints

Places concrete

Installs precast
components

Installs
windows

Installs
hardware

Installs interior
windows

Installs
hardware

Construction Sector Council

Not in
the NOA

Interior

Exterior

Framing

Form Work

Occupational Skills

Block
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Appendix A.4: Camosun College (British Columbia) – Entry-Level Training
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Not in
the NOA
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Interior

Exterior

Framing

Form Work

Occupational Skills

Block

Task

Sub-task(s)

Uses tools,
equipment
and material

Uses hand
tools

Uses portable
power tools
(electric,
pneumatic, fuel)

Uses contract
documents

Interprets
drawings

Uses codes,
regulations and
standards

Performs project
related skills

Communicates

Builds footing,
wall and column
forms

Uses stationary
tools

Uses material
handling
equipment

Prepares site

Performs quantity take-offs

Installs access
equipment

Builds footing
forms

Builds wall
forms

Builds column
and pier forms

Installs piling

Builds slab
forms

Installs slab/
beam forms

Installs shoring
systems

Builds stair forms
and auxiliary
application

Builds forms for Constructs
concrete stairs auxiliary
concrete forms

Constructs
concrete joints

Installs framing
systems

Frames floor
and ceiling
systems

Frames wall
systems

Frames roof
systems

Installs sheathing

Installs floor
sheathing

Installs wall
sheathing

Installs roof
sheathing

Installs doors
and windows

Determines
doors and window required

Installs and
adjusts frames

Install doors

Installs exterior
trim and
coverings

Installs roofing
materials and
accessories

Installs exterior
wall coverings

Installs exterior
trim

Installs flooring

Installs hardwood strip
and parquet
flooring

Installs resilient
tile/rolled
flooring

Installs specialized flooring
systems

Installs wall
covering

Installs gypsum
wallboard
coverings

Installs nongypsum wall
coverings

Installs ceilings

Installs suspended ceilings

Install nonsuspended
ceilings

Installs dropped
ceiling/
bulkheads

Installs interior
doors/windows

Determines
doors and windows required

Install frames

Install doors

Builds and
installs stairs

Build stairs

Builds
balustrade

Builds and
installs cabinets,
countertops and
shelving

Builds cabinets/
display cases

Builds counters/
shelving

Installs architectural materials

Installs trim

Installs fixtures

Construction
Safety

Industrial
Health Hazards

Building Science
and Trade
Mathematics

Covered in Camosun College (British Columbia) – Entry Level Training
Not Covered in Camosun College (British Columbia) – Entry Level Training

Uses survey
instruments

Installs building
materials

Places concrete
joints

Places concrete

Installs precast
components

Installs
windows

Installs
hardware

Installs interior
windows

Installs
hardware

Appendix A.5: Fanshawe College (Ontario) – Construction
Carpentry Techniques
Task

Sub-task(s)

Uses tools,
equipment
and material

Uses hand
tools

Uses portable
power tools
(electric,
pneumatic, fuel)

Uses contract
documents

Interprets
drawings

Uses codes,
regulations and
standards

Performs project
related skills

Communicates

Builds footing,
wall and column
forms

Uses stationary
tools

Uses material
handling
equipment

Prepares site

Performs quantity take-offs

Installs access
equipment

Builds footing
forms

Builds wall
forms

Builds column
and pier forms

Installs piling

Builds slab
forms

Installs slab/
beam forms

Installs shoring
systems

Builds stair forms
and auxiliary
application

Builds forms for Constructs
concrete stairs auxiliary
concrete forms

Constructs
concrete joints

Installs framing
systems

Frames floor
and ceiling
systems

Frames wall
systems

Frames roof
systems

Installs sheathing

Installs floor
sheathing

Installs wall
sheathing

Installs roof
sheathing

Installs doors
and windows

Determines
doors and window required

Installs and
adjusts frames

Install doors

Installs exterior
trim and
coverings

Installs roofing
materials and
accessories

Installs exterior
wall coverings

Installs exterior
trim

Installs flooring

Installs hardwood strip
and parquet
flooring

Installs resilient
tile/rolled
flooring

Installs specialized flooring
systems

Installs wall
covering

Installs gypsum
wallboard
coverings

Installs nongypsum wall
coverings

Installs ceilings

Installs suspended ceilings

Install nonsuspended
ceilings

Installs dropped
ceiling/
bulkheads

Installs interior
doors/windows

Determines
doors and windows required

Install frames

Install doors

Builds and
installs stairs

Build stairs

Builds
balustrade

Builds and
installs cabinets,
countertops and
shelving

Builds cabinets/
display cases

Builds counters/
shelving

Installs architectural materials

Installs trim

Installs fixtures

Health and
Safety

Covered in Fanshawe College (Ontario) – Construction Carpentry Techniques
Not Covered in Fanshawe College (Ontario) – Construction Carpentry Techniques

Uses survey
instruments

Installs building
materials

Places concrete
joints

Places concrete

Installs precast
components

Installs
windows

Installs
hardware

Installs interior
windows

Installs
hardware
Construction Sector Council

Not in
the NOA

Interior

Exterior

Framing

Form Work

Occupational Skills

Block
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Appendix A.6: Atlantic Canada Apprenticeship Training Standard
(Draft – Used In Nova Scotia)
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Interior
Not in
the NOA

Measuring Skills in Construction

Exterior

Framing

Form Work

Occupational Skills

Block

Task

Sub-task(s)

Uses tools,
equipment
and material

Uses hand
tools

Uses portable
power tools
(electric,
pneumatic, fuel)

Uses contract
documents

Interprets
drawings

Uses codes,
regulations and
standards

Performs project
related skills

Communicates

Builds footing,
wall and column
forms

Uses stationary
tools

Uses material
handling
equipment

Prepares site

Performs quantity take-offs

Installs access
equipment

Builds footing
forms

Builds wall
forms

Builds column
and pier forms

Installs piling

Builds slab
forms

Installs slab/
beam forms

Installs shoring
systems

Builds stair forms
and auxiliary
application

Builds forms for Constructs
concrete stairs auxiliary
concrete forms

Constructs
concrete joints

Installs framing
systems

Frames floor
and ceiling
systems

Frames wall
systems

Frames roof
systems

Installs sheathing

Installs floor
sheathing

Installs wall
sheathing

Installs roof
sheathing

Installs doors
and windows

Determines
doors and window required

Installs and
adjusts frames

Install doors

Installs exterior
trim and
coverings

Installs roofing
materials and
accessories

Installs exterior
wall coverings

Installs exterior
trim

Installs flooring

Installs hardwood strip
and parquet
flooring

Installs resilient
tile/rolled
flooring

Installs specialized flooring
systems

Installs wall
covering

Installs gypsum
wallboard
coverings

Installs nongypsum wall
coverings

Installs ceilings

Installs suspended ceilings

Install nonsuspended
ceilings

Installs dropped
ceiling/
bulkheads

Installs interior
doors/windows

Determines
doors and windows required

Install frames

Install doors

Builds and
installs stairs

Build stairs

Builds
balustrade

Builds and
installs cabinets,
countertops and
shelving

Builds cabinets/
display cases

Builds counters/
shelving

Installs architectural materials

Installs trim

Installs fixtures

Construction
Safety

Renovation
(NB, PEI)

Covered in Atlantic Canada Apprenticeship Training Standard
Not Covered in Atlantic Canada Apprenticeship Training Standard

Uses survey
instruments

Installs building
materials

Places concrete
joints

Places concrete

Installs precast
components

Installs
windows

Installs
hardware

Installs interior
windows

Installs
hardware

Appendix A.7: College of the North Atlantic (Newfoundland) –
Construction Carpentry Course
Task

Sub-task(s)

Uses tools,
equipment
and material

Uses hand
tools

Uses portable
power tools
(electric,
pneumatic, fuel)

Uses contract
documents

Interprets
drawings

Uses codes,
regulations and
standards

Performs project
related skills

Communicates

Builds footing,
wall and column
forms

Uses stationary
tools

Uses material
handling
equipment

Prepares site

Performs quantity take-offs

Installs access
equipment

Builds footing
forms

Builds wall
forms

Builds column
and pier forms

Installs piling

Builds slab
forms

Installs slab/
beam forms

Installs shoring
systems

Builds stair forms
and auxiliary
application

Builds forms for Constructs
concrete stairs auxiliary
concrete forms

Constructs
concrete joints

Installs framing
systems

Frames floor
and ceiling
systems

Frames wall
systems

Frames roof
systems

Installs sheathing

Installs floor
sheathing

Installs wall
sheathing

Installs roof
sheathing

Installs doors
and windows

Determines
doors and window required

Installs and
adjusts frames

Install doors

Installs exterior
trim and
coverings

Installs roofing
materials and
accessories

Installs exterior
wall coverings

Installs exterior
trim

Installs flooring

Installs hardwood strip
and parquet
flooring

Installs resilient
tile/rolled
flooring

Installs specialized flooring
systems

Installs wall
covering

Installs gypsum
wallboard
coverings

Installs nongypsum wall
coverings

Installs ceilings

Installs suspended ceilings

Install nonsuspended
ceilings

Installs dropped
ceiling/
bulkheads

Installs interior
doors/windows

Determines
doors and windows required

Install frames

Install doors

Builds and
installs stairs

Build stairs

Builds
balustrade

Builds and
installs cabinets,
countertops and
shelving

Builds cabinets/
display cases

Builds counters/
shelving

Installs architectural materials

Installs trim

Installs fixtures

Rigging for
Carpentry

Workplace
Customer
Correspondence Service

Uses survey
instruments

Installs building
materials

Places concrete
joints

Places concrete

Installs precast
components

Installs
windows

Installs
hardware

Installs interior
windows

Installs
hardware
Construction Sector Council

Not in
the NOA

Interior

Exterior

Framing

Form Work

Occupational Skills

Block

Introduction to
Computers

Covered in College of the North Atlantic (Newfoundland) – Construction Carpentry Course
Not Covered in College of the North Atlantic (Newfoundland) – Construction Carpentry Course
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Appendix A.8: New Brunswick Community College – Pre-employment Course

48

Not in
the NOA

Measuring Skills in Construction

Interior

Exterior

Framing

Form Work

Occupational Skills

Block

Task

Sub-task(s)

Uses tools,
equipment
and material

Uses hand
tools

Uses portable
power tools
(electric,
pneumatic, fuel)

Uses contract
documents

Interprets
drawings

Uses codes,
regulations and
standards

Performs project
related skills

Communicates

Builds footing,
wall and column
forms

Uses stationary
tools

Uses material
handling
equipment

Prepares site

Performs quantity take-offs

Installs access
equipment

Builds footing
forms

Builds wall
forms

Builds column
and pier forms

Installs piling

Builds slab
forms

Installs slab/
beam forms

Installs shoring
systems

Builds stair forms
and auxiliary
application

Builds forms for Constructs
concrete stairs auxiliary
concrete forms

Constructs
concrete joints

Installs framing
systems

Frames floor
and ceiling
systems

Frames wall
systems

Frames roof
systems

Installs sheathing

Installs floor
sheathing

Installs wall
sheathing

Installs roof
sheathing

Installs doors
and windows

Determines
doors and window required

Installs and
adjusts frames

Install doors

Installs exterior
trim and
coverings

Installs roofing
materials and
accessories

Installs exterior
wall coverings

Installs exterior
trim

Installs flooring

Installs hardwood strip
and parquet
flooring

Installs resilient
tile/rolled
flooring

Installs specialized flooring
systems

Installs wall
covering

Installs gypsum
wallboard
coverings

Installs nongypsum wall
coverings

Installs ceilings

Installs suspended ceilings

Install nonsuspended
ceilings

Installs dropped
ceiling/
bulkheads

Installs interior
doors/windows

Determines
doors and windows required

Install frames

Install doors

Builds and
installs stairs

Build stairs

Builds
balustrade

Builds and
installs cabinets,
countertops and
shelving

Builds cabinets/
display cases

Builds counters/
shelving

Installs architectural materials

Installs trim

Installs fixtures

Health and
Safety

Mathematics

Covered in New Brunswick Community College Pre-Employment Course
Not Covered in New Brunswick Community College Pre-Employment Course

Uses survey
instruments

Installs building
materials

Places concrete
joints

Places concrete

Installs precast
components

Installs
windows

Installs
hardware

Installs interior
windows

Installs
hardware

Appendix A.9: Holland College (Prince Edward Island) –
Apprenticeship Carpentry
Task

Sub-task(s)

Uses tools,
equipment
and material

Uses hand
tools

Uses portable
power tools
(electric,
pneumatic, fuel)

Uses contract
documents

Interprets
drawings

Uses codes,
regulations and
standards

Performs project
related skills

Communicates

Builds footing,
wall and column
forms

Uses stationary
tools

Uses material
handling
equipment

Prepares site

Performs quantity take-offs

Installs access
equipment

Builds footing
forms

Builds wall
forms

Builds column
and pier forms

Installs piling

Builds slab
forms

Installs slab/
beam forms

Installs shoring
systems

Builds stair forms
and auxiliary
application

Builds forms for Constructs
concrete stairs auxiliary
concrete forms

Constructs
concrete joints

Installs framing
systems

Frames floor
and ceiling
systems

Frames wall
systems

Frames roof
systems

Installs sheathing

Installs floor
sheathing

Installs wall
sheathing

Installs roof
sheathing

Installs doors
and windows

Determines
doors and window required

Installs and
adjusts frames

Install doors

Installs exterior
trim and
coverings

Installs roofing
materials and
accessories

Installs exterior
wall coverings

Installs exterior
trim

Installs flooring

Installs hardwood strip
and parquet
flooring

Installs resilient
tile/rolled
flooring

Installs specialized flooring
systems

Installs wall
covering

Installs gypsum
wallboard
coverings

Installs nongypsum wall
coverings

Installs ceilings

Installs suspended ceilings

Install nonsuspended
ceilings

Installs dropped
ceiling/
bulkheads

Installs interior
doors/windows

Determines
doors and windows required

Install frames

Install doors

Builds and
installs stairs

Build stairs

Builds
balustrade

Builds and
installs cabinets,
countertops and
shelving

Builds cabinets/
display cases

Builds counters/
shelving

Installs architectural materials

Installs trim

Installs fixtures

Health and
Safety

Computer
Literacy

Covered in Holland College (Prince Edward Island) – Apprenticeship Carpentry
Not Covered in Holland College (Prince Edward Island) – Apprenticeship Carpentry

Uses survey
instruments

Installs building
materials

Places concrete
joints

Places concrete

Installs precast
components

Installs
windows

Installs
hardware

Installs interior
windows

Installs
hardware
Construction Sector Council

Not in
the NOA

Interior

Exterior

Framing

Form Work

Occupational Skills

Block
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Appendix A.10: B.C. Skills Carpentry Profile Chart

50

Not in
the NOA

Measuring Skills in Construction

Interior

Exterior

Framing

Form Work

Occupational Skills

Block

Task

Sub-task(s)

Uses tools,
equipment
and material

Uses hand
tools

Uses portable
power tools
(electric,
pneumatic, fuel)

Uses contract
documents

Interprets
drawings

Uses codes,
regulations and
standards

Performs project
related skills

Communicates

Builds footing,
wall and column
forms

Uses stationary
tools

Uses material
handling
equipment

Prepares site

Performs quantity take-offs

Installs access
equipment

Builds footing
forms

Builds wall
forms

Builds column
and pier forms

Installs piling

Builds slab
forms

Installs slab/
beam forms

Installs shoring
systems

Builds stair forms
and auxiliary
application

Builds forms for Constructs
concrete stairs auxiliary
concrete forms

Constructs
concrete joints

Installs framing
systems

Frames floor
and ceiling
systems

Frames wall
systems

Frames roof
systems

Installs sheathing

Installs floor
sheathing

Installs wall
sheathing

Installs roof
sheathing

Installs doors
and windows

Determines
doors and window required

Installs and
adjusts frames

Install doors

Installs exterior
trim and
coverings

Installs roofing
materials and
accessories

Installs exterior
wall coverings

Installs exterior
trim

Installs flooring

Installs hardwood strip
and parquet
flooring

Installs resilient
tile/rolled
flooring

Installs specialized flooring
systems

Installs wall
covering

Installs gypsum
wallboard
coverings

Installs nongypsum wall
coverings

Installs ceilings

Installs suspended ceilings

Install nonsuspended
ceilings

Installs dropped
ceiling/
bulkheads

Installs interior
doors/windows

Determines
doors and windows required

Install frames

Install doors

Builds and
installs stairs

Build stairs

Builds
balustrade

Builds and
installs cabinets,
countertops and
shelving

Builds cabinets/
display cases

Builds counters/
shelving

Installs architectural materials

Installs trim

Installs fixtures

Safe Workplaces

Using Rigging
and Hoisting
Equipment

Covered in B.C. Skills Carpentry Profile Chart
Not Covered in B.C. Skills Carpentry Profile Chart

Uses survey
instruments

Installs building
materials

Places concrete
joints

Places concrete

Installs precast
components

Installs
windows

Installs
hardware

Installs interior
windows

Installs
hardware

Appendix A.11: B.C. Home Builders’ Residential Construction Framing Technician
Task

Sub-task(s)

Uses tools,
equipment
and material

Uses hand
tools

Uses portable
power tools
(electric,
pneumatic, fuel)

Uses contract
documents

Interprets
drawings

Uses codes,
regulations and
standards

Performs project
related skills

Communicates

Builds footing,
wall and column
forms

Uses stationary
tools

Uses material
handling
equipment

Prepares site

Performs quantity take-offs

Installs access
equipment

Builds footing
forms

Builds wall
forms

Builds column
and pier forms

Installs piling

Builds slab
forms

Installs slab/
beam forms

Installs shoring
systems

Builds stair forms
and auxiliary
application

Builds forms for Constructs
concrete stairs auxiliary
concrete forms

Constructs
concrete joints

Installs framing
systems

Frames floor
and ceiling
systems

Frames wall
systems

Frames roof
systems

Installs sheathing

Installs floor
sheathing

Installs wall
sheathing

Installs roof
sheathing

Installs doors
and windows

Determines
doors and window required

Installs and
adjusts frames

Install doors

Installs exterior
trim and
coverings

Installs roofing
materials and
accessories

Installs exterior
wall coverings

Installs exterior
trim

Installs flooring

Installs hardwood strip
and parquet
flooring

Installs resilient
tile/rolled
flooring

Installs specialized flooring
systems

Installs wall
covering

Installs gypsum
wallboard
coverings

Installs nongypsum wall
coverings

Installs ceilings

Installs suspended ceilings

Install nonsuspended
ceilings

Installs dropped
ceiling/
bulkheads

Installs interior
doors/windows

Determines
doors and windows required

Install frames

Builds and
installs stairs

Build stairs

Builds
balustrade

Builds and
installs cabinets,
countertops and
shelving

Builds cabinets/
display cases

Builds counters/
shelving

Installs architectural materials

Installs trim

Installs fixtures

Safe Work
Practices

Using Rigging
and Hoisting
Equipment

Introduction
to Residential
Construction:
Electrical

Uses survey
instruments

Installs building
materials

Places concrete
joints

Places concrete

Installs precast
components

Installs
windows

Installs
hardware

Install doors

Installs interior
windows

Installs
hardware

Introduction
to Residential
Construction:
Plumbing

Introduction
to Residential
Construciton:
Sheet Metal

Introduction
to Residential
Construction:
Mechanical
(HVAC)

Covered in B.C. Home Builders’ Residential Construction Framing Technician
Not Covered in B.C. Home Builders’ Residential Construction Framing Technician

Construction Sector Council

Not in the
NOA

Interior

Exterior

Framing

Form Work

Occupational Skills

Block
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Appendix A.12: Ontario Carpenter Trade Regulation

52

Not in
the NOA

Measuring Skills in Construction

Interior

Exterior

Framing

Form Work

Occupational Skills

Block

Task

Sub-task(s)

Uses tools,
equipment
and material

Uses hand
tools

Uses portable
power tools
(electric,
pneumatic, fuel)

Uses contract
documents

Interprets
drawings

Uses codes,
regulations and
standards

Performs project
related skills

Communicates

Builds footing,
wall and column
forms

Uses stationary
tools

Uses material
handling
equipment

Prepares site

Performs quantity take-offs

Installs access
equipment

Builds footing
forms

Builds wall
forms

Builds column
and pier forms

Installs piling

Builds slab
forms

Installs slab/
beam forms

Installs shoring
systems

Builds stair forms
and auxiliary
application

Builds forms for Constructs
concrete stairs auxiliary
concrete forms

Constructs
concrete joints

Installs framing
systems

Frames floor
and ceiling
systems

Frames wall
systems

Frames roof
systems

Installs sheathing

Installs floor
sheathing

Installs wall
sheathing

Installs roof
sheathing

Installs doors
and windows

Determines
doors and window required

Installs and
adjusts frames

Install doors

Installs exterior
trim and
coverings

Installs roofing
materials and
accessories

Installs exterior
wall coverings

Installs exterior
trim

Installs flooring

Installs hardwood strip
and parquet
flooring

Installs resilient
tile/rolled
flooring

Installs specialized flooring
systems

Installs wall
covering

Installs gypsum
wallboard
coverings

Installs nongypsum wall
coverings

Installs ceilings

Installs suspended ceilings

Install nonsuspended
ceilings

Installs dropped
ceiling/
bulkheads

Installs interior
doors/windows

Determines
doors and windows required

Install frames

Builds and
installs stairs

Build stairs

Builds
balustrade

Builds and
installs cabinets,
countertops and
shelving

Builds cabinets/
display cases

Builds counters/
shelving

Installs architectural materials

Installs trim

Installs fixtures

Welding

Rigging

Safety

Covered in Ontario Carpenter Trade Regulation
Not Covered in Ontario Carpenter Trade Regulation

Uses survey
instruments

Installs building
materials

Places concrete
joints

Places concrete

Installs precast
components

Installs
windows

Installs
hardware

Install doors

Installs interior
windows

Installs
hardware

Scaffolding

Soil Conditions/
Drainage

Appendix A.13: Algonquin College (Ontario) – Carpentry Course
Task

Sub-task(s)

Uses tools,
equipment
and material

Uses hand
tools

Uses portable
power tools
(electric,
pneumatic, fuel)

Uses contract
documents

Interprets
drawings

Uses codes,
regulations and
standards

Performs project
related skills

Communicates

Builds footing,
wall and column
forms

Uses stationary
tools

Uses material
handling
equipment

Prepares site

Performs quantity take-offs

Installs access
equipment

Builds footing
forms

Builds wall
forms

Builds column
and pier forms

Installs piling

Builds slab
forms

Installs slab/
beam forms

Installs shoring
systems

Builds stair forms
and auxiliary
application

Builds forms for Constructs
concrete stairs auxiliary
concrete forms

Constructs
concrete joints

Installs framing
systems

Frames floor
and ceiling
systems

Frames wall
systems

Frames roof
systems

Installs sheathing

Installs floor
sheathing

Installs wall
sheathing

Installs roof
sheathing

Installs doors
and windows

Determines
doors and window required

Installs and
adjusts frames

Install doors

Installs exterior
trim and
coverings

Installs roofing
materials and
accessories

Installs exterior
wall coverings

Installs exterior
trim

Installs flooring

Installs hardwood strip
and parquet
flooring

Installs resilient
tile/rolled
flooring

Installs specialized flooring
systems

Installs wall
covering

Installs gypsum
wallboard
coverings

Installs nongypsum wall
coverings

Installs ceilings

Installs suspended ceilings

Install nonsuspended
ceilings

Installs dropped
ceiling/
bulkheads

Installs interior
doors/windows

Determines
doors and windows required

Install frames

Install doors

Builds and
installs stairs

Build stairs

Builds
balustrade

Builds and
installs cabinets,
countertops and
shelving

Builds cabinets/
display cases

Builds counters/
shelving

Installs architectural materials

Installs trim

Installs fixtures

Welding

Covered in Algonquin College (Ontario) Carpentry Course
Not Covered in Algonquin College (Ontario) Carpentry Course

Uses survey
instruments

Installs building
materials

Places concrete
joints

Places concrete

Installs precast
components

Installs
windows

Installs
hardware

Installs interior
windows

Installs
hardware

Construction Sector Council

Not in
the NOA

Interior

Exterior

Framing

Form Work

Occupational Skills

Block
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Appendix A.14: SIAST (Saskatchewan) Pre-employment Carpentry Course

54

Not in
the NOA

Measuring Skills in Construction

Interior

Exterior

Framing

Form Work

Occupational Skills

Block

Task

Sub-task(s)

Uses tools,
equipment
and material

Uses hand
tools

Uses portable
power tools
(electric,
pneumatic, fuel)

Uses contract
documents

Interprets
drawings

Uses codes,
regulations and
standards

Performs project
related skills

Communicates

Builds footing,
wall and column
forms

Uses stationary
tools

Uses material
handling
equipment

Prepares site

Performs quantity take-offs

Installs access
equipment

Builds footing
forms

Builds wall
forms

Builds column
and pier forms

Installs piling

Builds slab
forms

Installs slab/
beam forms

Installs shoring
systems

Builds stair forms
and auxiliary
application

Builds forms for Constructs
concrete stairs auxiliary
concrete forms

Constructs
concrete joints

Installs framing
systems

Frames floor
and ceiling
systems

Frames wall
systems

Frames roof
systems

Installs sheathing

Installs floor
sheathing

Installs wall
sheathing

Installs roof
sheathing

Installs doors
and windows

Determines
doors and window required

Installs and
adjusts frames

Install doors

Installs exterior
trim and
coverings

Installs roofing
materials and
accessories

Installs exterior
wall coverings

Installs exterior
trim

Installs flooring

Installs hardwood strip
and parquet
flooring

Installs resilient
tile/rolled
flooring

Installs specialized flooring
systems

Installs wall
covering

Installs gypsum
wallboard
coverings

Installs nongypsum wall
coverings

Installs ceilings

Installs suspended ceilings

Install nonsuspended
ceilings

Installs dropped
ceiling/
bulkheads

Installs interior
doors/windows

Determines
doors and windows required

Install frames

Install doors

Builds and
installs stairs

Build stairs

Builds
balustrade

Builds and
installs cabinets,
countertops and
shelving

Builds cabinets/
display cases

Builds counters/
shelving

Installs architectural materials

Installs trim

Installs fixtures

Health and
Safety

Scaffolding

Trade Math

Covered in SIAST (Saskatchewan) Pre-Employment Carpentry Course
Not Covered in SIAST (Saskatchewan) Pre-Employment Carpentry Course

Uses survey
instruments

Installs building
materials

Places concrete
joints

Places concrete

Installs precast
components

Installs
windows

Installs
hardware

Installs interior
windows

Installs
hardware

Appendix A.15: Yukon College Carpentry Course
Task

Sub-task(s)

Uses tools,
equipment
and material

Uses hand
tools

Uses portable
power tools
(electric,
pneumatic, fuel)

Uses contract
documents

Interprets
drawings

Uses codes,
regulations and
standards

Performs project
related skills

Communicates

Builds footing,
wall and column
forms

Uses stationary
tools

Uses material
handling
equipment

Prepares site

Performs quantity take-offs

Installs access
equipment

Builds footing
forms

Builds wall
forms

Builds column
and pier forms

Installs piling

Builds slab
forms

Installs slab/
beam forms

Installs shoring
systems

Builds stair forms
and auxiliary
application

Builds forms for Constructs
concrete stairs auxiliary
concrete forms

Constructs
concrete joints

Installs framing
systems

Frames floor
and ceiling
systems

Frames wall
systems

Frames roof
systems

Installs sheathing

Installs floor
sheathing

Installs wall
sheathing

Installs roof
sheathing

Installs doors
and windows

Determines
doors and window required

Installs and
adjusts frames

Install doors

Installs exterior
trim and
coverings

Installs roofing
materials and
accessories

Installs exterior
wall coverings

Installs exterior
trim

Installs flooring

Installs hardwood strip
and parquet
flooring

Installs resilient
tile/rolled
flooring

Installs specialized flooring
systems

Installs wall
covering

Installs gypsum
wallboard
coverings

Installs nongypsum wall
coverings

Installs ceilings

Installs suspended ceilings

Install nonsuspended
ceilings

Installs dropped
ceiling/
bulkheads

Installs interior
doors/windows

Determines
doors and windows required

Install frames

Install doors

Builds and
installs stairs

Build stairs

Builds
balustrade

Builds and
installs cabinets,
countertops and
shelving

Builds cabinets/
display cases

Builds counters/
shelving

Installs architectural materials

Installs trim

Installs fixtures

Health and
Safety

Scaffolding

Covered in Yukon College Carpentry Course
Not Covered in Yukon College Carpentry Course

Uses survey
instruments

Installs building
materials

Places concrete
joints

Places concrete

Installs precast
components

Installs
windows

Installs
hardware

Installs interior
windows

Installs
hardware

Construction Sector Council

Not in
the NOA

Interior

Exterior

Framing

Form Work

Occupational Skills

Block
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APPENDIX B—An Overview of Skills Related
to Crane and Heavy-equipment
Operators in Canada
Introduction
The Construction Sector Council (CSC)
is undertaking a study of the depth and
breadth of skills in construction. This is
a pilot project and a preliminary effort to
describe labour market conditions at a
more detailed level.
A preliminary description of the depth and
breadth of skills has been prepared for five
trades (plumber, electrician, bricklayer,
equipment operator and carpenter). Validation of the approach and findings have been
done on a trial basis for carpenters and
electricians.
Results presented here are not intended to be a
complete or representative description of all
the skills in the trade. Rather, this paper is
a preliminary assessment of the availability
and the coverage of potential sources. It is
intended that employers, trainers, union officials and workers will review this document
and comment on the potential use of this
“skills oriented” assessment for future labour
market information.

the process of skills tracking. Results presented here are not intended to be exhaustive
or representative. The intention is to offer
preliminary results and seek your reaction to
their potential usefulness. Suggestions about
future directions for this research are welcome.
National Occupational Analysis (NOA) and
Personal Skills

The description of the equipment operator
trades begins with the National Occupational
Analysis (NOA). All provinces and territories
collaborate in the preparation of a detailed
and validated description of these trades. The
NOA is used as a guide for the certification of
trades and the design of training curriculum
in each province/territory.
Given this crucial role, the NOA is a natural
starting point to describe the skills of equipment operators. In fact, there are many
different trades that fit into the general
category of equipment operator. Ontario
alone identifies the following:
• Heavy Equipment Operator – Excavator
• Heavy Equipment Operator – Dozer

Measuring Skills in Construction

The Current Situation
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This section describes the skills that are
taught to and acquired by workers, as well as
skills that are required by employers. Ideally,
these two descriptions would match, indicating a kind of market balance.
There are three broad types of training or
ways to acquire skills:
• Apprenticeship
• Pre-employment and upgrade training
• On-the-job training
Please note, this is a preliminary report. At
this point, the work is only intended to test

• Heavy Equipment Operator – Tractor,
Loader, Backhoe
There are a further group of crane-related
trades;
• Mobile Crane Operator, Branch 1
• Mobile Crane Operator, Branch 2
• Tower Crane Operator
The 1997 NOA for Mobile Crane Operator is
shown below in Figure 1, in a short, reference
format that summarizes blocks, tasks and
sub-tasks. Various alternative descriptions of
the skills of a crane operator can be “mapped”
into this format as part of the analysis.

Figure 1: National Occupational Analysis for Mobile Crane Operator (1997)
Task

Sub-task

Follows laws
and safety
regulations

Obtains relevant
laws and safety
regulations

Applies laws and
safety regulations

Follows company
safety policies

Participates in site
orientation and
indoctrination
programs

Applies first aid

Applies CPR

Applies artificial
respiration

Ensures emergency
first-aid procedures

Utilizes protective equipment

Utilizes personal
protective
equipment

Utilizes site-specific
protective equipment

Assesses site
hazards

Identifies hazards
and unsafe site
practices

Reports all hazards
and unsafe site
practices

Heeds site warning
systems

Operates
equipment safely

Completes visual
inspection

Performs housekeeping procedures

Interprets machine
logbook

Follows manufacturers’ operation
procedures

Operates firefighting equipment
of hoisting
equipment

Inspects firefighting equipment and
machines

Uses firefighting
equipment and
machines

Secures cranes

Secures cranes
left unattended
during working
hours

Secures cranes left
unattended for
extended periods

Communicates
with others

Communicates
with management

Communicates with
clients

Communicates with
job-site personnel

Communicates with
apprentices

Completes
written com
munication

Maintains logbooks

Completes records
and documentation

Performs preoperational
checks

Inspects and
services engine
systems

Inspects and
services air
systems

Inspects electrical
systems

Inspects and
services hydraulic
systems

Inspects and
services fluid
systems

Inspects and services wire rope

Inspects and
services operating
controls

Inspects and
services hoisting
systems

Inspects and services monitoring and
warning systems

Cycles systems and
checks machine
functions

Performs con
tinual checks

Monitors all
gauges and
indicators

Monitors spooling
and drum rotation

Monitors all crane
systems and
functions

Heeds crane warning devices

Monitors machine
performance

Performs regular
interval inspections

Complies with
manufacturers’
specifications and
company policy

Complies with all
laws and regulations

Ensures necessary
adjustments

Performs minor
repairs

Performs minor
structural repairs

Identifies needed
repairs

Replaces damaged
Ensures mainteor worn components nance order is
completed

Inspects and
maintains
wire rope

Cleans wire rope

Inspects wire rope

Lubricates wire
rope

Installs wire rope

Handles and stores
wire rope

Inspects and
maintains slings

Cleans slings

Inspects slings

Lubricates slings

Handles and stores
slings

Removes and
destroys unsafe
slings

Identifies and
reports machine
hazards
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Rigging

Equipment Inspection and Maintenance

Communication

Safety

Block
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Figure 1: National Occupational Analysis for Mobile Crane Operator (1997) continued
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Crane Assembly, Dissassembly and Transport

Measuring Skills in Construction

Site Preparation and Crane Set-Up

Pre-lift Planning and Tasks

Rigging
(continued)

Block

Task

Sub-task

Inspects and
maintains
hardware

Cleans rigging
hardware

Inspects hardware

Lubricates hardware

Handles and stores
hardware

Disposes and
destroys unsafe
hardware

Follows safe rigging procedures

Determines sling
use and capacity

Cuts and/or seizes
wire rope

Brazes wire rope

Determines load
weights

Obtains load
weight information

Confirms load
weights

Determines rigging requirements

Determines radii,
boom configuration
and operating
quadrant

Determines weights Selects gross capac- Allows for variable
ity form load charts conditions
of load-handling
devices

Selects slings,
rigging, hardware
and lifting devices

Attends pre-lift
meetings

Sets up crane

Blocks outriggers or
tracks

Levels the crane

Determines net
capacity of the
crane
Participates in
engineered and
specialty lift
planning

Identifies engineered and specialty lift situations

Interprets engineered lift plan

Plans specialty lift

Prepares the site

Inspects area

Ensures site hazards
rectified

Prepares area

Positions the
Crane

Selects proper
location

Travels within
limitations of site
and equipment

Sets up crane

Ensures clearance

Extends outriggers
or tracks

Assembles blocking

Confirms lift procedures with
site personnel

Consults with site
management/crew

Consults with
signaller

Confirms site
responsibilities

Relocates crane
on site

Plans move

Drives within
limitations of site
and equipment

Prepares crane
for transport

Loads and unloads
crane for highway

Blocks and secures
crane for highway

Loads and unloads
crane for rail

Blocks and secures
crane

Loads and unloads
crane from barges
and ship

Ensures necessary
permits

Plans trip route

Performs pre-trip
inspections

Drives within
limitations of equipment

Unloads crane
at site
Drives crane on
public and private roadways

Ensures proper
licensing

Assembles
hydraulic or
lattice crawler
cranes

Rigs tracks and car Assembles track
body
and car body

Rigs upper works

Installs upper works Rigs counterweights

Installs boom com- Installs and reeves
ponents
hoist lines

Inspects all components and
connections

Raises boom to
working position

Disassembles
hydraulic or
lattice crawler
cranes

Lowers boom onto
blocking

Removes hoist lines Disassembles boom

Removes counterweights

Removes upper
works

Figure 1: National Occupational Analysis for Mobile Crane Operator (1997) continued
Block

Task

Crane Assembly, Dissassembly and Transport
(continued)

Assembles
truck-mounted
lattice or
hydraulic cranes

Disassembles
truck-mounted
lattice or
hydraulic cranes

Sub-task
Rigs and extends
outriggers

Rigs upper works

Installs upper works Rigs counterweights

Installs counterweights

Installs and reeves
hoist lines

Inspects all
components

Raises boom to
working position

Lowers boom
onto blocking

Removes hoist lines Disassembles boom

Removes counterweights

Rigs and installs
upper works

Rigs and installs
counterweights

Removes and stores Rigs and assembles
trailing axles
boom components

Lowers boom onto
blocking

Removes hoist line

Dissassembles
boom

Removes counterweights

Removes upper
works

Installs trailing
axles
Assembles roughterrain (RT) and
all-terrain (AT)
cranes

Rigs, installs and
extends outriggers

Raises boom to
working position
Disassembles
rough-terrain (RT)
and all-terrain
(AT) cranes

Extends/retracts
outriggers and
lock-ins

Assembles and
dissassembles
specialty equipment and
attachments

Selects speciality
attachments

Assembles
specialty
attachments

Disassembles
specialty
attachments

Performs basic
crane operations

Prepares computer
for crane operation

Travels crane

Hoists and
lowers load

Swings crane

Raises and
lowers boom

Operates
conventional
cranes

Operates crawlermounted lattice
cranes

Operates truckmounted lattice
boom cranes

Operates
hydraulic cranes

Operates RT
hydraulic cranes

Operates AT
hydraulic cranes

Operates carriermounted hydraulic
cranes

Operates lattice
boom hydraulic
cranes

Operates boom
truck cranes over
15 tons

Operates boom
truck cranes

Operates boom
truck cranes with
up to 8 tons lifing
capacity

Operates boom
truck cranes with
more than 8 tons
and up to 15 tons
lifting capacity

Operates knuckle
boom truck
cranes

Operates knuckle
boom truck cranes
with up to 15 tons
lifing capacity

Operates knuckle
boom truck cranes
with more than
8 tons and up to
15 tons lifting
capacity

Performs specialty craning
operations

Operates pile
driver

Operates clam shell

Operates drag line

Operates bargemounted cranes

Performs demolition
work

Operates tower
configuration and
luffing jib

Performs multicrane lifts

Performs pick and
carry from load
charts

Uses personnel
hoisting equipment

Construction Sector Council

Crane Operation and Types

Installs trailing
axles
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A rough measure of the distribution of these
skills among the workforce can be found in
the 2001 Census. There were 3,770 crane
operators and 40,700 heavy-equipment
operators in the construction industry in
Canada in 2001 according to the Census.
Almost half, or 1,735 crane operators reported
having a trade qualification or diploma. This
leaves 2,035 workers who identified themselves as crane operators, with different or
other qualifications. Figure 2 below provides
a profile of both qualifications and age distribution for crane operators. The latter may be
seen as a proxy for work experience.

Figure 2 provides a rough measure of the
extent and distribution of skills among crane
operators. The 350 crane operators identified
as having “a college certificate or diploma”
would have a wide range of formal training.
There are courses and programs outside
apprenticeship that offer training opportunities for crane operators.
17%, or 7,015 heavy-equipment operators
reported having a trade certificate or diploma
in the 2001 census in Canada. Almost
three-quarters, or 33,685, heavy-equipment
operators held different or other
qualifications. Figure 3 provides a profile of
qualifications and age distribution for heavy

Figure 2: 2001 Census Profile, Crane Operators by Age, Qualifications and Income

Category*

Workforce

% of Workforce

Average Annual
Income (2000)

Crane Operators 15 to 24
Trade Certificate or Diploma

140

39%

–

College Certificate or Diploma

95

27%

–

High-school Graduation Certificate
and/or Some Post-secondary

95

27%

$27,109

Less than High-school Graduation Certificate

25

7%

–

355

100%

$24,729

Trade Certificate or Diploma

860

47%

$52,583

College Certificate or Diploma

125

7%

$47,636

High-school Graduation Certificate
and/or Some Post-secondary

250

14%

$49,599

Total, Age 15 to 24
Crane Operators 45 and Over

Less than High-school Graduation Certificate

570

31%

$45,801

1,845

100%

$48,621

1,735

46%

$49,849

College Certificate or Diploma

350

9%

$44,759

High-school Graduation Certificate
and/or Some Post-secondary

675

18%

$44,928

Less than High-school Graduation Certificate

965

26%

$43,394

3,770

100%

$45,805

Measuring Skills in Construction

Total, Age 45 and Over
All Crane Operators
Trade Certificate or Diploma

Total, All Crane Operators
Source: Statistics Canada, Census 2001 and 2000
* Column elements exclude some minor categories.
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Figure 3: 2001 Census Profile, Heavy-equipment Operators by Age, Qualifications and Income

Category*

Workforce

% of Workforce

Average Annual
Income (2000)

Heavy-equipment Operators 15 to 24
Trade Certificate or Diploma

295

9%

$24,065

College Certificate or Diploma

160

5%

$21,025

High-school Graduation Certificate
and/or Some Post-secondary

1,410

44%

$21,297

Less than High-school Graduation Certificate

1,330

41%

$20,361

Total, Age 15 to 24

3,240

100%

$21,234

2,990

17%

$36,934

470

3%

$38,791

3,290

19%

$38,494

Less than High-school Graduation Certificate

10,715

61%

$35,603

Total, Age 45 and Over

17,595

100%

$36,457

Trade Certificate or Diploma

7,015

17%

$36,378

College Certificate or Diploma

1,905

5%

$37,113

High-school Graduation Certificate
and/or Some Post-secondary

10,395

26%

$36,160

Less than High-school Graduation Certificate

21,010

52%

$34,396

Total, All Heavy-equipment Operators

40,700

100%

$35,325

Heavy-equipment Operators 45 and Over
Trade Certificate or Diploma
College Certificate or Diploma
High-school Graduation Certificate
and/or Some Post-secondary

All Heavy-equipment Operators

Source: Statistics Canada, Census 2001 and 2000
* Column elements exclude some minor categories.

Current Situation –
On-the-Job Skills

Figure 3 provides a rough measure of the
extent and distribution of skills among heavyequipment operators. The 1,905 operators
identified as holding a college certificate or
diploma would have received a wide variety
of formal training. There are courses and
programs outside the apprenticeship system
that offer training for heavy-equipment
operators.

This section reports on a preliminary investigation of skill needs of individual employers
based on their job descriptions.

Findings reported in this section are deliberately focused on “personal skills” or the
descriptions of training, qualifications and
certifications of individual crane and heavyequipment operators. The next section shifts
the perspective to that of the employers.
1

There are two ways to consider the distribution of skills required by employers. The first
is to review descriptions of job openings for
crane and heavy-equipment operators. The
second is to consider the specialized nature
of employer businesses by referring to the
growing number of industry associations
that represent these groups.
A review of job openings listed on eight
Internet sites from March 15th to 18th, 2004
is used as a test measure of employer needs.1

Websites include: www.jobbank.gc.ca, www.monster.ca, www.workopolis.com, www.careerclick.com, www.careerbeacon.com, www.ele-spe.
org, www.tbxhome.com, and www.hotjobs.ca.

Construction Sector Council

equipment operators. The latter may be seen
as a proxy for work experience.
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Overall, 145 job openings were listed for
crane and heavy-equipment operators. These
145 job postings consisted of 17 for crane
operators and 128 for heavy-equipment operators. Many, but not all, employers chose
to identify their areas of work and sectors as
well as required experience and qualifications.
Requirements for heavy-equipment operators
are summarized in the figures below. Due to
the small sample size of job postings for
crane operators, figures were not prepared.

Measuring Skills in Construction

The reported proportions and distributions
are not necessarily a representative sample
or indicator of market conditions. A much
larger sample would be required to reach that
goal. It is, however, feasible to monitor
Internet sites and to track demand at this
level of detail. For example, the analysis could
track employer preferences by the apparent
distribution of skills among workers as signalled by the training programs noted above.
Of course, allowance must be made for institutional differences. For example, union
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members and their employers would not
need to use the Internet to match workers
to jobs, as union dispatch halls can fill this
function. This Internet-based source of
job descriptions may be skewed towards
residential employers or other groups.
Figure 4 displays the distribution of job
openings between areas of work: construction
and non-construction.
Figure 5 shows the distribution of job
openings among sectors.
Figure 6 tracks experience required in the
jobs. There is a clear preference for at least
some experience.
In Figure 7, employer requirements for
qualifications mixes two distinct groups.
Crane operator is a compulsory trade in most
provinces, and would require a Certificate
of Qualification, while other equipment
operators may not even have access to
an apprenticeship program.

Conclusions
This research confirms that there is a regular
source of employer and worker-based information on skills needed for equipment
operators and other trades. These needs can
be accessed and analyzed in the manner
shown here. With sufficient resources, the
inquiry could be extensive enough to capture
representative samples and track needs by
regions, “blocks” and other dimensions.

Figure 4: Distribution of Job Openings by

Stakeholders with a particular interest in
equipment operator and related trades will
be invited to review this document and
answer a series of questions to gather their
views on the value of information organized
in this manner. Further questions will also
establish the value of extending this approach
to other trades.

Figure 6: Distribution of Job Openings by
Experience Requirements

Area of Work

Experience an asset – 11%
Construction only – 97%
Non-construction – 3%

Less than 1 year/
no experience – 14%
Greater than 5 years – 5%
1 to 5 years – 70%

Employers Identifying Construction & Related Work Areas –
Total: 61 out of 128 Job Postings

Figure 5: Distribution of Job Openings

Employers Identifying Experience Requirements –
Total 114 out of 128

Figure 7: Distribution of Job Openings by
Qualification Requirements

by Sector
Residential only – 16%
Road construction only – 15%

C of Q – 30%
Road construction and
residential only – 13%
Apprentice – 3%
Road construction,
residential and ICI – 15%

Not app./not req’d – 67%

Other mixed sectors – 28%
Employers Identifying Construction Sector –
Total 52 out of 128 Job Postings

Employers Identifying Qualification Requirements –
Total 69 out of 128

Construction Sector Council

ICI only – 13%
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APPENDIX C—An Overview of Skills Related
to Plumbers in Canada
Introduction
The Construction Sector Council (CSC)
is undertaking a study of the depth and
breadth of skills in construction. This is
a pilot project and a preliminary effort
to describe labour market conditions at
a more detailed level.
A preliminary description of the depth
and breadth of skills has been prepared
for five trades (plumber, electrician, bricklayer, equipment operator and carpenter).
Validation of the approach and findings
has been done on a trial basis for carpenters
and electricians.
Results presented here are not intended to
be a complete or representative description of
all the skills in the trade. Rather, this paper is
a preliminary assessment of the availability
and the coverage of potential sources. It is
intended that employers, trainers, union officials and workers will review this document
and comment on the potential use of this
“skills oriented” assessment for future labour
market information.

Measuring Skills in Construction

The Current Situation
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This section describes the skills that are
taught to and acquired by workers, as well as
skills that are required by employers. Ideally,
these two descriptions would match, indicating a kind of market balance.
There are three broad types of training or
ways to acquire skills:
• Apprenticeship
• Pre-employment and upgrade training
• On-the-job training

Please note, this is a preliminary report. At
this point, the work is only intended to test
the process of skills tracking. Results presented here are not intended to be exhaustive
or representative. The intention is to offer
preliminary results and seek your reaction to
their potential usefulness. Suggestions
about future directions for this research
are welcome.
National Occupational Analysis (NOA) and
Personal Skills

The description of the plumber trade begins
with the National Occupational Analysis
(NOA). All provinces and territories collaborate in the preparation of a detailed and
validated description of the major trades. The
NOA is used as a guide for the certification of
trades and the design of training curriculum
in each province/territory.
Given this crucial role, the NOA is a natural
starting point to describe the skills of a
plumber. The 2003 NOA is shown in a short,
reference format that summarizes blocks,
tasks and sub-tasks.
The five blocks represent “a distinct operation
relevant to the occupation” and are regarded
here as a standard reference point for the
“breadth” of skills in the trade. Similarly, the
sub-tasks represent “the smallest division into
which it is practical to subdivide any work
activity,” and this is regarded here as a reference point for the “depth” of skills.

Figure 1: National Occupational Analysis for Plumber (2003)
Task

Sub-task

Plans work
activities

Interprets drawings
and specifications

Prepares list
of materials

Schedules job

Uses and
maintains handand portable
power tools
and equipment

Uses hand- and
portable power
tools and
equipment

Maintains handand portable power
tools and equipment

Prepares piping
for installation

Cuts pipes

Prepares pipe joints

Bends pipes
and tubing

Installs support
systems

Selects systems

Prepares support
systems

Installs support
systems

Tests piping,
plumbing
systems and
equipment

Determines testing
requirements

Prepares systems
and equipment
for testing

Performs
required tests

Protects piping
systems and
other plumbing
equipment from
drainage

Protects piping systems and plumbing
equipment from
environmental
conditions

Protects piping systems and plumbing
equipment from
physical damage

Installs
fire-stopping
systems

Determines
fire-stopping
requirements

Fits fire-stopping
systems

Acts as mentor
to apprentices

Provides workplace Trains apprentices in
orientation training plumbing installation

Installs site
services

Installs access holes Installs piping for
and catch basins
site services

Installs private
sewage systems

Plans installation
for private sewage
disposal systems

Installs private
sewage disposal
systems

Prepares roughin for buried
interior drainage,
waste and vent
systems

Installs buried
piping for drainage,
waste and vent
systems

Installs embedded
components

Installs rough-in
for interior drainage, waste and
vent systems
above grade

Prepares pipe
routes for interior
drainage, waste
and vent systems

Installs piping for
interior drainage,
waste and vent systems above ground

Installs water
services

Installs piping and Installs water
related components service equipment
for water services

Installs water
distribution
systems

Prepares routes for
water distribution
systems

Installs piping for
potable water distribution systems

Installs potable
water distribution
equipment

Installs water
treatment
equipment

Tests water quality

Selects water treatment equipment

Installs water treatment equipment

Installs plumbing
fixtures and
appliances

Installs fixture
supports

Installs plumbing
fixtures

Installs specialty
plumbing appliances

Prepares job site

Provides customer
service

Construction Sector Council

Water Service and Distribution,
Plumbing Fixtures and Appliances

Drainage, Waste and Vent Systems and
Private Sewage Disposal Systems

Common Occupation Skills

Block
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Figure 1: National Occupational Analysis for Plumber (2003) continued
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Maintenance and
Repairs

Pumps

Specialized Piping Systems

Hydronic Heating/Cooling Systems

Block
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Task

Sub-task

Installs hydronic
heating/cooling
piping systems

Prepares routes for
hydronic heating
systems

Installs piping for
hydronic heating
systems

Prepares routes for
hydronic cooling
systems

Installs piping for
hydronic cooling
systems

Installs hydronic
heating/cooling
generating
systems

Determines location of hydronic
heating generating
equipment

Installs hydronic
heating generating
equipment

Determines loca
tion of hydronic
cooling generating
equipment

Installs hydronic
cooling generating
equipment

Installs hydronic
heating/cooling
transfer units

Determines location
of heating transfer
units

Installs heating
transfer units

Determines location
of cooling transfer
units

Installs cooling
transfer units

Installs hydronic
heating/cooling
system controls

Determines location
of heating system
controls

Installs heating
system controls

Determines location
of cooling system
controls

Installs cooling
system controls

Installs natural
and liquefied
petroleum gas
(LPG) systems

Installs piping for
natural gas systems

Installs piping for
LPG systems

Installs gas
equipment

Installs medical
gas systems

Installs piping
for medical gas
systems

Installs equipment
for medical gas
systems

Installs crossconnection
control

Identifies backflow
preventers

Installs backflow
preventers

Installs petroleum systems

Installs piping for
petroleum systems

Installs related
equipment

Installs other
specialty
systems

Plans installation of Installs specialty
piping systems
specialty piping
and equipment
systems

Selects pumps

Determines
applications

Determines
accessories

Determines power
energy source

Installs pumps

Installs piping
for pumps

Installs pumps and
accessories

Coordinates power
connection to pump

Maintains
plumbing-related
systems and
components

Plans system
maintenance

Maintains plumbingrelated systems

Repairs
plumbing-related
systems and
components

Troubleshoots
plumbing-related
systems and
components

Repairs plumbingrelated systems

Defining trades and occupations is an elusive
process. For example, the blocks and tasks set
out in Figure 1 overlap with areas of work for
other trades that are also defined by NOA’s.
These include:
• Pipe and steam fitters
• Gas fitters

Maintains plumbingrelated systems

• Refrigeration and air-conditioning
mechanics
• Welders
Similarly, the depth of skills is further
described in the NOA with “supporting
knowledge and abilities” that add details to
sub-tasks. The NOA also describes trends and
related components related to sub-tasks.

Plumbers with a Certificate of Qualification
should have the skills described in the NOA.
A review of provincial/territorial trade definitions and curriculum for plumbers reveals
that all provinces/territories follow the NOA,
with some variations.
The most rigorous way to test skill depth and
breadth is through a worker survey. Such an
effort is beyond the scope of this study.
The NOA emphasizes the two noted dimensions—breadth and depth of technical and
basic skills—but has only limited reference to
supervisory/management skills. These latter
skills would include supervision, site organization and general management. In some
sectors, the role of plumbers must include
skills pertaining to site management and
work organization. These skills might also
be important and more common among
self-employed plumbers.
This project reviews the possibility that
distinct skills are needed in any or all of
the following sectors:
• Low-rise residential
• Commercial and high-rise residential
• Institutional and light industrial

• Heavy industrial and civil projects
A rough measure of the distribution of these
skills among the workforce can be found in
the 2001 Census. There were 28,125 plumbers
in the construction industry in Canada in
2001, according to the census. The majority,
or 16,210 plumbers reported having a trade
qualification or diploma. This leaves 11,915
workers, who identified themselves as plumbers, with different qualifications. Figure 2
provides a profile of both qualifications and
age distribution. The latter may be seen
as a proxy for work experience.
Figure 2 provides a rough measure of the
extent and distribution of skills among
plumbers. The 3,135 plumbers identified as
having “a college certificate or diploma”
would have a wide range of formal training.
There are courses and programs outside
apprenticeship that offer training opportunities for plumbers.
Findings reported in this section are deliberately focused on “personal skills” or the
descriptions of training, qualifications and
certifications of individual plumbers. The
next section shifts perspective to that of
the employers.

Figure 2: 2001 Census Profile, Plumbers by Age, Qualifications and Income

Category*

Workforce

% of Workforce

Average Annual
Income (2000)

Plumbers 15 to 24
Trade Certificate or Diploma
High-school Graduation Certificate
and/or Some Post-secondary
Less than High-school Graduation Certificate
Total, Age 15 to 24

4%

$23,422

240

1%

$20,946

1,580

6%

$20,520

740

3%

$15,353

3,735

13%

$20,217

Construction Sector Council

College Certificate or Diploma

1,140
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Figure 2: 2001 Census Profile, Plumbers by Age, Qualifications and Income continued

Category*

Workforce

% of Workforce

Average Annual
Income (2000)

6,270

22%

$38,783

College Certificate or Diploma

920

3%

$36,137

High-school Graduation Certificate
and/or Some Post-secondary

805

3%

$38,274

Less than High-school Graduation Certificate

1,400

5%

$33,934

Total, Age 45 and Over

9,635

34%

$37,958

16,210

58%

$38,447

College Certificate or Diploma

3,135

11%

$37,095

High-school Graduation Certificate
and/or Some Post-secondary

4,720

17%

$28,768

Less than High-school Graduation Certificate

3,500

12%

$28,659

28,125

100%

$35,441

Plumbers 45 and Over
Trade Certificate or Diploma

All Plumbers
Trade Certificate or Diploma

Total, All Plumbers
Source: Statistics Canada, Census 2001 and 2000
* Column elements exclude some minor categories.

Current Situation – On-the-Job
Skills
This section reports on a preliminary investigation of skill needs of individual employers
based on job descriptions.

Measuring Skills in Construction

There are two ways to consider the distribution of skills required by employers. The first
is to review descriptions of job openings for
plumbers. The second is to consider the specialized nature of employer businesses by
referring to the growing number of industry
associations that represent these groups.
A review of job openings listed on eight
Internet sites from March 12th to 16th, 2004
is used as a test measure of employer needs.1
Overall, 131 jobs openings were listed for
plumbers and are described in the following
figures. Many, but not all, employers chose
to identify their areas of work and sectors as
well as required experience, qualifications
and “blocks” of expertise.
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The reported proportions and distributions
are not necessarily a representative sample
or indicator of market conditions. A much
larger sample would be required to reach that
goal. However, it is feasible to monitor
Internet sites and to track demand at this
level of detail. For example, the analysis could
track employer preferences by the apparent
distribution of skills among workers as
signalled by the training programs noted
above. Of course, allowance must be made
for institutional differences. For example,
union members and their employers would
not need to use the Internet to match workers
to jobs, as union dispatch halls can fill this
function. This Internet-based source of
job descriptions may be skewed towards
residential employers or other groups.
Figure 3 displays the distribution of job
openings among areas of work: construction,
renovation and maintenance & repair.
Renovation work is often identified as
requiring special skills.

Websites include: www.jobbank.gc.ca, www.monster.ca, www.workopolis.com, www.careerclick.com, www.careerbeacon.com, www.ele-spe.
org, www.tbxhome.com, and www.hotjobs.ca.

Figure 3: Distribution of Job Openings by
Area of Work

Figure 5: Distribution of Job Openings by
Experience Requirements

Maintenance, repair and
service only – 37%

Experience an asset – 10%
Less than 1 year/
no experience – 11%

Construction and maintenance,
repair, and service – 25%

Greater than 5 years – 8%
1 to 5 years – 71%

Construction only– 38%

Employers Identifying Construction & Related Work Areas –
Total: 84 out of 128 Job Postings

Figure 4: Distribution of Job Openings
by Sector

Employers Identifying Experience Requirements –
Total 103 out of 128

Figure 6: Distribution of Job Openings by
Qualification Requirements

Residential and
commercial only – 31%
Commercial only – 11%

Apprentice, C of Q,
Red Seal – 44%
Not app./not req’d – 2%

Other mixed sectors – 26%
C of Q, Red Seal – 54%

Residential only – 32%
Employers Identifying Sector –
Total 99 out of 128 Job Postings

Figure 4 shows the distribution of job
openings among sectors. There is a heavy
emphasis on residential building, with almost
half of the openings in this area and many of
the others specifying a combination of sectors.

Employers showed a notable preference for
applicants with a Certificate of Qualification
or apprenticeship status. This is outlined in
Figure 6.

Conclusions
This research confirms that there is a regular
source of employer and worker-based information on skills needed for plumbers and
other trades. These needs can be accessed and
analyzed in the manner shown here. With
sufficient resources, the inquiry could be
extensive enough to capture representative
samples and track needs by regions, “blocks”
and other dimensions.
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Figure 5 tracks experience required in the
jobs. There is a clear preference for at least
some experience.

Employers Identifying Qualification Requirements –
Total 105 out of 128
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APPENDIX D—A Preliminary Description of
Skills: Electricians
Introduction

Identifying the Workers

The Construction Sector Council (CSC) is
undertaking a study of the depth and breadth
of skills in construction. This is a pilot project and a preliminary effort to describe
labour market conditions taking account
of available skills as well as the number
of workers.

There are several standard references that
can be used to define the scope of work for
an electrician. The National Occupational
Classification (NOC) and the National
Occupational Analysis (NOA) are the most
important references. The NOC defines
occupations for statistical and other purposes
such as the Census. The general category
“Electrical Trades and Telecommunications
Occupations” identifies the broadest
possible scope for electricians and related
occupations:

The CSC believes that many human-resource
issues related to the supply of labour are tied
to understanding the extent of skills in the
trades. A preliminary description of skills has
been prepared for five trades: plumber, electrician, bricklayer, equipment operator and
carpenter. This background document for
electricians will guide discussions with workers, employers, trainers and other industry
leaders across Canada.

Measuring Skills in Construction

This discussion and background paper will be
used to determine if it is possible and useful
for the CSC to measure skills. Results presented here are not intended to be exhaustive
or representative. These are preliminary
results, and the study will seek industry reaction to their potential usefulness. Suggestions
about future directions for this research are
welcome.
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The Current Situation
This section describes the skills that are
taught to and acquired by workers, and the
skills that are required by employers. Ideally,
these two descriptions would match, indicating a kind of market balance. Where they
don’t match, a specific type of humanresource challenge is created.

H211 Electricians (Except Industrial and
Power Systems)
H212 Industrial Electricians
H213 Power System Electricians
H214 Electrical Power Line and Cable
Workers
H215 Telecommunications and Cable
Workers
H216 Telecommunications Installation
and Repair Workers
H217 Cable Television Service and
Maintenance Technicians
The National Occupational Analysis describes
several of these occupations as a reference
point to define apprenticeships. The NOA is
tightly linked to the skills acquired by workers,
and is the starting point for skills analysis.
National Occupational Analysis (NOA) and
Personal Skills

All provinces and territories collaborate in
the preparation of a detailed and validated
description of the major trades. The NOA is
used as a guide for the certification of trades

and the design of training curriculum in each
province/territory.
To simplify the analysis, the core description
for the trade is taken from the 2003 NOA and
is shown in Figure 1, in a short, reference format that summarizes blocks, tasks and
sub-tasks.
Each of the six blocks represents “a distinct
operation relevant to the occupation” and are
regarded here as the “breadth” of skills for
electricians. Similarly, the sub-tasks represent
“the smallest division into which it is practical to subdivide any work activity,” and these
define the “depth” of skills.
Defining trades and occupations is an elusive
process. Some provinces identify the trade
with the following names:
• Electrical construction
• Electrician
• Electrician (Construction)
• Electrician – construction and
maintenance
These occupations would likely refer to the
same breadth of skills noted in the NOA. The
scope of skills in the NOA may overlap with
areas of work for other apprenticeship trades.
These include:
• Industrial electrician
• Powerline technician
• Electrician, domestic and rural
• Lineworker

• Communication technician
Construction electricians with a Certificate of
Qualification should have the skills and supporting knowledge described in the NOA. A
review of provincial/territorial trade definitions and curriculum for electricians reveals
that all provinces/territories follow the NOA,
with some variations. The most rigorous way
to test skill depth and breadth is through

The NOA emphasizes the two noted dimensions—breadth and depth of technical and
basic skills—but has only limited reference to
supervisory/management skills. These latter
skills would include supervision, site organization and general management. These skills
are important in some sectors and among
self-employed electricians.
Using the NOA as a starting point, information can be gathered from training programs
in colleges and union facilities, equipment
suppliers, provincial occupational regulations
and other sources. This information can be
compared to the NOA and provide a general
picture of the depth and breadth of skills
available through the trained workforce.
Appendix D-1 provides an example of this
type of analysis. A sample of over 20 programs and standards are compared to the
NOA. The results show strong conformity
across provinces and programs, and this is
likely due to the compulsory nature of the
trade in most jurisdictions. Building codes
and other regulations require that work be
performed by certified electricians. These
regulations do not apply in industrial and
communications specialties, and this is
apparent in some of the programs. See,
for example, the coverage of training for
industrial electricians.
Research efforts to construct Appendix D-1
were a test to evaluate the potential for a
more comprehensive analysis. While the mapping of training programs and standards may
be possible, there are obstacles. There are, for
example, wide variations in the terminology
used to describe work in the trade, and considerable technical experience is needed to
compare qualifications. This requirement
will complicate any effort to build similar
measures for all trades.

Construction Sector Council

• Instrument technician

a worker survey. Such an effort is beyond
the scope of this study, but a 1997 National
Labour Market Study entitled “The Electrical
Trade – Connecting with the Future” contains
a detailed survey of work in the trade, and
is summarized later.
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Figure 1: National Occupational Analysis for Construction Electrician (2003)
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Branch Circuit Wiring
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Distribution and Services

Occupational Skills

Block

Task

Sub-task

Interprets
occupational
documentation

Interprets
drawings
and specs.

Interprets
codes and
regulations

Maintains
Interprets
material and work-related
records
equipment
documentation

Organizes
work

Prepares
work

Performs
lockout and
tagging
procedures

Estimates
materials
and supplies
required
for job

Organizes
materials and
supplies

Develops and
maintains
schedule

Communicates in the
workplace

Communicates with
other
disciplines,
co-workers
and clients

Communicates with
apprentices

Uses and
maintains
tools and
equipment

Uses hand
tools

Uses power
tools

Uses powderactuated
tools

Uses electrical
measuring
equipment

Uses scaffolding and access
equipment

Uses rigging,
hoisting
and lifting
equipment

Uses personal
protection
equipment

Installs
service
entrance

Installs
supply
services

Installs metering systems

Installs overcurrent
protection

Installs power
distribution
centre

Installs
temporary
distribution

Installs surge
protection
systems

Installs power
conditioning
devices

Installs uninterruptible
power supply
(UPS) systems

Performs
start-up and
shut-down
procedures

Installs
sub-panels,
feeders and
transformers

Installs
sub-panels

Installs
feeders to
sub-panels

Installs
low-voltage
transformers

Installs bonding, grounding
and cathodic
protection
systems

Installs
bonding
systems

Installs
grounding
grids

Installs
ground-fault
systems

Installs
lightning
arresters

Installs power
generation
systems

Installs
generators
and transfer
switches

Installs alternative power
systems

Installs highvoltage
systems

Installs
high-voltage
transformers

Installs
high-voltage
cables

Terminates
high-voltage
cables

Tests
high-voltage
systems

Installs raceway systems
and cables

Installs
raceway

Creates
openings

Installs seismic restraint
systems

Installs
underground
wiring

Installs boxes
cabinets and
fixtures

Pulls con
ductors in
raceway

Installs
power and
lighting
systems

Installs
luminaries

Installs
devices,
switches and
outlets

Installs lighting controls

Installs light
posts

Installs
heating
and cooling
systems

Installs electric heating
systems

Connects
cooling
systems

Installs
heating/
cooling control
systems

Installs
emergency
lighting
systems

Installs exit
lighting
systems

Installs
batteryoperated
lighting

Task
Installs motor
controls

Installs
starters

Installs variable frequency
drives (VFD)

Installs overInstalls manual Installs autoload protection motor control
matic motor
controls

Installs
motors

Installs AC
motors

Installs DC
motors

Installs motor
overcurrent
protection

Installs
signalling
systems

Installs
Fire Alarm
systems

Installs Nurse
Call Systems

Installs security systems

Installs voice
and data
systems

Installs
telephone
systems

Installs data
network
systems

Installs public
address (PA)
systems

Upgrades
electrical
systems

Evaluates
existing
electrical
systems

Replaces
outdated
systems
with new
technology

Maintains
electrical
systems

Troubleshoots Replaces
defective
electrical
components
systems

Performs
preventative
maintenance

Tests system Cleans and
operation
lubricates
systems

Upgrading, Maintenance
and Repair

Extra Low Voltage
Systems

Block
Motor and
Control Systems

Figure 1: National Occupational Analysis for Construction Electrician (2003)

Sub-task

Installs
community
antenna
T.V. (CATV)
systems

Installs PLCs

Installs building automation
systems

Establishes
and maintains
maintenance
schedule

Figure 2 provides a rough measure of the
extent and distribution of skills among electricians (except industrial and power system).
The 6,905 electricians identified as having “a
college certificate or diploma” would have a
wide range of formal training.
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A rough measure of the distribution of these
skills among the workforce can be found in
the 2001 Census. There were 44,545 electricians (except industrial and power system) in
the construction industry in Canada in 2001,
according to the census. The majority, or
26,395 reported having a trade qualification
or diploma. This leaves 18,150 workers who
identified themselves as electricians, with
other qualifications. Many of the latter would
be apprentices. Figure 2 provides a profile of
both qualifications and age distribution. The
latter may be seen as a proxy for work
experience.
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Figure 2: 2001 Census Profile, Electricians by Age, Qualifications and Income

Category*

Workforce

% of Workforce

Average Annual
Income (2000)

1,670

27%

$22,800

525

8%

$24,020

3,195

51%

$17,194

785

13%

$14,361

6,220

100%

$18,846

10,010

70%

$41,999

2,150

15%

$41,787

High-school Graduation Certificate
and/or Some Post-secondary

990

7%

$38,986

Less than High-school Graduation Certificate

875

6%

$35,506

14,310

100%

$41,113

26,395

59%

$41,516

College Certificate or Diploma

6,905

16%

$40,630

High-school Graduation Certificate
and/or Some Post-secondary

7,355

17%

$28,281

Less than High-school Graduation Certificate

2,815

6%

$28,183

44,545

100%

$38,249

Electricians 15 to 24
Trade Certificate or Diploma
College Certificate or Diploma
High-school Graduation Certificate
and/or Some Post-secondary
Less than High-school Graduation Certificate
Total, Age 15 to 24
Electricians 45 and Over
Trade Certificate or Diploma
College Certificate or Diploma

Total, Age 45 and Over
All Electricians
Trade Certificate or Diploma

Total, All Electricians
Source: Statistics Canada, Census 2001 and 2000
* Column elements exclude some minor categories.
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Essential Skills Profile
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In order to acquire and use trade skills effectively on the job site, an individual must have
underlying skills to build upon. These are
known as essential skills. Since the mid-90s,
the federal government has been engaged in
an initiative to identify essential skills for a
wide range of occupations in Canada. Nine
essential workplace skills have been defined:
reading text, document use, numeracy, writing,
oral communication, working with others,
computer use, continuous learning (such as
knowing how to learn), and thinking skills.
The relative importance of each essential skill
varies by occupation. Essential Skills Profiles

have been developed for approximately 200
occupations, describing how essential skills
are used by effective workers in the occupation.
The most important essential skills for
electricians are:
• Reading Text
• Numeracy
• Problem Solving
In terms of the current description of skills
of electricians, the Essential Skills Profile presented above would identify the depth of
organizational skills that are set out more
briefly in the first block of the NOA.

Skills, Complexity Levels and Tasks/Examples

Essential Skills

Typical
Complexity Levels
(1 = lowest, 5 = highest)

Typical Tasks/Examples

A. Reading Text

2 to 5

•
•
•
•
•

B. Document Use

1 to 5

•
•
•
•
•
•

C. Writing

1 to 3

• Labelling pipes
• Maintaining logbooks
• Writing e-mail messages to managers, supervisors,
and suppliers
• Writing service reports and change orders
• Writing accident reports

D. Numeracy:

1 to 5

• Preparing estimates and invoices, and
receiving payments
• Scheduling jobs
• Measuring for placement of switch boxes
• Making calculations and measurements to ensure
codes are met, or to perform troubleshooting tasks
• Determining patterns in power usage
• Measuring available conduit volume
• Determining wire, conduit, and circuit
breaker requirements
• Converting from metric to imperial units
• Using powers, roots, logarithms, and trigonometry
in calculations

1 to 3

• Ordering materials or equipment
• Relaying messages, giving directions, or coordinating
tasks with co-workers, other trades, apprentices,
or supervisors
• Discussing technical problems with co-workers
or supervisors
• Making safety/accident reports
• Interacting with clients, engineers, and architects
regarding work tasks

• Scheduling,
Budgeting Money
• Math & Accounting
• Measurement &
Calculation
• Data Analysis
• Numerical
Estimation

Reading meters and digital readouts
Identifying WHMIS symbols and other safety signs
Understanding work orders
Reading invoices and packing slips
Preparing invoices
Scanning electrical code specification tables
and charts
• Reading construction drawings
• Writing accident reports

Construction Sector Council

E. Oral Communication

Purchase orders
Health and safety memos
Equipment installation manuals
Codes and regulations
Plans and specifications
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Skills, Complexity Levels and Tasks/Examples continued

Essential Skills

F. Thinking Skills:

Typical
Complexity Levels
(1 = lowest, 5 = highest)

Typical Tasks/Examples

2 to 3

• Troubleshooting equipment and installation problems
• Identifying and addressing problems with blueprints
or specifications
• Deciding on materials, task sequences and priorities
• Reacting appropriately to dangerous situations
• Deciding where to place services in new construction sites
• Remembering electrical codes/regulations
• Finding information about installation techniques
and new materials from manuals and the Internet
• Finding relevant information in the electrical codes
and regulations
• Referring to experts to solve technical problems or
discuss new techniques

• Problem Solving
• Decision Making
• Job Task Planning
and Organizing
• Significant Use
of Memory
• Finding Information

G. Working with Others

H. Computer Use

n.a.

• Working with crews in job tasks, including trades
people from other trades and other professionals
in the construction industry

2 to 3

• Using spreadsheet software to prepare estimates
• Using a Distributed Control System or similar software to control electrical equipment or perform
troubleshooting tasks
• Using a laptop to inspect/program Programmable
Logic Controllers

I. Continuous Learning

n.a.

• Updating health and safety certifications and codes/
regulations
• Learning new technology, such as computer controls,
Programmable Logic Controllers, fibre-optic technology, and data cables
• Learning through self-study/independent learning or
via formal on-the-job training

Measuring Skills in Construction

Source: Human Resources and Skills Development Canada, Essential Skills Research, http://www15.hrdc-drhc.gc.ca/english/profiles/
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The 1997 National Labour Market Study

The most systematic analysis of the skill depth
and breadth of electricians was completed in
the 1997 National Labour Market Study “The
Electrical Trade – Connecting with the
Future.” This study was one of approximately
15 labour market studies of the construction
trades. The findings, recommendations and
related industry initiatives that grew out of
these studies continue to guide the work of

many construction trade committees and
these, in turn, are an important part of the
mandate of the Construction Sector Council.
The CECA/IBEW National IAS Committee
that developed the report reviewed a wide
range of areas related to human resources
issues. This included an analysis of workforce
characteristics (e.g. demographics, qualifications, locations, sectors and work areas), scope

of work and skills, training systems, a profile
of contractors and projections of market conditions into the future.
A detailed survey gathered information from
2,465 workers and 381 contractors. The analysis of skills began with the 1997 NOA and
identified the breadth of work across 10
“technical skills:”
1. Safety

7. Instructing Apprentices
8. Communication Skills
These categories also can be related to the
essential skills analysis noted previously. The
findings indicated a need for training in
estimating costs and scheduling/critical paths.
This would correspond to a lack of skill depth
in the model developed here.

2. Basic Trade Practices

Technical skills were described in more detail
for 16 “types of work:”

3. Basic Job Skills

1. Emergency Power and Stand-by Systems

4. Distribution and Services

2. Fire Alarm Systems

5. Branch Circuit Wiring

3. Security and Surveillance Systems

6. Motors and Motor Controls

4. HVAC

7. Controls and Automation Systems

5. Communications Cabling

8. Alarm and Surveillance Systems

6. Fibre Optics

9. Installation of Power Generation,
Standby Power Generation and Power
Conditioning Systems

7. Utility and Street Lighting

10. Routine Maintenance, Trouble Shooting,
Replacement and Repair of Equipment,
Components and Devices
These 10 categories correspond to the blocks
of the 1997 NOA, and were consolidated into
the six blocks of the more recent 2003 NOA
noted above. The study identified “skill
depth” in several areas, including the following “general skills” that add detail to the first
three blocks:
1. Reading Blueprints

3. Conducting Preventive Maintenance
Programs
4. Scheduling/Critical Path
5. Daily Job Reports
6. Keeping Maintenance Reports

9. Power and Distribution Systems
10. Residential Wiring
11. Instrumentation
12. Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC)
13. Energy Conservation
14. Photovoltaics
15. Film Industry
16. Other
Survey findings included important opportunities for expanding work in communications
cabling, fibre optics, instrumentation and
PLCs. Workers reported a related lack of skill
breadth in the related areas of controls and
automation systems. More specifically, the
depth of skills was reported to be weak in
PLCs, telecommunications systems and solar
generating devices.
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2. Estimating Costs

8. High-voltage Line Contracting
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Current Situation –
On-the-Job Skills

Internet sites and to track demand at this
level of detail.

This section reports on a preliminary investigation of skill needs of individual employers
based on job descriptions.

For example, the analysis could track
employer preferences by the apparent distribution of skills among workers as signalled
by training programs noted above. Of course,
allowance must be made for institutional differences. For example, union members and
their employers would not need to use the
Internet to match workers to jobs, as union
dispatch halls can fill this function. This
Internet-based source of job descriptions
may be skewed towards residential employers
or other groups.

There are two ways to consider the distribution of skills required by employers. The first
is to review descriptions of job openings for
electricians. The second is to consider the
specialized nature of employer businesses by
referring to the growing number of industry
associations that represent these groups.

Measuring Skills in Construction

A review of job openings listed on eight
Internet sites from March 8th to 16th, 2004,
and again on July 29th, 2005, is here as a test
measure of employer needs.1 Overall, 350 job
openings were listed for electricians. The
July 29th, 2005 search found 242 advertised
jobs, which are described in the following
figures. It is interesting to note that the
distribution of openings among the categories
described here changed little between the
2004 search and the 2005 search.
The majority of the postings (152) were
obtained from www.jobbank.gc.ca. The job
bank allows users to search by job title.
Options for electricians included “Electricians
(except industrial and power system),
Power System Electricians, and Industrial
Electricians. For the purposes of this study,
only Electricians (except industrial and power
system) were searched. About one-quarter of
the postings obtained under this job category
were actually for non-construction organizations. Almost two-thirds of employers chose
to identify their areas of work and sectors, as
well as required experience and qualifications.
The reported proportions and distributions
are not a representative sample of market
conditions. However, research has now been
repeated for several trades and time periods,
and it is clearly feasible now to monitor

Figure 3 displays the distribution of job
openings among areas of work: construction,
renovation and maintenance, repair, and
service.
Figure 4 shows the distribution of job
openings among sectors.
Figure 5 tracks experience required in the
jobs. There is a clear preference for at least
some experience.
Employers showed a notable preference for
applicants with a Certificate of Qualification
or apprenticeship status. This is outlined in
Figure 6.
These final two measures of needs imply that
employers are seeking the full range of skills
set out in the first section. The requirements
of a Certificate of Qualification or an apprenticeship would provide these skills, assuming
the training system meets the standards. This
level of skill requirement is higher than, for
example, a similar search for carpenters,
where over half of the job openings did not
specify a Certificate of Qualification. However, the electrician trade is compulsory in
most provinces, implying that a Certified
Electrician would be required by local
regulations for some of the construction,
installation or repair work.
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Websites include: www.jobbank.gc.ca, www.monster.ca, www.workopolis.com, www.careerclick.com, www.careerbeacon.com, www.ele-spe.
org, www.tbxhome.com, and www.hotjobs.ca.

Figure 3: Distribution of Job Openings by

Figure 5: Distribution of Job Openings by
Experience Requirements

Area of Work
Maintenance & repair only – 34%
Renovation only – 1%

No experience/experience
an asset – 16%
Less than 1 year – 6%

Construction, maintenance
and repair – 30%

Greater than 5 years – 15%

1 to 5 years – 63%
Construction only – 35%
Employers Identifying Construction & Related Work Areas –
Total: 176 out of 242 Job Postings

Figure 4: Distribution of Job Openings

Employers Identifying Experience Requirements –
Total 193 out of 242

Figure 6: Distribution of Job Openings by
Qualification Requirements

by Sector
Residential only – 7%
Industrial only – 23%

Apprentice, C of Q,
Red Seal – 33%

Commercial only – 12%

Not app./not req’d – 2%

Residential, commercial – 23%

C of Q, Red Seal – 65%

Mixed sectors – 35%
Employers Identifying Sector –
Total 149 out of 242 Job Postings

Employers Identifying Qualification Requirements –
Total 175 out of 242

Source: Search of eight websites, July 2005

Workshops and Interviews

Questions
1. Do you have any questions about the
description of the project?

3. Are you familiar with any similar studies
or similar work in associations or training
centres?
4. Do the depth and breadth of skills covered
in the background paper adequately represent on-the-job skill requirements in your
firm or the firms that you represent?
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During the workshops and interviews, industry stakeholders will be asked to review the
“model” of skill depth and breadth and answer
the following questions:

2. Do you have any questions about the
background paper?
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5. Does your firm (or the firms that you represent) require that each worker have all
the skills noted in the NOA? If not, what
subset of skills is needed?

11. Are the skills described here taught or
applied differently across regions? (e.g.
urban versus rural or small versus large
markets)?

6. Do the depth and breadth of skills covered
in the background paper adequately
represent the range of skills available
in the workforce in your firm, sector
or region?

12. Are there limits to the transferability of
skills across:

7. Do specific sectors (e.g. residential, commercial, civil) have unique skill needs?
Are these adequately reflected in the skills
described in the paper?
8. Does added breadth of skills, as reflected
in the background paper, increase the job
and income prospects of electricians?
9. Does the added depth of skills or specialization (e.g. gained through colleges or
private programs) increase the job or
income prospects of electricians?

Measuring Skills in Construction

10. How is technology changing the depth
and breadth of skills taught to and needed
by employers on-the-job?
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a. sectors
b. regions
c. organizational structures (e.g. union
locals, training programs, job sites)?
With regard to the approach taken in this
work:
1. Does the approach reveal generally
useful information about the trade?
2. Are there areas where more research
would improve the descriptions?
3. Should the approach be extended to
other trades?

Appendix D-1: The National Occupation
Analysis and Other Training Programs
CONTENTS
1.

Alberta Apprenticeship and Industry Training Apprenticeship Course Outline

2.

Manitoba Curriculum

3.

Ontario Legislation

4.

Algonquin College

5.

Atlantic Common Curriculum (Newfoundland)

6.

Nova Scotia Community College (Construction & Industrial Electrician)

7.

PEI Holland College – Electrical Construction Wiring

8.

PEI Holland College – Industrial Electrical Technician

9.

Ontario IBEW upgrade courses

10. Saskatchewan Apprenticeship & Trade Certification: A Guide to Course Content
11. Ontario Apprenticeship Training Standard
12. New Brunswick Community College Pre-employment Electrician
13. Saskatchewan Institute of Applied Science and Technology Pre-Employment Electrician
14. BCIT Full-time Apprenticeship
15. Newfoundland JATC/IBEW Courses Offered
16. Camosun College (BC) Full-time Apprenticeship
17. Camosun College (BC) Entry-level Training
18. Conestoga College (Ontario) Full-time Apprenticeship
19. NOA for Industrial Electrician
20. Ontario Training Standards for Domestic & Rural Electrician
21. B.C. Apprenticeship Competency Program Outline – Draft
Construction Sector Council
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Alberta Curriculum (page 1 of 2)
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Occupational Skills

Block

Task

Sub-task

Interprets
occupational
documentation

Interprets
drawings
& specs.

Interprets Interprets
material &
codes &
regulations equipment
documentation

Maintains
workrelated
records

Organizes
work

Prepares
work

Performs
lockout &
tagging
procedures

Estimates
materials
& supplies
required
for job

Organizes
materials
& supplies

Develops
& maintains
schedule

Communicates in the
workplace

Communicates with
other dis
ciplines,
co-workers
& clients

Communicates with
apprentices

Uses &
maintains
tools &
equipment

Uses
hand
tools

Uses
power
tools

Uses
powderactuated
tools

Uses
electrical
measuring
equipment

Uses scaffolding
& access
equipment

Uses
rigging,
hoisting
& lifting
equipment

Maintains
Uses
tools &
personal
protection equipment
equipment

Installs
service
entrance

Installs
supply
services

Installs
metering
systems

Installs
overcurrent
protection

Installs
Installs
power dis- temporary
distribution
tribution
centre

Installs
surge protection
systems

Installs
power
conditioning devices

Installs
sub-panels,
feeders &
transformers

Installs
Installs
Installs
sub-panels feeders to lowsub-panels voltage
trans
formers

Installs bonding, grounding
& cathodic
protection
systems

Installs
bonding
systems

Installs
grounding
grids

Installs power
generation
systems

Installs
generators
& transfer
switches

Installs
alternative
power
systems

Installs
high-voltage
systems

Installs
highvoltage
transformers

Installs raceway systems
& cables

Installs
raceway

Installs power
& lighting
systems

Installs
groundfault
systems

Installs
lightning
arresters

Installs
highvoltage
cables

Terminates
highvoltage
cables

Tests
highvoltage
systems

Creates
openings

Installs
seismic
restraint
systems

Installs
underground
wiring

Install
Installs
luminaries devices,
switches
& outlets

Installs
lighting
controls

Installs
light
posts

Installs
boxes
cabinets
& fixtures

Pulls conductors in
raceway

Installs
uninterruptible
power
supply
(UPS)
systems

Performs
start-up &
shut-down
procedures

Alberta Curriculum (page 2 of 2)
Task

Sub-task
Installs
heating/
cooling
control
systems

Installs heating & cooling
systems

Installs
electric
heating
systems

Connects
cooling
systems

Installs emergency lighting
systems

Installs
exit
lighting
systems

Installs
batteryoperated
lighting

Installs
motor
controls

Installs
starters

Installs
variable
frequency
drives
(VFD)

Installs
motors

Installs
Installs
Installs
AC motors DC motors motor over
current
protection

Installs
signalling
systems

Installs
fire-alarm
systems

Installs
nurse call
systems

Installs
security
systems

Installs voice
& data systems

Installs
telephone
systems

Installs
data
network
systems

Installs
public
address
(PA)
systems

Upgrades
electrical
systems

Evaluates
existing
electrical
systems

Replaces
outdated
systems
with new
technology

Maintains
electrical
systems

Troubleshoots
electrical
systems

Replaces
defective
components

Performs
preventative
maintenance

Tests
system
operation

Cleans &
lubricates
systems

Establishes &
maintains
maintenance
schedule

Magnetism

Splicing
and teminations

Safety

Energy
measurement

Installs
overload
protection

Installs
manual
motor
control

Installs
automatic
motor
controls

Installs
community
antenna
television
(CATV)
systems

Installs
building
automation
systems

Installs
PLCs

Industrial
electronics

Note: This document is the Government of Alberta Apprenticeship and Industry Training: Apprenticeship Course Outline for Electricians. It is
structured like an NOA, with a chart containing training topics in each box. We have mapped this summary chart onto the NOA. There is
greater detail in the text of the document.
Source: http://www.tradesecrets.org/trades/003/pdf/003_outline.pdf

Construction Sector Council

Not in
the NOA

Upgrading, Maintenance & Repair

Extra Low Voltage
Systems

Motor & Control Systems

Branch Circuit Wiring
(continued)

Block
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Manitoba Curriculum (page 1 of 2)

84

Branch Circuit Wiring

Measuring Skills in Construction

Distribution & Services

Occupational Skills

Block

Task

Sub-task

Interprets
occupational
documentation

Interprets
drawings
& specs.

Interprets
codes &
regulations

Interprets
material &
equipment
documentation

Maintains
workrelated
records

Organizes
work

Prepares
work

Performs
lockout &
tagging
procedures

Estimates
materials
& supplies
required
for job

Organizes Develops
materials & main& supplies tains
schedule

Communicates in the
workplace

Communicates with
other dis
ciplines,
co-workers
& clients

Communicates with
apprentices

Uses & maintains tools &
equipment

Uses hand Uses
tools
power
tools

Uses
powderactuated
tools

Uses
electrical
measuring
equipment

Uses scaffolding &
access
equipment

Uses
rigging,
hoisting
& lifting
equipment

Maintains
Uses
tools &
personal
protection equipment
equipment

Installs
service
entrance

Installs
supply
services

Installs
metering
systems

Installs
overcurrent
protection

Installs
Installs
power dis- temporary
distribution
tribution
centre

Installs
surge
protection
systems

Installs
power con
ditioning
devices

Installs
sub-panels,
feeders &
transformers

Installs
sub-panels

Installs
Installs
feeders to lowsub-panels voltage
trans
formers

Installs bonding, grounding
& cathodic
protection
systems

Installs
bonding
systems

Installs
grounding
grids

Installs power
generation
systems

Installs
generators
& transfer
switches

Installs
alternative
power
systems

Installs highvoltage
systems

Installs
highvoltage
trans
formers

Installs raceway systems
& cables
Installs power
& lighting
systems

Installs
groundfault
systems

Installs
lightning
arresters

Installs
highvoltage
cables

Terminates
highvoltage
cables

Tests
highvoltage
systems

Installs
raceway

Creates
openings

Installs
seismic
restraint
systems

Installs
underground
wiring

Install
luminaries

Installs
devices,
switches
& outlets

Installs
lighting
controls

Installs
light
posts

Installs
boxes
cabinets
& fixtures

Pulls conductors in
raceway

Installs
uninterruptible
power
supply
(UPS)
systems

Performs
start-up &
shut-down
procedures

Manitoba Curriculum (page 2 of 2)
Task

Sub-task
Installs
heating/
cooling
control
systems

Installs heating & cooling
systems

Installs
electric
heating
systems

Connects
cooling
systems

Installs emergency lighting
systems

Installs
exit
lighting
systems

Installs
batteryoperated
lighting

Installs motor
controls

Installs
starters

Installs
variable
frequency
drives
(VFD)

Installs
motors

Installs
Installs
Installs
AC motors DC motors motor over
current
protection

Installs
signalling
systems

Installs
fire-alarm
systems

Installs
nurse call
systems

Installs
security
systems

Installs voice
& data
systems

Installs
telephone
systems

Installs
data
network
systems

Installs
public
address
(PA)
systems

Upgrades
electrical
systems

Evaluates
existing
electrical
systems

Replaces
outdated
systems
with new
technology

Maintains
electrical
systems

Troubleshoots
electrical
systems

Replaces
defective
components

Performs
preventative
maintenance

Tests
system
operation

Cleans &
lubricates
systems

Establishes &
maintains
maintenance
schedule

Fibre Optics

Governor,
excitation
equipment

AutoCad
Lite

Computers

Installs
overload
protection

Installs
manual
motor
control

Installs
automatic
motor
controls

Installs
community
antenna
television
(CATV)
systems

Installs
building
automation
systems

Installs
PLCs

Note: This document is the Government of Manitoba’s Common Core Curriculum (Electrical). It is structured like an NOA, with a chart containing
training topics in each box. There is greater detail in the text of the document, but for consistency, we have only mapped the chart.
Source: via email from the Manitoba Apprenticeship Board.
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Block

85

Ontario Legislation (page 1 of 2)

86

Branch Circuit Wiring

Measuring Skills in Construction

Distribution & Services

Occupational Skills

Block

Task

Sub-task

Interprets
occupational
documentation

Interprets
drawings
& specs.

Interprets
codes &
regulations

Interprets
material &
equipment
documentation

Maintains
workrelated
records

Organizes
work

Prepares
work

Performs
lockout &
tagging
procedures

Estimates
materials
& supplies
required
for job

Organizes
materials
& supplies

Develops
& maintains
schedule

Communicates in the
workplace

Communicates with
other disciplines,
co-workers
& clients

Communicates with
apprentices

Uses & maintains tools &
equipment

Uses hand Uses
tools
power
tools

Uses
powderactuated
tools

Uses
electrical
measuring
equipment

Uses scaffolding &
access
equipment

Uses
rigging,
hoisting
& lifting
equipment

Uses
personal
protection
equipment

Maintains
tools &
equipment

Installs
service
entrance

Installs
supply
services

Installs
overcurrent
protection

Installs
Installs
power dis- temporary
distribution
tribution
centre

Installs
surge
protection
systems

Installs
power con
ditioning
devices

Installs
uninterruptible
power
supply
(UPS)
systems

Installs
sub-panels,
feeders &
transformers

Installs
Installs
Installs
sub-panels feeders to lowsub-panels voltage
trans
formers

Installs bonding, grounding
& cathodic
protection
systems

Installs
bonding
systems

Installs
grounding
grids

Installs power
generation
systems

Installs
generators
& transfer
switches

Installs
alternative
power
systems

Installs
high-voltage
systems

Installs
highvoltage
trans
formers

Installs raceway systems
& cables
Installs power
& lighting
systems

Installs
metering
systems

Installs
groundfault
systems

Installs
lightning
arresters

Installs
highvoltage
cables

Terminates
highvoltage
cables

Tests
highvoltage
systems

Installs
raceway

Creates
openings

Installs
seismic
restraint
systems

Installs
underground
wiring

Install
luminaries

Installs
devices,
switches
& outlets

Installs
lighting
controls

Installs
light
posts

Installs
boxes
cabinets
& fixtures

Pulls conductors in
raceway

Performs
start-up &
shut-down
procedures

Ontario Legislation (page 2 of 2)
Task

Sub-task
Installs
heating/
cooling
control
systems

Installs heating & cooling
systems

Installs
electric
heating
systems

Connects
cooling
systems

Installs emergency lighting
systems

Installs
exit
lighting
systems

Installs
batteryoperated
lighting

Installs motor
controls

Installs
starters

Installs
variable
frequency
drives
(VFD)

Installs
motors

Installs
Installs
Installs
AC motors DC motors motor over
current
protection

Installs
signalling
systems

Installs
fire-alarm
systems

Installs
nurse call
systems

Installs
security
systems

Installs voice
& data
systems

Installs
telephone
systems

Installs
data
network
systems

Installs
public
address
(PA)
systems

Upgrades
electrical
systems

Evaluates
existing
electrical
systems

Replaces
outdated
systems
with new
technology

Maintains
electrical
systems

Troubleshoots
electrical
systems

Replaces
defective
components

Performs
preventative
maintenance

Tests
system
operation

Cleans &
lubricates
systems

Establishes &
maintains
maintenance
schedule

Insulation

Storage
batteries

Health
and
safety

Sensing
tranducers

Installs
overload
protection

Installs
manual
motor
control

Installs
automatic
motor
controls

Installs
community
antenna
television
(CATV)
systems

Installs
building
automation
systems

Installs
PLCs

Conversion Welding
devices
(note:
might be
synonymous with
generators)

Note: The Ontario Government has a regulation which details the “in-school training” and “work experience training” necessary to be designated
as a journeyperson electrician. The document is in chart form and is quite detailed. This detail can be overwhelming, since it will include
tasks such as “taping conductors and removing tape.”

Construction Sector Council

Not in the NOA

Upgrading, Maintenance & Repair
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Systems

Motor & Control Systems

Branch Circuit Wiring
(continued)

Block

Source: RRO. 1990, Reg. 1051, Sched. 2: 0.Reg. 139/99, s. 2

87

Algonquin College (page 1 of 2)

88

Branch Circuit Wiring

Measuring Skills in Construction

Distribution & Services

Occupational Skills

Block

Task

Sub-task

Interprets
occupational
documentation

Interprets
drawings
& specs.

Interprets
codes &
regulations

Interprets
material &
equipment
documentation

Maintains
workrelated
records

Organizes
work

Prepares
work

Performs
lockout &
tagging
procedures

Estimates
materials
& supplies
required
for job

Organizes
materials
& supplies

Develops
& maintains
schedule

Communicates in the
workplace

Communicates with
other disciplines,
co-workers
& clients

Communicates with
apprentices

Uses & maintains tools &
equipment

Uses hand Uses
tools
power
tools

Uses
powderactuated
tools

Uses
electrical
measuring
equipment

Uses scaffolding &
access
equipment

Uses
rigging,
hoisting
& lifting
equipment

Uses
personal
protection
equipment

Maintains
tools &
equipment

Installs
service
entrance

Installs
supply
services

Installs
metering
systems

Installs
overcurrent
protection

Installs
power distribution
centre

Installs
temporary
distribution

Installs
surge
protection
systems

Installs
power con
ditioning
devices

Installs
uninterruptible
power
supply
(UPS)
systems

Installs
sub-panels,
feeders &
transformers

Installs
sub-panels

Installs
Installs
feeders to lowsub-panels voltage
trans
formers

Installs bonding, grounding
& cathodic
protection
systems

Installs
bonding
systems

Installs
grounding
grids

Installs power
generation
systems

Installs
generators
& transfer
switches

Installs
alternative
power
systems

Installs
high-voltage
systems

Installs
highvoltage
trans
formers

Installs raceway systems
& cables

Installs
boxes
cabinets
& fixtures

Pulls conductors in
raceway

Installs power
& lighting
systems

Installs
groundfault
systems

Installs
lightning
arresters

Installs
highvoltage
cables

Terminates
highvoltage
cables

Tests
highvoltage
systems

Installs
raceway

Creates
openings

Installs
seismic
restraint
systems

Installs
underground
wiring

Install
luminaries

Installs
devices,
switches
& outlets

Installs
lighting
controls

Installs
light
posts

Performs
start-up &
shut-down
procedures

Algonquin College (page 2 of 2)
Task

Sub-task
Installs
heating/
cooling
control
systems

Installs heating & cooling
systems

Installs
electric
heating
systems

Connects
cooling
systems

Installs emergency lighting
systems

Installs
exit
lighting
systems

Installs
batteryoperated
lighting

Installs motor
controls

Installs
starters

Installs
variable
frequency
drives
(VFD)

Installs
motors

Installs AC Installs
Installs
motors
DC motors motor over
current
protection

Installs
signalling
systems

Installs
fire-alarm
systems

Installs
nurse call
systems

Installs
security
systems

Installs voice
& data
systems

Installs
telephone
systems

Installs
data
network
systems

Installs
public
address
(PA)
systems

Upgrades
electrical
systems

Evaluates
existing
electrical
systems

Replaces
outdated
systems
with new
technology

Maintains
electrical
systems

Troubleshoots
electrical
systems

Replaces
defective
components

Performs
preventative
maintenance

Tests
system
operation

Cleans &
lubricates
systems

Installs
Installs
manual
overload
protection motor
control

Installs
community
antenna
television
(CATV)
systems

Installs
automatic
motor
controls

Installs
PLCs

Installs
building
automation
systems

Establishes &
maintains
maintenance
schedule

Note: Algonquin College in Ontario provides a detailed outline of the Electrician (Construction and Maintenance) 28-week Apprenticeship
Certificate Program. However, the detail is quite technical and uses different language than the NOA. This means that areas that are
not highlighted may be taught, but different terms are used. It also means that there are many words and phrases in the outline that
are not in the NOA.
Source: http://www.algonquincollege.com/acad_menus/current/0506X1FWO.html
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Atlantic Curriculum – from Newfoundland & Lab. (page 1 of 2)

90

Branch Circuit Wiring

Measuring Skills in Construction

Distribution & Services

Occupational Skills

Block

Task

Sub-task

Interprets
occupational
documentation

Interprets
drawings
& specs.

Interprets Interprets
material &
codes &
regulations equipment
documentation

Maintains
workrelated
records

Organizes
work

Prepares
work

Performs
lockout &
tagging
procedures

Estimates
materials
& supplies
required
for job

Organizes
materials
& supplies

Develops
& maintains
schedule

Communicates in the
workplace

Communicates with
other dis
ciplines,
co-workers
& clients

Communicates with
apprentices

Uses & maintains tools &
equipment

Uses hand Uses
tools
power
tools

Uses
powderactuated
tools

Uses
electrical
measuring
equipment

Uses
scaffolding
& access
equipment

Uses
rigging,
hoisting
& lifting
equipment

Uses
personal
protection
equipment

Maintains
tools &
equipment

Installs
service
entrance

Installs
supply
services

Installs
metering
systems

Installs
overcurrent
protection

Installs
power distribution
centre

Installs
temporary
distribution

Installs
surge
protection
systems

Installs
power con
ditioning
devices

Installs
uninterruptible
power
supply
(UPS)
systems

Installs
sub-panels,
feeders &
transformers

Installs
sub-panels

Installs
Installs
feeders to lowsub-panels voltage
trans
formers

Installs bonding, grounding
& cathodic
protection
systems

Installs
bonding
systems

Installs
grounding
grids

Installs power
generation
systems

Installs
generators
& transfer
switches

Installs
alternative
power
systems

Installs
highvoltage
systems

Installs
highvoltage
trans
formers

Installs raceway systems
& cables

Installs
boxes
cabinets
& fixtures

Pulls conductors in
raceway

Installs power
& lighting
systems

Installs
groundfault
systems

Installs
lightning
arresters

Installs
highvoltage
cables

Terminates
highvoltage
cables

Tests
highvoltage
systems

Installs
raceway

Creates
openings

Installs
seismic
restraint
systems

Installs
underground
wiring

Install
luminaries

Installs
devices,
switches
& outlets

Installs
lighting
controls

Installs
light
posts

Performs
start-up &
shut-down
procedures

Atlantic Curriculum – from Newfoundland & Lab. (page 2 of 2)
Task

Sub-task
Installs
heating/
cooling
control
systems

Installs heating & cooling
systems

Installs
electric
heating
systems

Connects
cooling
systems

Installs emergency lighting
systems

Installs
exit
lighting
systems

Installs
batteryoperated
lighting

Installs motor
controls

Installs
starters

Installs
variable
frequency
drives
(VFD)

Installs
motors

Installs
Installs
Installs
AC motors DC motors motor over
current
protection

Installs
signalling
systems

Installs
fire-alarm
systems

Installs
nurse call
systems

Installs
security
systems

Installs voice
& data
systems

Installs
telephone
systems

Installs
data
network
systems

Installs
public
address
(PA)
systems

Upgrades
electrical
systems

Evaluates
existing
electrical
systems

Replaces
outdated
systems
with new
technology

Maintains
electrical
systems

Troubleshoots
electrical
systems

Replaces
defective
components

Performs
preventative
maintenance

Tests
system
operation

Cleans &
lubricates
systems

Customer
Service

Intro to
EntrepreComputers neurial
Awareness

Installs
overload
protection

Installs
manual
motor
control

Installs
automatic
motor
controls

Installs
community
antenna
television
(CATV)
systems

Installs
building
automation
systems

Installs
PLCs

Establishes &
maintains
maintenance
schedule

Note: This document can be found at the Newfoundland Apprenticeship website. It is the Atlantic Common Curriculum used by all Atlantic
Provinces. It was recently updated to coincide with the 2003 NOA. In fact, its “program outcomes” are identical to NOA tasks. Within
the Newfoundland document, however, is a more detailed chart which shows courses that are not in the NOA.
Source: http://www.ed.gov.nl.ca/app/plansoftraining/pdf/const_electrician_jul04.pdf
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Nova Scotia Community College – Construction & Industrial Electrician
(page 1 of 2)

92

Branch Circuit Wiring

Measuring Skills in Construction

Distribution & Services

Occupational Skills

Block

Task

Sub-task

Interprets
occupational
documentation

Interprets
drawings
& specs.

Interprets
codes &
regulations

Interprets
material &
equipment
documentation

Maintains
workrelated
records

Organizes
work

Prepares
work

Performs
lockout &
tagging
procedures

Estimates
materials
& supplies
required
for job

Organizes
materials
& supplies

Develops
& maintains
schedule

Communicates in the
workplace

Communicates with
other dis
ciplines,
co-workers
& clients

Communicates with
apprentices

Uses & maintains tools &
equipment

Uses hand Uses
tools
power
tools

Uses
powderactuated
tools

Uses
electrical
measuring
equipment

Uses scaffolding
& access
equipment

Uses
rigging,
hoisting
& lifting
equipment

Uses
personal
protection
equipment

Maintains
tools &
equipment

Installs
service
entrance

Installs
supply
services

Installs
metering
systems

Installs
overcurrent
protection

Installs
power distribution
centre

Installs
temporary
distribution

Installs
surge
protection
systems

Installs
power con
ditioning
devices

Installs
uninterruptible
power
supply
(UPS)
systems

Installs
sub-panels,
feeders &
transformers

Installs
sub-panels

Installs
Installs
feeders to lowsub-panels voltage
trans
formers

Installs bonding, grounding
& cathodic
protection
systems

Installs
bonding
systems

Installs
grounding
grids

Installs power
generation
systems

Installs
generators
& transfer
switches

Installs
alternative
power
systems

Installs
high-voltage
systems

Installs
highvoltage
trans
formers

Installs
highvoltage
cables

Terminates Tests highvoltage
highsystems
voltage
cables

Installs raceway systems
& cables

Installs
raceway

Creates
openings

Installs
seismic
restraint
systems

Installs
underground
wiring

Installs
boxes
cabinets
& fixtures

Pulls conductors in
raceway

Installs power
& lighting
systems

Install
luminaries

Installs
devices,
switches
& outlets

Installs
lighting
controls

Installs
light
posts

Installs
groundfault
systems

Installs
lightning
arresters

Performs
start-up &
shut-down
procedures

Nova Scotia Community College – Construction & Industrial Electrician
(page 2 of 2)
Task

Sub-task
Installs
heating/
cooling
control
systems

Installs heating & cooling
systems

Installs
electric
heating
systems

Connects
cooling
systems

Installs emergency lighting
systems

Installs
exit
lighting
systems

Installs
batteryoperated
lighting

Installs motor
controls

Installs
starters

Installs
variable
frequency
drives
(VFD)

Installs
motors

Installs
Installs
Installs
AC motors DC motors motor over
current
protection

Installs
signalling
systems

Installs
fire-alarm
systems

Installs
nurse call
systems

Installs
security
systems

Installs voice
& data
systems

Installs
telephone
systems

Installs
data
network
systems

Installs
public
address
(PA)
systems

Upgrades
electrical
systems

Evaluates
existing
electrical
systems

Replaces
outdated
systems
with new
technology

Maintains
electrical
systems

Troubleshoots
electrical
systems

Replaces
defective
components

Performs
preventative
maintenance

Tests
system
operation

Cleans &
lubricates
systems

Installs
overload
protection

Installs
manual
motor
control

Installs
automatic
motor
controls

Installs
community
antenna
television
(CATV)
systems

Installs
building
automation
systems

Installs
PLCs

Establishes &
maintains
maintenance
schedule

Computers

Note: The Nova Scotia Community College offers a one-year certificate course entitled Electrical: Construction and Industrial. There is a reasonably
detailed description of each module that students must complete. This course is interesting, in that it allows a student to decide whether
they will go to industrial or construction fields.
Source: http://www.nscc.ca/Learning_Programs/Programs/PlanDescr.aspx?prg=ELCI&pln=ELECONIN
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Holland College PEI – Electrical Construction Wiring (page 1 of 2)
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Branch Circuit Wiring

Measuring Skills in Construction

Distribution & Services

Occupational Skills

Block

Task

Sub-task

Interprets
occupational
documentation

Interprets
drawings
& specs.

Interprets
codes &
regulations

Interprets
material &
equipment
documentation

Maintains
workrelated
records

Organizes
work

Prepares
work

Performs
lockout &
tagging
procedures

Estimates
materials
& supplies
required
for job

Organizes
materials
& supplies

Develops
& maintains
schedule

Communicates in the
workplace

Communicates with
other dis
ciplines,
co-workers
& clients

Communicates with
apprentices

Uses & maintains tools &
equipment

Uses hand
tools

Uses
power
tools

Uses
powderactuated
tools

Uses
electrical
measuring
equipment

Uses
scaffolding
& access
equipment

Uses
rigging,
hoisting
& lifting
equipment

Maintains
Uses
tools &
personal
protection equipment
equipment

Installs
service
entrance

Installs
supply
services

Installs
metering
systems

Installs
overcurrent
protection

Installs
power distribution
centre

Installs
temporary
distribution

Installs
surge
protection
systems

Installs
power con
ditioning
devices

Installs
sub-panels,
feeders &
transformers

Installs
sub-panels

Installs
feeders to
sub-panels

Installs
lowvoltage
trans
formers

Installs bonding, grounding
& cathodic
protection
systems

Installs
bonding
systems

Installs
grounding
grids

Installs
groundfault
systems

Installs
lightning
arresters

Installs power
generation
systems

Installs
generators
& transfer
switches

Installs
alternative
power
systems

Installs
high-voltage
systems

Installs
highvoltage
trans
formers

Installs
highvoltage
cables

Terminates
highvoltage
cables

Tests
highvoltage
systems

Installs raceway systems
& cables

Installs
raceway

Creates
openings

Installs
seismic
restraint
systems

Installs
underground
wiring

Installs
boxes
cabinets &
fixtures

Pulls conductors in
raceway

Installs power
& lighting
systems

Install
luminaries

Installs
devices,
switches
& outlets

Installs
lighting
controls

Installs
light
posts

Installs
uninterruptible
power
supply
(UPS)
systems

Performs
start-up &
shut-down
procedures

Holland College PEI – Electrical Construction Wiring (page 2 of 2)
Task

Sub-task
Installs
heating/
cooling
control
systems

Installs heating & cooling
systems

Installs
electric
heating
systems

Connects
cooling
systems

Installs emergency lighting
systems

Installs
exit
lighting
systems

Installs
batteryoperated
lighting

Installs motor
controls

Installs
starters

Installs
variable
frequency
drives
(VFD)

Installs
motors

Installs
Installs
Installs
AC motors DC motors motor over
current
protection

Installs
signalling
systems

Installs
fire-alarm
systems

Installs
nurse call
systems

Installs
security
systems

Installs voice
& data
systems

Installs
telephone
systems

Installs
data
network
systems

Installs
public
address
(PA)
systems

Upgrades
electrical
systems

Evaluates
existing
electrical
systems

Replaces
outdated
systems
with new
technology

Maintains
electrical
systems

Troubleshoots
electrical
systems

Replaces
defective
components

Performs
preventative
maintenance

Tests
system
operation

Cleans &
lubricates
systems

Computer
Literacy

Welding

Installs
overload
protection

Installs
manual
motor
control

Installs
automatic
motor
controls

Installs
community
antenna
television
(CATV)
systems

Installs
building
automation
systems

Installs
PLCs

Establishes &
maintains
maintenance
schedule

Note:	Holland College in PEI provides a one-year course in Electrical Wiring within the Electrical Technology program, which was “developed from
the skills identified within the National Occupational Analysis for Construction Electrician and Industrial Electrician.” The standard of delivery
is being designed to meet that of the Canadian Council of Technicians and Technologists.
Although these disciplines are listed as two distinct occupations, there are many generic and common skills within them. These generic and common
skills are offered in a modular format. The Atlantic Association of Directors of Apprenticeship Training and Board Chairs recognize many of the
modules as being part of the Common Curriculum for Apprenticeship Training in Atlantic Canada, and therefore give credit for those modules to
graduates pursuing occupations in an Apprenticable Trade (i.e. Industrial Electrician, Construction Electrician, Marine Electrician and Electrical
Rewind Mechanic). Credit may also be given in other disciplines such as Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Mechanic, Electromechanical Technician
and Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning Technician.
Students enrolled in the Electrical Technology program may choose an area of study in either of two profiles: Industrial Electrical Technician (IET) or
Electrical Construction Wiring (ECW).
Source http://www.hollandc.pe.ca/FactSheets/Electrical.htm
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Holland College PEI – Industrial Electrical Technician (page 1 of 2)
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Branch Circuit Wiring

Measuring Skills in Construction

Distribution & Services

Occupational Skills

Block

Task

Sub-task

Interprets
occupational
documentation

Interprets
drawings
& specs.

Interprets
codes &
regulations

Interprets
material &
equipment
documentation

Maintains
workrelated
records

Organizes
work

Prepares
work

Performs
lockout &
tagging
procedures

Estimates
materials
& supplies
required
for job

Organizes
materials
& supplies

Develops
& maintains
schedule

Communicates in the
workplace

Communicates with
other dis
ciplines,
co-workers
& clients

Communicates with
apprentices

Uses &
maintains
tools &
equipment

Uses hand Uses
tools
power
tools

Uses
powderactuated
tools

Uses
electrical
measuring
equipment

Uses scaffolding &
access
equipment

Uses
rigging,
hoisting
& lifting
equipment

Maintains
Uses
tools &
personal
protection equipment
equipment

Installs
service
entrance

Installs
supply
services

Installs
metering
systems

Installs
overcurrent
protection

Installs
power distribution
centre

Installs
temporary
distribution

Installs
surge
protection
systems

Installs
power con
ditioning
devices

Installs
sub-panels,
feeders &
transformers

Installs
sub-panels

Installs
Installs
feeders to lowsub-panels voltage
trans
formers

Installs bonding, grounding
& cathodic
protection
systems

Installs
bonding
systems

Installs
grounding
grids

Installs power
generation
systems

Installs
generators
& transfer
switches

Installs
alternative
power
systems

Installs
high-voltage
systems

Installs
highvoltage
trans
formers

Installs raceway systems
& cables

Installs
boxes
cabinets
& fixtures

Pulls conductors in
raceway

Installs power
& lighting
systems

Installs
groundfault
systems

Installs
lightning
arresters

Installs
highvoltage
cables

Terminates
highvoltage
cables

Tests
highvoltage
systems

Installs
raceway

Creates
openings

Installs
seismic
restraint
systems

Installs
underground
wiring

Install
luminaries

Installs
devices,
switches
& outlets

Installs
lighting
controls

Installs
light
posts

Installs
uninterruptible
power
supply
(UPS)
systems

Performs
start-up &
shut-down
procedures

Holland College PEI – Industrial Electrical Technician (page 2 of 2)
Task

Sub-task
Installs
heating/
cooling
control
systems

Installs heating & cooling
systems

Installs
electric
heating
systems

Connects
cooling
systems

Installs emergency lighting
systems

Installs
exit
lighting
systems

Installs
batteryoperated
lighting

Installs motor
controls

Installs
starters

Installs
variable
frequency
drives
(VFD)

Installs
motors

Installs
Installs
Installs
AC motors DC motors motor over
current
protection

Installs
signalling
systems

Installs
fire-alarm
systems

Installs
nurse call
systems

Installs
security
systems

Installs voice
& data
systems

Installs
telephone
systems

Installs
data
network
systems

Installs
public
address
(PA)
systems

Upgrades
electrical
systems

Evaluates
existing
electrical
systems

Replaces
outdated
systems
with new
technology

Maintains
electrical
systems

Troubleshoots
electrical
systems

Replaces
defective
components

Performs
preventative
maintenance

Tests
system
operation

Cleans &
lubricates
systems

Establishes &
maintains
maintenance
schedule

Computer
Literacy

Welding

Fibre
optics

Electronic
Devices

Installs
overload
protection

Installs
manual
motor
control

Installs
automatic
motor
controls

Installs
community
antenna
television
(CATV)
systems

Installs
building
automation
systems

Installs
PLCs

CAD

Note: Holland College in PEI provides a one-year course in Industrial Electrical Technician in the Electrical Technology program, which was “developed
from the skills identified within the National Occupational Analysis for Construction Electrician and Industrial Electrician.” The standard of
delivery is being designed to meet that of the Canadian Council of Technicians and Technologists.
Although these disciplines are listed as two distinct occupations, there are many generic and common skills within them. These generic and common
skills are offered in a modular format. The Atlantic Association of Directors of Apprenticeship Training and Board Chairs recognize many of the
modules as being part of the Common Curriculum for Apprenticeship Training in Atlantic Canada, and therefore give credit for those modules to
graduates pursuing occupations in an Apprenticable Trade (i.e. Industrial Electrician, Construction Electrician, Marine Electrician and Electrical
Rewind Mechanic). Credit may also be given in other disciplines such as Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Mechanic, Electromechanical Technician
and Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning Technician.
Students enrolled in the Electrical Technology program may choose an area of study in either of two profiles: Industrial Electrical Technician (IET) or
Electrical Construction Wiring (ECW).
Source http://www.hollandc.pe.ca/FactSheets/Electrical.htm
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Branch Circuit Wiring

Measuring Skills in Construction

Distribution & Services

Occupational Skills

Block

Task

Sub-task

Interprets
occupational
documentation

Interprets
drawings
& specs.

Interprets Interprets
material &
codes &
regulations equipment
documentation

Maintains
workrelated
records

Organizes
work

Prepares
work

Performs
lockout &
tagging
procedures

Estimates
materials
& supplies
required
for job

Organizes
materials
& supplies

Develops
& maintains
schedule

Communicates in the
workplace

Communicates with
other dis
ciplines,
co-workers
& clients

Communicates with
apprentices

Uses &
maintains
tools &
equipment

Uses hand Uses
tools
power
tools

Uses
powderactuated
tools

Uses
electrical
measuring
equipment

Uses
scaffolding &
access
equipment

Uses
rigging,
hoisting
& lifting
equipment

Maintains
Uses
tools &
personal
protection equipment
equipment

Installs
service
entrance

Installs
supply
services

Installs
metering
systems

Installs
overcurrent
protection

Installs
power distribution
centre

Installs
temporary
distribution

Installs
surge
protection
systems

Installs
power con
ditioning
devices

Installs
sub-panels,
feeders &
transformers

Installs
sub-panels

Installs
Installs
feeders to lowsub-panels voltage
trans
formers

Installs bonding, grounding
& cathodic
protection
systems

Installs
bonding
systems

Installs
grounding
grids

Installs power
generation
systems

Installs
generators
& transfer
switches

Installs
alternative
power
systems

Installs
high-voltage
systems

Installs
highvoltage
trans
formers

Installs raceway systems
& cables

Installs
boxes
cabinets
& fixtures

Pulls conductors in
raceway

Installs power
& lighting
systems

Installs
groundfault
systems

Installs
lightning
arresters

Installs
highvoltage
cables

Terminates
highvoltage
cables

Tests
highvoltage
systems

Installs
raceway

Creates
openings

Installs
seismic
restraint
systems

Installs
underground
wiring

Install
luminaries

Installs
devices,
switches
& outlets

Installs
lighting
controls

Installs
light
posts

Installs
uninterruptible
power
supply
(UPS)
systems

Performs
start-up &
shut-down
procedures

IBEW Construction Council of Ontario Courses
Task

Sub-task
Installs
heating/
cooling
control
systems

Installs heating & cooling
systems

Installs
electric
heating
systems

Connects
cooling
systems

Installs emergency lighting
systems

Installs
exit
lighting
systems

Installs
batteryoperated
lighting

Installs motor
controls

Installs
starters

Installs
variable
frequency
drives
(VFD)

Installs
motors

Installs
Installs
Installs
AC motors DC motors motor over
current
protection

Installs
signalling
systems

Installs
fire-alarm
systems

Installs
nurse call
systems

Installs
security
systems

Installs voice
& data
systems

Installs
telephone
systems

Installs
data
network
systems

Installs
public
address
(PA)
systems

Upgrades
electrical
systems

Evaluates
existing
electrical
systems

Replaces
outdated
systems
with new
technology

Maintains
electrical
systems

Troubleshoots
electrical
systems

Replaces
defective
components

Performs
preventative
maintenance

Tests
system
operation

Cleans &
lubricates
systems

Establishes &
maintains
maintenance
schedule

All-terrain
fork lift

Boom
trucks

AutoCAD

COMET

Computers Conduit
bending

Safety

Configuring
& installing
LAN

Hydraulic
controls

8 ton
Broderson

Fibre
Optics

Harmonics Highvoltage
splicing

Thermal
infrared
scanning

Robotics

Welding

Installs
Installs
manual
overload
protection motor
control

Installs
community
antenna
television
(CATV)
systems

Installs
automatic
motor
controls

Installs
PLCs

Installs
building
automation
systems

Note: By mapping the IBEW Construction Council of Ontario’s courses offered, one can glimpse the areas of the trade that are seen as important.
Source: http://www.ibewcco.org/courses.asp
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Branch Circuit Wiring

Measuring Skills in Construction

Distribution & Services

Occupational Skills

Block

Task

Sub-task

Interprets
occupational
documentation

Interprets
drawings
& specs.

Interprets Interprets
material &
codes &
regulations equipment
documentation

Organizes
work

Prepares
work

Performs
lockout &
tagging
procedures

Communicates in the
workplace

Communicates with
other dis
ciplines,
co-workers
& clients

Communicates with
apprentices

Uses & maintains tools &
equipment

Uses hand Uses
tools
power
tools

Installs
service
entrance

Installs
supply
services

Installs
metering
systems

Installs
sub-panels,
feeders &
transformers

Installs
sub-panels

Installs
Installs
feeders to lowsub-panels voltage
trans
formers

Installs bonding, grounding
& cathodic
protection
systems

Installs
bonding
systems

Installs
grounding
grids

Installs power
generation
systems

Installs
generators
& transfer
switches

Installs
alternative
power
systems

Installs
high-voltage
systems

Installs
highvoltage
trans
formers

Installs raceway systems
& cables
Installs power
& lighting
systems

Maintains
workrelated
records

Estimates Organizes
materials materials
& supplies & supplies
required
for job

Develops
& maintains
schedule

Uses
powderactuated
tools

Uses
electrical
measuring
equipment

Uses scaffolding &
access
equipment

Uses
rigging,
hoisting
& lifting
equipment

Maintains
Uses
tools &
personal
protection equipment
equipment

Installs
overcurrent
protection

Installs
power distribution
centre

Installs
temporary
distribution

Installs
surge
protection
systems

Installs
power con
ditioning
devices

Installs
boxes
cabinets
& fixtures

Pulls conductors in
raceway

Installs
groundfault
systems

Installs
lightning
arresters

Installs
highvoltage
cables

Terminates
highvoltage
cables

Tests
highvoltage
systems

Installs
raceway

Creates
openings

Installs
seismic
restraint
systems

Installs
underground
wiring

Install
luminaries

Installs
devices,
switches
& outlets

Installs
lighting
controls

Installs
light
posts

Installs
uninterruptible
power
supply
(UPS)
systems

Performs
start-up &
shut-down
procedures

Saskatchewan Curriculum (page 2 of 2)
Task

Sub-task
Installs
heating/
cooling
control
systems

Installs heating & cooling
systems

Installs
electric
heating
systems

Connects
cooling
systems

Installs emergency lighting
systems

Installs
exit
lighting
systems

Installs
batteryoperated
lighting

Installs motor
controls

Installs
starters

Installs
variable
frequency
drives
(VFD)

Installs
motors

Installs
Installs
Installs
AC motors DC motors motor over
current
protection

Installs
signalling
systems

Installs
fire-alarm
systems

Installs
nurse call
systems

Installs
security
systems

Installs voice
& data
systems

Installs
telephone
systems

Installs
data
network
systems

Installs
public
address
(PA)
systems

Upgrades
electrical
systems

Evaluates
existing
electrical
systems

Replaces
outdated
systems
with new
technology

Maintains
electrical
systems

Troubleshoots
electrical
systems

Replaces
defective
components

Performs
preventative
maintenance

Tests
system
operation

Cleans &
lubricates
systems

Industrial
electronics

Power
bending
and
remotecontrol
wiring

Installs
overload
protection

Installs
manual
motor
control

Installs
automatic
motor
controls

Installs
community
antenna
television
(CATV)
systems

Installs
building
automation
systems

Installs
PLCs

Establishes &
maintains
maintenance
schedule

Note: Apprenticeship & Trade Certification of Saskatchewan produces a “Guide to Course Content” which describes the topics for electrician
certification. This guide is brief (one page), but it does provide technical details in language different from the NOA (i.e. zener diodes,
bipolar transistors).
Source: via email from Apprenticeship & Trade Certification of Saskatchewan.
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Branch Circuit Wiring

Measuring Skills in Construction

Distribution & Services

Occupational Skills

Block

Task

Sub-task

Interprets
occupational
documentation

Interprets
drawings
& specs.

Interprets Interprets
material &
codes &
regulations equipment
documentation

Organizes
work

Prepares
work

Performs
lockout &
tagging
procedures

Communicates in the
workplace

Communicates with
other dis
ciplines,
co-workers
& clients

Communicates with
apprentices

Uses & maintains tools &
equipment

Uses hand Uses
tools
power
tools

Installs
service
entrance

Installs
supply
services

Installs
metering
systems

Installs
sub-panels,
feeders &
transformers

Installs
sub-panels

Installs
Installs
feeders to lowsub-panels voltage
trans
formers

Installs bonding, grounding
& cathodic
protection
systems

Installs
bonding
systems

Installs
grounding
grids

Installs power
generation
systems

Installs
generators
& transfer
switches

Installs
alternative
power
systems

Installs
high-voltage
systems

Installs
highvoltage
trans
formers

Installs raceway systems
& cables
Installs power
& lighting
systems

Maintains
workrelated
records

Estimates Organizes
materials materials
& supplies & supplies
required
for job

Develops
& maintains
schedule

Uses
powderactuated
tools

Uses
electrical
measuring
equipment

Uses scaffolding
& access
equipment

Uses
rigging,
hoisting
& lifting
equipment

Maintains
Uses
tools &
personal
protection equipment
equipment

Installs
overcurrent
protection

Installs
power distribution
centre

Installs
temporary
distribution

Installs
surge
protection
systems

Installs
power con
ditioning
devices

Installs
boxes
cabinets
& fixtures

Pulls conductors in
raceway

Installs
groundfault
systems

Installs
lightning
arresters

Installs
highvoltage
cables

Terminates
highvoltage
cables

Tests
highvoltage
systems

Installs
raceway

Creates
openings

Installs
seismic
restraint
systems

Installs
underground
wiring

Install
luminaries

Installs
devices,
switches
& outlets

Installs
lighting
controls

Installs
light
posts

Installs
uninterruptible
power
supply
(UPS)
systems

Performs
start-up &
shut-down
procedures

Ontario Training Standards (Construction and Maintenance Electrician)
(page 2 of 2)
Task

Sub-task
Installs
heating/
cooling
control
systems

Installs heating & cooling
systems

Installs
electric
heating
systems

Connects
cooling
systems

Installs emergency lighting
systems

Installs
exit
lighting
systems

Installs
batteryoperated
lighting

Installs motor
controls

Installs
starters

Installs
variable
frequency
drives
(VFD)

Installs
motors

Installs
Installs
Installs
AC motors DC motors motor over
current
protection

Installs
signalling
systems

Installs
fire-alarm
systems

Installs
nurse call
systems

Installs
security
systems

Installs voice
& data
systems

Installs
telephone
systems

Installs
data
network
systems

Installs
public
address
(PA)
systems

Upgrades
electrical
systems

Evaluates
existing
electrical
systems

Replaces
outdated
systems
with new
technology

Maintains
electrical
systems

Troubleshoots
electrical
systems

Replaces
defective
components

Performs
preventative
maintenance

Tests
system
operation

Cleans &
lubricates
systems

Use
computers

Fibre
optics

Installs
overload
protection

Installs
manual
motor
control

Installs
automatic
motor
controls

Installs
community
antenna
television
(CATV)
systems

Installs
building
automation
systems

Installs
PLCs

Establishes &
maintains
maintenance
schedule

Note: The Ontario Training Standards are developed by Ministry of Training Colleges and Universities and are intended to be used as a blueprint for
training, or as a prerequisite for government accreditation. It is a long, 40-page document that uses the format of the NOA, including a chart
with “skill sets.” For mapping purposes, it should be noted that different technical terms are used in the sub-tasks. This means that although
a sub-task, in a block such as distribution and services, is not highlighted, it is captured by a skill set such as “select, install, maintain and
troubleshoot distribution equipment systems.” This document is not available electronically and was obtained through a mail request.
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Branch Circuit Wiring

Measuring Skills in Construction

Distribution & Services

Occupational Skills

Block

Task

Sub-task

Interprets
occupational
documentation

Interprets
drawings
& specs.

Interprets Interprets
material &
codes &
regulations equipment
documentation

Organizes
work

Prepares
work

Performs
lockout &
tagging
procedures

Communicates in the
workplace

Communicates with
other dis
ciplines,
co-workers
& clients

Communicates with
apprentices

Uses & maintains tools &
equipment

Uses hand Uses
tools
power
tools

Installs
service
entrance

Installs
supply
services

Installs
metering
systems

Installs
sub-panels,
feeders &
transformers

Installs
sub-panels

Installs
Installs
feeders to lowsub-panels voltage
trans
formers

Installs bonding, grounding
& cathodic
protection
systems

Installs
bonding
systems

Installs
grounding
grids

Installs power
generation
systems

Installs
generators
& transfer
switches

Installs
alternative
power
systems

Installs
high-voltage
systems

Installs
highvoltage
trans
formers

Installs raceway systems
& cables
Installs power
& lighting
systems

Maintains
workrelated
records

Estimates Organizes
materials materials
& supplies & supplies
required
for job

Develops
& maintains
schedule

Uses
powderactuated
tools

Uses
electrical
measuring
equipment

Uses scaffolding
& access
equipment

Uses
rigging,
hoisting
& lifting
equipment

Maintains
Uses
tools &
personal
protection equipment
equipment

Installs
overcurrent
protection

Installs
Installs
power dis- temporary
distribution
tribution
centre

Installs
surge
protection
systems

Installs
power con
ditioning
devices

Installs
groundfault
systems

Installs
lightning
arresters

Installs
highvoltage
cables

Terminates
highvoltage
cables

Tests
highvoltage
systems

Installs
raceway

Creates
openings

Installs
seismic
restraint
systems

Installs
underground
wiring

Install
luminaries

Installs
devices,
switches
& outlets

Installs
lighting
controls

Installs
light
posts

Installs
boxes
cabinets
& fixtures

Pulls conductors in
raceway

Installs
uninterruptible
power
supply
(UPS)
systems

Performs
start-up &
shut-down
procedures

New Brunswick Community College – Pre-employment Electrician
(page 2 of 2)
Task

Sub-task
Installs
heating/
cooling
control
systems

Installs heating & cooling
systems

Installs
electric
heating
systems

Connects
cooling
systems

Installs emergency lighting
systems

Installs
exit
lighting
systems

Installs
batteryoperated
lighting

Installs motor
controls

Installs
starters

Installs
variable
frequency
drives
(VFD)

Installs
motors

Installs
Installs
Installs
AC motors DC motors motor over
current
protection

Installs
signalling
systems

Installs
fire-alarm
systems

Installs
nurse call
systems

Installs
security
systems

Installs voice
& data
systems

Installs
telephone
systems

Installs
data
network
systems

Installs
public
address
(PA)
systems

Upgrades
electrical
systems

Evaluates
existing
electrical
systems

Replaces
outdated
systems
with new
technology

Maintains
electrical
systems

Troubleshoots
electrical
systems

Replaces
defective
components

Performs
preventative
maintenance

Tests
system
operation

Cleans &
lubricates
systems

First Aid

Mathematics

Transformers

Installs
Installs
manual
overload
protection motor
control

Installs
community
antenna
television
(CATV)
systems

Installs
automatic
motor
controls

Installs
PLCs

Installs
building
automation
systems

Establishes &
maintains
maintenance
schedule

Note: NBCC offers a one-year pre-employment course in electrical studies. Mapping has been done from a very brief overview of the Program of
Study aimed at applying students.
Source: http://www.nbcc.ca/viewProgram.asp?id=1291&mid=1
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SIAST Pre-employment Electrician (page 1 of 2)
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Branch Circuit Wiring

Measuring Skills in Construction

Distribution & Services

Occupational Skills

Block

Task

Sub-task
Maintains
workrelated
records

Interprets
occupational
documentation

Interprets
drawings
& specs.

Interprets Interprets
material &
codes &
regulations equipment
documentation

Organizes
work

Prepares
work

Performs
lockout &
tagging
procedures

Communicates in the
workplace

Communicates with
other disciplines,
co-workers
& clients

Communicates with
apprentices

Uses &
maintains
tools &
equipment

Uses
hand
tools

Uses
power
tools

Uses
powderactuated
tools

Uses
electrical
measuring
equipment

Uses scaffolding &
access
equipment

Uses
rigging,
hoisting
& lifting
equipment

Maintains
Uses
tools &
personal
protection equipment
equipment

Installs
service
entrance

Installs
supply
services

Installs
metering
systems

Installs
overcurrent
protection

Installs
power distribution
centre

Installs
temporary
distribution

Installs
surge
protection
systems

Installs
power con
ditioning
devices

Installs
sub-panels,
feeders &
transformers

Installs
Installs
Installs
sub-panels feeders to lowsub-panels voltage
transformers

Installs bonding, grounding
& cathodic
protection
systems

Installs
bonding
systems

Installs
grounding
grids

Installs power
generation
systems

Installs
generators
& transfer
switches

Installs
alternative
power
systems

Installs
high-voltage
systems

Installs
highvoltage
transformers

Installs raceway systems
& cables

Installs
raceway

Installs
boxes
cabinets
& fixtures

Pulls conductors in
raceway

Installs power
& lighting
systems

Estimates Organizes
materials materials
& supplies & supplies
required
for job

Installs
groundfault
systems

Installs
lightning
arresters

Installs
highvoltage
cables

Terminates
highvoltage
cables

Tests
highvoltage
systems

Creates
openings

Installs
seismic
restraint
systems

Installs
underground
wiring

Install
Installs
luminaries devices,
switches
& outlets

Installs
lighting
controls

Installs
light
posts

Develops
& maintains
schedule

Installs
uninterruptible
power
supply
(UPS)
systems

Performs
start-up &
shut-down
procedures

SIAST Pre-employment Electrician (page 2 of 2)
Task

Sub-task
Installs
heating/
cooling
control
systems

Installs heating & cooling
systems

Installs
electric
heating
systems

Connects
cooling
systems

Installs emergency lighting
systems

Installs
exit
lighting
systems

Installs
batteryoperated
lighting

Installs motor
controls

Installs
starters

Installs
variable
frequency
drives
(VFD)

Installs
motors

Installs
Installs
Installs
AC motors DC motors motor over
current
protection

Installs
signalling
systems

Installs
fire-alarm
systems

Installs
nurse call
systems

Installs
security
systems

Installs voice
& data
systems

Installs
telephone
systems

Installs
data
network
systems

Installs
public
address
(PA)
systems

Upgrades
electrical
systems

Evaluates
existing
electrical
systems

Replaces
outdated
systems
with new
technology

Maintains
electrical
systems

Troubleshoots
electrical
systems

Replaces
defective
components

Performs
preventative
maintenance

Tests
system
operation

Cleans &
lubricates
systems

Cells and
batteries

First aid

Electrical
machine
shop

Installs
overload
protection

Installs
manual
motor
control

Installs
automatic
motor
controls

Installs
community
antenna
television
(CATV)
systems

Installs
building
automation
systems

Installs
PLCs

Establishes &
maintains
maintenance
schedule

Note: SIAST offers a one-year pre-employment course in electrical studies. Mapping has been done from a brief overview of the Program of Study
aimed at applying students.
Source: http://www.siast.sk.ca/siast/educationtraining/oncampusprograms/7262/5591/5851/index.shtml#courses

Construction Sector Council

Not in
the NOA

Upgrading, Maintenance & Repair

Extra Low Voltage
Systems

Motor & Control Systems

Branch Circuit Wiring
(continued)

Block

107

BCIT – Electrical Full Time Apprenticeship (page 1 of 2)
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Branch Circuit Wiring

Measuring Skills in Construction

Distribution & Services

Occupational Skills

Block

Task

Sub-task
Maintains
workrelated
records

Interprets
occupational
documentation

Interprets
drawings
& specs.

Interprets Interprets
material &
codes &
regulations equipment
documentation

Organizes
work

Prepares
work

Performs
lockout &
tagging
procedures

Communicates in the
workplace

Communicates with
other disciplines,
co-workers
& clients

Communicates with
apprentices

Uses &
maintains
tools &
equipment

Uses
hand
tools

Uses
power
tools

Uses
powderactuated
tools

Uses
electrical
measuring
equipment

Uses scaffolding &
access
equipment

Uses
rigging,
hoisting
& lifting
equipment

Maintains
Uses
tools &
personal
protection equipment
equipment

Installs
service
entrance

Installs
supply
services

Installs
metering
systems

Installs
overcurrent
protection

Installs
power distribution
centre

Installs
temporary
distribution

Installs
surge
protection
systems

Installs
power con
ditioning
devices

Installs
sub-panels,
feeders &
transformers

Installs
Installs
Installs
sub-panels feeders to lowsub-panels voltage
transformers

Installs bonding, grounding
& cathodic
protection
systems

Installs
bonding
systems

Installs
grounding
grids

Installs power
generation
systems

Installs
generators
& transfer
switches

Installs
alternative
power
systems

Installs
high-voltage
systems

Installs
highvoltage
transformers

Installs
raceway
systems &
cables

Installs
raceway

Installs
boxes
cabinets
& fixtures

Pulls conductors in
raceway

Installs power
& lighting
systems

Estimates Organizes
materials materials
& supplies & supplies
required
for job

Installs
groundfault
systems

Installs
lightning
arresters

Installs
highvoltage
cables

Terminates
highvoltage
cables

Tests
highvoltage
systems

Creates
openings

Installs
seismic
restraint
systems

Installs
underground
wiring

Install
Installs
luminaries devices,
switches
& outlets

Installs
lighting
controls

Installs
light
posts

Develops
& maintains
schedule

Installs
uninterruptible
power
supply
(UPS)
systems

Performs
start-up &
shut-down
procedures

BCIT – Electrical Full Time Apprenticeship (page 2 of 2)
Task

Sub-task
Installs
heating/
cooling
control
systems

Installs heating & cooling
systems

Installs
electric
heating
systems

Connects
cooling
systems

Installs emergency lighting
systems

Installs
exit
lighting
systems

Installs
batteryoperated
lighting

Installs motor
controls

Installs
starters

Installs
variable
frequency
drives
(VFD)

Installs
motors

Installs
Installs
Installs
AC motors DC motors motor over
current
protection

Installs
signalling
systems

Installs
fire-alarm
systems

Installs
voice & data
systems

Installs
Installs
telephone data
network
systems
systems

Upgrades
electrical
systems

Evaluates
existing
electrical
systems

Replaces
outdated
systems
with new
technology

Maintains
electrical
systems

Troubleshoots
electrical
systems

Replaces
defective
components

Performs
preventative
maintenance

Tests
system
operation

Cleans &
lubricates
systems

Establishes &
maintains
maintenance
schedule

Industrial
computing

Singlephase
transformers

Digital
logic

Modern
building
systems

Installs
nurse call
systems

Installs
overload
protection

Installs
manual
motor
control

Installs
automatic
motor
controls

Installs
community
antenna
television
(CATV)
systems

Installs
building
automation
systems

Installs
PLCs

Installs
security
systems
Installs
public
address
(PA)
systems

Note: BCIT lists the program matrix for full-time electrician apprenticeship. The matrix lists the modules necessary. This is not as detailed as a
NOA or training standards. Source: www.bcit.ca/study/programs/3400appr

Construction Sector Council

Not in
the NOA

Upgrading, Maintenance & Repair

Extra Low Voltage
Systems

Motor & Control Systems

Branch Circuit Wiring
(continued)

Block

109

Newfoundland Joint Apprenticeship Training Council (page 1 of 2)
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Branch Circuit Wiring

Measuring Skills in Construction

Distribution & Services

Occupational Skills

Block

Task

Sub-task
Maintains
workrelated
records

Interprets
occupational
documentation

Interprets
drawings
& specs.

Interprets Interprets
material &
codes &
regulations equipment
documentation

Organizes
work

Prepares
work

Performs
lockout &
tagging
procedures

Communicates in the
workplace

Communicates with
other disciplines,
co-workers
& clients

Communicates with
apprentices

Uses &
maintains
tools &
equipment

Uses
hand
tools

Uses
power
tools

Uses
powderactuated
tools

Uses
electrical
measuring
equipment

Uses scaffolding &
access
equipment

Uses
rigging,
hoisting
& lifting
equipment

Maintains
Uses
tools &
personal
protection equipment
equipment

Installs
service
entrance

Installs
supply
services

Installs
metering
systems

Installs
overcurrent
protection

Installs
power distribution
centre

Installs
temporary
distribution

Installs
surge
protection
systems

Installs
power con
ditioning
devices

Installs
sub-panels,
feeders &
transformers

Installs
Installs
Installs
sub-panels feeders to lowsub-panels voltage
transformers

Installs bonding, grounding
& cathodic
protection
systems

Installs
bonding
systems

Installs
grounding
grids

Installs power
generation
systems

Installs
generators
& transfer
switches

Installs
alternative
power
systems

Installs
high-voltage
systems

Installs
highvoltage
transformers

Installs raceway systems
& cables

Installs
raceway

Installs
boxes
cabinets
& fixtures

Pulls conductors in
raceway

Installs power
& lighting
systems

Estimates Organizes
materials materials
& supplies & supplies
required
for job

Installs
groundfault
systems

Installs
lightning
arresters

Installs
highvoltage
cables

Terminates
highvoltage
cables

Tests
highvoltage
systems

Creates
openings

Installs
seismic
restraint
systems

Installs
underground
wiring

Install
Installs
luminaries devices,
switches
& outlets

Installs
lighting
controls

Installs
light
posts

Develops
& maintains
schedule

Installs
uninterruptible
power
supply
(UPS)
systems

Performs
start-up &
shut-down
procedures

Newfoundland Joint Apprenticeship Training Council (page 2 of 2)
Task

Sub-task
Installs
heating/
cooling
control
systems

Installs heating & cooling
systems

Installs
electric
heating
systems

Connects
cooling
systems

Installs emergency lighting
systems

Installs
exit
lighting
systems

Installs
batteryoperated
lighting

Installs motor
controls

Installs
starters

Installs
variable
frequency
drives
(VFD)

Installs
motors

Installs
Installs
Installs
AC motors DC motors motor over
current
protection

Installs
signalling
systems

Installs
fire-alarm
systems

Installs
nurse call
systems

Installs
security
systems

Installs voice
& data
systems

Installs
telephone
systems

Installs
data
network
systems

Installs
public
address
(PA)
systems

Upgrades
electrical
systems

Evaluates
existing
electrical
systems

Replaces
outdated
systems
with new
technology

Maintains
electrical
systems

Troubleshoots
electrical
systems

Replaces
defective
components

Performs
preventative
maintenance

Tests
system
operation

Cleans &
lubricates
systems

Fibre optics
splicing &
installation

Instrumentation

Marine
electrical
technician

Installs
overload
protection

Installs
manual
motor
control

Installs
automatic
motor
controls

Installs
community
antenna
television
(CATV)
systems

Installs
building
automation
systems

Installs
PLCs

Establishes &
maintains
maintenance
schedule

Note: Mapping the JATC courses offered through the union in Newfoundland provides a glimpse into the areas of the trade that are seen
as important.
Source: www.ibew.nf.ca/jatc.html

Construction Sector Council

Not in
the NOA

Upgrading, Maintenance & Repair

Extra Low Voltage
Systems

Motor & Control Systems

Branch Circuit Wiring
(continued)

Block

111

Camosun College: Apprentice (page 1 of 2)

112

Branch Circuit Wiring

Measuring Skills in Construction

Distribution & Services

Occupational Skills

Block

Task

Sub-task
Maintains
workrelated
records

Interprets
occupational
documentation

Interprets
drawings
& specs.

Interprets Interprets
material &
codes &
regulations equipment
documentation

Organizes
work

Prepares
work

Performs
lockout &
tagging
procedures

Communicates in the
workplace

Communicates with
other disciplines,
co-workers
& clients

Communicates with
apprentices

Uses &
maintains
tools &
equipment

Uses
hand
tools

Uses
power
tools

Uses
powderactuated
tools

Uses
electrical
measuring
equipment

Uses scaffolding &
access
equipment

Uses
rigging,
hoisting
& lifting
equipment

Maintains
Uses
tools &
personal
protection equipment
equipment

Installs
service
entrance

Installs
supply
services

Installs
metering
systems

Installs
overcurrent
protection

Installs
power distribution
centre

Installs
temporary
distribution

Installs
surge
protection
systems

Installs
power con
ditioning
devices

Installs
sub-panels,
feeders &
transformers

Installs
Installs
Installs
sub-panels feeders to lowsub-panels voltage
trans
formers

Installs bonding, grounding
& cathodic
protection
systems

Installs
bonding
systems

Installs
grounding
grids

Installs power
generation
systems

Installs
generators
& transfer
switches

Installs
alternative
power
systems

Installs
high-voltage
systems

Installs
highvoltage
transformers

Installs raceway systems
& cables

Installs
raceway

Installs
boxes
cabinets
& fixtures

Pulls conductors in
raceway

Installs power
& lighting
systems

Estimates Organizes
materials materials
& supplies & supplies
required
for job

Installs
groundfault
systems

Installs
lightning
arresters

Installs
highvoltage
cables

Terminates
highvoltage
cables

Tests
highvoltage
systems

Creates
openings

Installs
seismic
restraint
systems

Installs
underground
wiring

Install
Installs
luminaries devices,
switches
& outlets

Installs
lighting
controls

Installs
light
posts

Develops
& maintains
schedule

Installs
uninterruptible
power
supply
(UPS)
systems

Performs
start-up &
shut-down
procedures

Camosun College: Apprentice (page 2 of 2)
Task

Sub-task
Installs
heating/
cooling
control
systems

Installs heating & cooling
systems

Installs
electric
heating
systems

Connects
cooling
systems

Installs emergency lighting
systems

Installs
exit
lighting
systems

Installs
batteryoperated
lighting

Installs motor
controls

Installs
starters

Installs
variable
frequency
drives
(VFD)

Installs
motors

Installs
Installs
Installs
AC motors DC motors motor ove
current
protection

Installs
signalling
systems

Installs
fire-alarm
systems

Installs
nurse call
systems

Installs
security
systems

Installs voice
& data
systems

Installs
telephone
systems

Installs
data
network
systems

Installs
public
address
(PA)
systems

Upgrades
electrical
systems

Evaluates
existing
electrical
systems

Replaces
outdated
systems
with new
technology

Maintains
electrical
systems

Troubleshoots
electrical
systems

Replaces
defective
components

Performs
preventative
maintenance

Tests
system
operation

Cleans &
lubricates
systems

Establishes &
maintains
maintenance
schedule

Digital logic

ElectroSemimagnetism conductor
diodes

Transistor
circuits

Installs
overload
protection

Installs
manual
motor
control

Installs
automatic
motor
controls

Installs
community
antenna
television
(CATV)
systems

Installs
building
automation
systems

Analyze
Industrial
wye &
power
electronics delta connections

Installs
PLCs

Computers

Note: Camosun College provides a course outline for the full time electrician apprenticeship. The list is not as detailed as an NOA or training
standards, but has more detail than the BCIT list. Currently, the province of BC is working on an “Electrical Program Standards Project”
which will “align it with the NOA.”
Source: www.camosun.bc.ca/tt/electrical/apprenticeship_outline.php

Construction Sector Council

Not in
the NOA

Upgrading, Maintenance & Repair

Extra Low Voltage
Systems

Motor & Control Systems

Branch Circuit Wiring
(continued)

Block

113

Electrical Entry-level Program: Camosun College (page 1 of 2)
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Branch Circuit Wiring

Measuring Skills in Construction

Distribution & Services

Occupational Skills

Block

Task

Sub-task
Maintains
workrelated
records

Interprets
occupational
documentation

Interprets
drawings
& specs.

Interprets Interprets
material &
codes &
regulations equipment
documentation

Organizes
work

Prepares
work

Performs
lockout &
tagging
procedures

Communicates in the
workplace

Communicates with
other disciplines,
co-workers
& clients

Communicates with
apprentices

Uses &
maintains
tools &
equipment

Uses
hand
tools

Uses
power
tools

Uses
powderactuated
tools

Uses
electrical
measuring
equipment

Uses scaffolding &
access
equipment

Uses
rigging,
hoisting
& lifting
equipment

Maintains
Uses
tools &
personal
protection equipment
equipment

Installs
service
entrance

Installs
supply
services

Installs
metering
systems

Installs
overcurrent
protection

Installs
power distribution
centre

Installs
temporary
distribution

Installs
surge
protection
systems

Installs
power con
ditioning
devices

Installs
sub-panels,
feeders &
transformers

Installs
sub-panels

Installs
feeders to
sub-panels

Installs
lowvoltage
transformers

Installs bonding, grounding
& cathodic
protection
systems

Installs
bonding
systems

Installs
grounding
grids

Installs
groundfault
systems

Installs
lightning
arresters

Installs power
generation
systems

Installs
generators
& transfer
switches

Installs
alternative
power
systems

Installs
high-voltage
systems

Installs
highvoltage
transformers

Installs
highvoltage
cables

Terminates
highvoltage
cables

Tests
highvoltage
systems

Installs raceway systems
& cables

Installs
raceway

Creates
openings

Installs
seismic
restraint
systems

Installs
underground
wiring

Installs
boxes
cabinets
& fixtures

Pulls conductors in
raceway

Installs power
& lighting
systems

Install
Installs
luminaries devices,
switches
& outlets

Installs
lighting
controls

Installs
light
posts

Estimates Organizes
materials materials
& supplies & supplies
required
for job

Develops
& maintains
schedule

Installs
uninterruptible
power
supply
(UPS)
systems

Performs
start-up &
shut-down
procedures

Electrical Entry-level Program: Camosun College
Task

Sub-task
Installs
heating/
cooling
control
systems

Installs heating & cooling
systems

Installs
electric
heating
systems

Connects
cooling
systems

Installs emergency lighting
systems

Installs
exit
lighting
systems

Installs
batteryoperated
lighting

Installs motor
controls

Installs
starters

Installs
variable
frequency
drives
(VFD)

Installs
motors

Installs
AC motors

Installs
Installs
DC motors motor over
current
protection

Installs
signalling
systems

Installs
fire-alarm
systems

Installs
Nurse Call
Systems

Installs
security
systems

Installs voice
& data
systems

Installs
telephone
systems

Installs
data
network
systems

Installs
public
address
(PA)
systems

Upgrades
electrical
systems

Evaluates
existing
electrical
systems

Replaces
outdated
systems
with new
technology

Maintains
electrical
systems

Troubleshoots
electrical
systems

Replaces
defective
components

Performs
preventative
maintenance

Tests
system
operation

Cleans &
lubricates
systems

Health &
Safety

Electromagnetism

Installs
overload
protection

Installs
manual
motor
control

Installs
automatic
motor
controls

Installs
community
antenna
television
(CATV)
systems

Installs
building
automation
systems

Installs
PLCs

Establishes &
maintains
maintenance
schedule

Note: Camosun College offers a one-year pre-employment course in electrical studies. The list is not as detailed as an NOA.
Source: www.camosun.bc.ca/tt/electrical/elt.php

Construction Sector Council

Not in
the NOA

Upgrading, Maintenance & Repair

Extra Low Voltage Systems

Motor & Control Systems

Branch Circuit Wiring
(continued)

Block

(page 2 of 2)
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Conestoga College – Apprenticeship (page 1 of 2)
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Branch Circuit Wiring

Measuring Skills in Construction

Distribution & Services

Occupational Skills

Block

Task

Sub-task
Maintains
workrelated
records

Interprets
occupational
documentation

Interprets
drawings
& specs.

Interprets Interprets
material &
codes &
regulations equipment
documentation

Organizes
work

Prepares
work

Performs
lockout &
tagging
procedures

Communicates in the
workplace

Communicates with
other disciplines,
co-workers
& clients

Communicates with
apprentices

Uses &
maintains
tools &
equipment

Uses
hand
tools

Uses
power
tools

Uses
powderactuated
tools

Uses
electrical
measuring
equipment

Uses scaffolding &
access
equipment

Uses
rigging,
hoisting
& lifting
equipment

Maintains
Uses
tools &
personal
protection equipment
equipment

Installs
service
entrance

Installs
supply
services

Installs
metering
systems

Installs
overcurrent
protection

Installs
power distribution
centre

Installs
temporary
distribution

Installs
surge
protection
systems

Installs
power con
ditioning
devices

Installs
sub-panels,
feeders &
transformers

Installs
Installs
Installs
sub-panels feeders to lowsub-panels voltage
transformers

Installs bonding, grounding
& cathodic
protection
systems

Installs
bonding
systems

Installs
grounding
grids

Installs power
generation
systems

Installs
generators
& transfer
switches

Installs
alternative
power
systems

Installs
high-voltage
systems

Installs
highvoltage
transformers

Installs
highvoltage
cables

Terminates Tests highvoltage
highsystems
voltage
cables

Installs raceway systems
& cables

Installs
raceway

Creates
openings

Installs
seismic
restraint
systems

Installs
underground
wiring

Installs
boxes
cabinets
& fixtures

Pulls conductors in
raceway

Installs power
& lighting
systems

Install
Installs
luminaries devices,
switches
& outlets

Installs
lighting
controls

Installs
light
posts

Estimates Organizes
materials materials
& supplies & supplies
required
for job

Installs
groundfault
systems

Develops
& maintains
schedule

Installs
lightning
arresters

Installs
uninterruptible
power
supply
(UPS)
systems

Performs
start-up &
shut-down
procedures

Conestoga College – Apprenticeship (page 2 of 2)
Task

Sub-task
Installs
heating/
cooling
control
systems

Installs heating & cooling
systems

Installs
electric
heating
systems

Connects
cooling
systems

Installs emergency lighting
systems

Installs
exit
lighting
systems

Installs
batteryoperated
lighting

Installs motor
controls

Installs
starters

Installs
variable
frequency
drives
(VFD)

Installs
motors

Installs
Installs
Installs
AC motors DC motors motor over
current
protection

Installs
signalling
systems

Installs
fire-alarm
systems

Installs
nurse call
systems

Installs
security
systems

Installs voice
& data
systems

Installs
telephone
systems

Installs
data
network
systems

Installs
public
address
(PA)
systems

Upgrades
electrical
systems

Evaluates
existing
electrical
systems

Replaces
outdated
systems
with new
technology

Maintains
electrical
systems

Troubleshoots
electrical
systems

Replaces
defective
components

Performs
preventative
maintenance

Tests
system
operation

Cleans &
lubricates
systems

Trade theory

Electronics

Installs
overload
protection

Installs
manual
motor
control

Installs
automatic
motor
controls

Installs
community
antenna
television
(CATV)
systems

Installs
building
automation
systems

Installs
PLCs

Establishes &
maintains
maintenance
schedule

Note: Conestoga College provides a course outline for its full-time electrician apprenticeship. The list is not as detailed as an NOA or training
standards.
Source: www.conestogac.on.ca/jsp/programs/schooltradapp/apprenticeship/electrician.jsp

Construction Sector Council

Not in
the NOA

Upgrading, Maintenance & Repair

Extra Low Voltage
Systems

Motor & Control Systems

Branch Circuit Wiring
(continued)

Block

117

Industrial Electrician National Occupation Analysis (page 1 of 3)
NOTE: In the Industrial Electrician NOA, most of the tasks use the verb “maintain,” and sub-tasks cite the activities of “inspecting”, “replacing”,
“servicing” and “troubleshooting”. In the Electrician NOA, many of the tasks and sub-tasks use the verb “install”. In order to capture areas
of similar interest, in this mapping bold font indicates tasks or sub-tasks are roughly congruent between the NOAs. Italics means that the
Electrician NOA lists the task as installing, whereas the Industrial Electrician NOA mentions the task as maintaining. At the bottom are
tasks found in the Industrial Electrician NOA that are not found in the Electrician NOA. There are three separate rows with an explanatory
note for each.

118

Distribution & Services

Measuring Skills in Construction

Occupational Skills

Block

Task

Sub-task

Interprets
occupational
documentation

Interprets Interprets Interprets
material
drawings codes &
& equip& specs. regulament
tions
documentation

Organizes
work

Prepares
work

Performs
lockout &
tagging
procedures

Communicates in the
workplace

Communicates with
other disciplines,
co-workers
& clients

Communicates with
apprentices

Uses &
maintains
tools &
equipment

Uses
hand
tools

Uses
power
tools

Installs
service
entrance

Installs
supply
services

Installs
metering
systems

Installs
sub-panels,
feeders &
transformers

Installs
sub-panels

Installs
Installs
feeders to lowsub-panels voltage
transformers

Installs
bonding,
grounding
& cathodic
protection
systems

Installs
bonding
systems

Installs
grounding
grids

Installs
power
generation
systems

Installs
generators &
transfer
switches

Installs
alternative
power
systems

Installs
highvoltage
systems

Installs
highvoltage
transformers

Installs
highvoltage
cables

Maintains
workrelated
records

Estimates Organizes
materials materials
& supplies & supplies
required
for job

Develops
& maintains
schedule

Uses
powderactuated
tools

Uses
electrical
measuring equipment

Uses
scaffolding &
access
equipment

Uses
rigging,
hoisting
& lifting
equipment

Uses
personal
protection
equipment

Maintains
tools &
equipment

Installs
overcurrent
protection

Installs
power distribution
centre

Installs
temporary
distribution

Installs
surge protection
systems

Installs
power con
ditioning
devices

Installs
uninterruptible
power
supply
(UPS)
systems

Installs
groundfault
systems

Installs
lightning
arresters

Terminates Tests highhigh-volt- voltage
age cables systems

Performs
start-up &
shut-down
procedures

Industrial Electrician National Occupation Analysis (page 2 of 3)
Task

Sub-task

Installs
raceway
systems
& cables

Installs
raceway

Creates
openings

Installs
seismic
restraint
systems

Installs
underground
wiring

Installs
power &
lighting
systems

Install
Installs
luminaries devices,
switches
& outlets

Installs
lighting
controls

Installs
light
posts

Installs
heating
& cooling
systems

Installs
electric
heating
systems

Connects
cooling
systems

Installs
heating/
cooling
control
systems

Installs
emergency
lighting
systems

Installs
exit
lighting
systems

Installs
battery
operated
lighting

Installs
motor
controls

Installs
starters

Installs
variable
frequency
drives
(VFD)

Installs
motors

Installs
Installs
AC motors DC motors

Installs
signalling
systems

Installs
fire-alarm
systems

Installs
nurse call
systems

Installs
security
systems

Installs
voice & data
systems

Installs
telephone
systems

Installs
data
network
systems

Installs
public
address
(PA)
systems

Upgrades
electrical
systems

Evaluates
existing
electrical
systems

Replaces
outdated
systems
with new
technology

Maintains
electrical
systems

Troubleshoots
electrical
systems

Replaces
defective
components

Performs
preventative
maintenance

Tests
system
operation

Cleans &
lubricates
systems

Installs
Installs
manual
overload
protection motor
control

Installs
boxes
cabinets
& fixtures

Pulls conductors in
raceway

Installs
automatic
motor
controls

Installs
PLCs

Installs
motor
over
current
protection

Establishes &
maintains
maintenance
schedule

Installs
community
antenna
television
(CATV)
systems

Installs
building
automation
systems
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Upgrading, Maintenance & Repair

Extra Low Voltage
Systems

Motor & Control Systems

Branch Circuit Wiring

Block
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Industrial Electrician National Occupation Analysis
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Task

(page 3 of 3)

Sub-task

This row consists of
tasks within the
Industrial Electrician
NOA that do not have
a comparable task in
the Electrician NOA.

Operates
computer
systems

Maintains
paging
systems

Maintains
audio/
visual
systems

This row consists of
tasks within the Industrial
Electrician NOA which
are not found in the
Electrician NOA, but
may be very similar to
the “Distribution and
Services” & “Branch
Circuit Wiring” tasks.

Maintains Maintains
DC
singleand three- systems
phase AC
systems

Maintains
direct
current
power
systems

This row consists of
tasks within the Industrial
Electrician NOA which
are not found in the
Electrician NOA. There
are notes on each of
these, in italics.

Maintains
lowvoltage
power dis
tribution
systems.
This may
refer to
“Extra
low-v
oltage
systems”
or it may
refer to a
low-voltage transformer
which is
included
in the
Electrician
NOA.

Maintains
rotating
equipment
and
associated
controls.
This is
under
the block
“Electrical
Equipment”
and may
refer to
“Motors &
Controls,”
but there
is nothing
in the NOA
described
as ‘rotating
devices’.

Maintains
drives and
associated
controls.
This is
under
the block
“Electrical
Equipment” and
may refer
to “Motors
and Controls,” but
it is not
clear.

Maintains
distributed
control
and
SCADA
systems

Maintains Operates
computer
environsystems
mental
regulating
systems

Maintains
protection
devices.
Protection
devices
such as
“surge
protectors”
and “overcurrent
protection”
are mentioned in
the Electrician NOA,
but it is
difficult to
discern
what this
refers to.

Maintains
input/output field
devices.
There is
nothing
described
as “input/
output
field
devices in
the Electrician NOA.

Ontario Domestic & Rural Electrician Training Standards (page 1 of 3)
Task

Sub-task
Maintains
workrelated
records

Interprets
occupational
documentation

Interprets
drawings
& specs.

Interprets Interprets
material &
codes &
regulations equipment
documentation

Organizes
work

Prepares
work

Performs
lockout &
tagging
procedures

Communicates in the
workplace

Communicates with
other disciplines,
co-workers
& clients

Communicates with
apprentices

Uses &
maintains
tools &
equipment

Uses
hand
tools

Uses
power
tools

Uses
powderactuated
tools

Uses
electrical
measuring
equipment

Uses scaffolding &
access
equipment

Installs
service
entrance

Installs
supply
services

Installs
metering
systems

Installs
overcurrent
protection

Installs
power distribution
centre

Installs
Installs
temporary surge
distribution protection
systems

Installs
sub-panels,
feeders &
transformers

Installs
Installs
Installs
sub-panels feeders to lowsub-panels voltage
transformers

Installs
bonding,
grounding
& cathodic
protection
systems

Installs
bonding
systems

Installs
grounding
grids

Installs
power
generation
systems

Installs
generators
& transfer
switches

Installs
alternative
power
systems

Installs
high-voltage
systems

Installs
highvoltage
transformers

Installs
raceway
systems &
cables

Installs
raceway

Installs
power &
lighting
systems

Estimates Organizes
materials materials
& supplies & supplies
required
for job

Installs
groundfault
systems

Installs
lightning
arresters

Installs
highvoltage
cables

Terminates
highvoltage
cables

Tests
highvoltage
systems

Creates
openings

Installs
seismic
restraint
systems

Installs
underground
wiring

Install
Installs
luminaries devices,
switches
& outlets

Installs
lighting
controls

Installs
light
posts

Develops
& maintains
schedule

Installs
boxes
cabinets
& fixtures

Uses
rigging,
hoisting
& lifting
equipment

Pulls conductors in
raceway

Maintains
Uses
tools &
personal
protection equipment
equipment
Installs
power con
ditioning
devices

Installs
uninterruptible
power
supply
(UPS)
systems

Performs
start-up &
shut-down
procedures
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Branch Circuit Wiring

Distribution & Services

Occupational Skills

Block
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Ontario Domestic & Rural Electrician Training Standards (page 2 of 3)
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Extra Low Voltage
Systems

Motor & Control Systems

Branch Circuit Wiring
(continued)

Block
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This row
consists
of tasks
within the
Industrial
Electrician
NOA that
do not
have a
comparable task
in the
Electrician
NOA.

Task

Sub-task
Installs
heating/
cooling
control
systems

Installs
heating &
cooling
systems

Installs
electric
heating
systems

Connects
cooling
systems

Installs
emergency
lighting
systems

Installs
exit
lighting
systems

Installs
batteryoperated
lighting

Installs
motor
controls

Installs
starters

Installs
variable
frequency
drives
(VFD)

Installs
motors

Installs
Installs
Installs
AC motors DC motors motor
over
current
protection

Installs
signalling
systems

Installs
fire-alarm
systems

Installs
nurse call
systems

Installs
security
systems

Installs
voice &
data
systems

Installs
telephone
systems

Installs
data
network
systems

Installs
public
address
(PA)
systems

Upgrades
electrical
systems

Evaluates
existing
electrical
systems

Replaces
outdated
systems
with new
technology

Maintains
electrical
systems

Troubleshoots
electrical
systems

Replaces
defective
components

Performs
preventative maintenance

Tests
system
operation

Cleans &
lubricates
systems

Establishes &
maintains
maintenance
schedule

First aid

Perform
housekeeping
duties to
ensure
a safe
working
environment

Select and
perform
tradespecific
oxy-fuel
cutting and
welding
procedures

Install,
maintain
and
troubleshoot
robotic
systems

Installs
Installs
manual
overload
protection motor
control

Installs
automatic
motor
controls

Installs
community
antenna
television
(CATV)
systems

Installs
building
automation
systems

Present
professional
image

Interact
effectively
with
computers

Installs
PLCs

Demonstrate
effective
interpersonal
relations

Ontario Domestic & Rural Electrician Training Standards (page 3 of 3)
Block

Task

Sub-task

This row consists of
tasks within the Industrial
Electrician NOA which
are not found in the
Electrician NOA, but they
may be very similar to
the “Distribution and
Services” and “Branch
Circuit Wiring” tasks.

Install,
maintain
and repair
wiring
systems

Select,
install,
maintain
and
troubleshoot
power dis
tribution
equipment
systems

This row consists of
tasks within the Industrial
Electrician NOA which
are not found in the
Electrician NOA. There
are notes on each of
these, in italics.

Install
lowvoltage
power distribution
systems.
This may
refer to
“Extra lowvoltage
systems”
or it may
refer to
a lowvoltage
transformer
which is
included
in the
Electrician
NOA.

Maintains
rotating
equipment
and associated
controls.
This is
under the
block
“Electrical
Equipment”
and may
refer to
“Motors
and Controls,” but
this is
unclear,
since there
is nothing
in the
Electrician
NOA
described
as ‘rotating
devices’.

Note: The Ontario Training Standards are developed by Ministry of Training Colleges and Universities and are intended to be used as a blueprint
for training or as a prerequisite for government accreditation. This document is not available electronically and was obtained through a
mail request.
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Branch Circuit Wiring

Measuring Skills in Construction

Distribution & Services

Occupational Skills

Block

Task

(page 1 of 2)

Sub-task
Maintains
workrelated
records

Interprets
occupational
documentation

Interprets
drawings
& specs.

Interprets Interprets
material &
codes &
regulations equipment
documentation

Organizes
work

Prepares
work

Performs
lockout &
tagging
procedures

Communicates in the
workplace

Communicates with
other dis
ciplines,
co-workers
& clients

Communicates with
apprentices

Uses & maintains tools &
equipment

Uses
hand
tools

Uses
power
tools

Uses
powderactuated
tools

Uses
electrical
measuring
equipment

Uses scaffolding &
access
equipment

Installs
service
entrance

Installs
supply
services

Installs
metering
systems

Installs
overcurrent
protection

Installs
power dis
tribution
centre

Installs
Installs
temporary surge
distribution protection
systems

Installs
sub-panels,
feeders &
transformers

Installs
sub-panels

Installs
Installs
feeders to lowsub-panels voltage
transformers

Installs bonding, grounding
& cathodic
protection
systems

Installs
bonding
systems

Installs
grounding
grids

Installs power
generation
systems

Installs
generators &
transfer
switches

Installs
alternative
power
systems

Installs
high-voltage
systems

Installs
highvoltage
trans
formers

Installs raceway systems
& cables
Installs
power &
lighting
systems

Estimates Organizes
materials materials
& supplies & supplies
required
for job

Installs
groundfault
systems

Installs
lightning
arresters

Installs
highvoltage
cables

Terminates
highvoltage
cables

Tests
highvoltage
systems

Installs
raceway

Creates
openings

Installs
seismic
restraint
systems

Installs
underground
wiring

Install
luminaries

Installs
devices,
switches
& outlets

Installs
lighting
controls

Installs
light
posts

Develops
& maintains
schedule

Installs
boxes
cabinets
& fixtures

Uses
rigging,
hoisting
& lifting
equipment

Pulls conductors in
raceway

Maintains
Uses
tools &
personal
protection equipment
equipment
Installs
power con
ditioning
devices

Installs
uninterruptible
power
supply
(UPS)
systems

Performs
start-up &
shut-down
procedures

B.C. Apprenticeship Competency Program Outline – Draft
Task

Sub-task
Installs
heating/
cooling
control
systems

Installs heating & cooling
systems

Installs
electric
heating
systems

Connects
cooling
systems

Installs emergency lighting
systems

Installs
exit
lighting
systems

Installs
batteryoperated
lighting

Installs motor
controls

Installs
starters

Installs
variable
frequency
drives
(VFD)

Installs
motors

Installs
AC
motors

Installs
Installs
DC motors motor
over
current
protection

Installs
signalling
systems

Installs
fire-alarm
systems

Installs
nurse call
systems

Installs
security
systems

Installs voice
& data
systems

Installs
telephone
systems

Installs
data
network
systems

Installs
public
address
(PA)
systems

Upgrades
electrical
systems

Evaluates
existing
electrical
systems

Replaces
outdated
systems
with new
technology

Maintains
electrical
systems

Troubleshoots
electrical
systems

Replaces
defective
components

Performs
preventative
maintenance

Tests
system
operation

Cleans &
lubricates
systems

Install sound
systems

Install
entertainment
systems

Installs
Installs
manual
overload
protection motor
control

Installs
community
antenna
television
(CATV)
systems

Installs
automatic
motor
controls

Installs
PLCs

Installs
building
automation
systems

Establishes &
maintains
maintenance
schedule

Note: This is a draft of the Program Outline for use in Electrician Apprenticeship training classes sponsored by the Industrial Training Authority.
The document is the basis for public consultation on the proposed changes. When finalized, the Program Outline will be used as a guide for
instructors in the formal classroom portions of apprenticeship training. Safe working practices, though not always specified are implied and
should be stressed throughout the apprenticeship.
Source: http://www.itabc.ca/whatsnew.php?ContentID=58
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Not in the
NOA

Upgrading, Maintenance & Repair

Extra Low Voltage Systems

Motor & Control Systems

Branch Circuit Wiring
(continued)

Block

(page 2 of 2)
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APPENDIX E—An Overview of Skills Related
to Bricklayers in Canada
Introduction
The Construction Sector Council (CSC) is
undertaking a study of the depth and breadth
of skills in construction. This is a pilot project
and a preliminary effort to describe labour
market conditions at a more detailed level.

Measuring Skills in Construction

• Apprenticeship
• Pre-employment and upgrade training
• On-the-job training

A preliminary description of the depth and
breadth of skills has been prepared for five
trades (plumber, electrician, bricklayer,
equipment operator and carpenter). These
descriptions are intended as a trial account
of the skills acquired by the workforce and
sought by employers for each trade. This
report summarizes a preliminary assessment
of skills in the bricklayer trade.

Please note, this is a preliminary report. At
this point, the work is only intended to test
the process of skills tracking. Results presented here are not intended to be exhaustive
or representative. The intention is to offer
preliminary results and seek industry reaction
to their potential usefulness. Suggestions about
future directions for this research are welcome.

Results presented here are not intended to be
a complete or representative description of
all the skills in the trade. Rather, this paper is
a preliminary assessment of the availability
and the coverage of potential sources. It is
intended that employers, trainers, union officials and workers will review this document
and comment on the potential use of this
“skills oriented” assessment for future labour
market information.

Essential Skills Profile

The Current Situation
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There are three broad types of training or
ways to acquire skills:

This section describes the skills that are taught
to and acquired by bricklayers (including
helpers or tenders, apprentices, journeypersons, supervisors and contractors) as well as
skills that are required by employers. Ideally,
these two descriptions would match, indicating
a kind of market balance. Where this approach
identifies gaps and differences is evidence of
potential skill shortages.

In order to acquire and use trade skills effectively on the job site, an individual must
have specific underlying skills to build upon.
These are known as essential skills. Since the
mid-90s, the federal government was engaged
in an initiative to identify essential skills for a
wide range of occupations in Canada. Nine
essential workplace skills have been defined:
reading text, document use, numeracy,
writing, oral communication, working with
others, computer use, continuous learning
(such as knowing how to learn), and thinking
skills. The relative importance of each essential skill varies by occupation. Essential Skills
Profiles have been developed for approximately 200 occupations, describing how each
essential skill is used by effective workers in
the occupation.

Skills, Complexity Levels and Tasks/Examples

Essential Skills

Typical
Complexity Levels
(1 = lowest, 5 = highest)

Typical Tasks/Examples

A. Reading Text

1 to 2

• Change orders
• Brochures/installation guidelines from
manufacturers/suppliers
• Building codes and job specifications
• Correspondence
• WHMIS/MSDS documents

B. Document Use

1 to 2

•
•
•
•
•
•

Dispatch lists
Checklists (e.g. site inspection list)
WHMIS symbols
Schedules and tables
Forms (e.g. estimate forms)
Blueprints and assembly drawings

C. Writing

1 to 2

•
•
•
•
•
•

Reminder notes and memos
Time sheets/mileage forms
Material lists
Work-order revisions
Estimate sheets
Incident reports

D. Numeracy:

1 to 3

• Calculating job costs, preparing invoices,
accepting payment
• Measurement of lengths and angles, including
use of geometry and trigonometry
• Weight of materials
• Mixing of materials in correct proportions
• Estimating amount of materials to be used
• Converting Imperial to Metric

E. Oral Communication

1 to 2

•
•
•
•
•

F. Thinking Skills:

1 to 3

• Making or adapting to design and scheduling changes
• Identifying and correcting errors in workmanship
• Determining type of materials to be used, and in
what proportions mixtures should be prepared
• Assessing implications of changes to work orders
• Planning job procedures/materials in advance
• Coordinating with other trades
• Remembering regulations, calculations, and
measurements
• Seeking guidance from more expert tradespersons
• Obtaining building codes

• Money Math
• Measurement &
Calculation
• Data Analysis
• Numerical
Estimation

Construction Sector Council

• Problem Solving
• Decision Making
• Job Task Planning
and Organizing
• Significant Use of
Memory
• Finding Information

Ordering materials from suppliers
Discussing procedures with co-workers
Directing apprentices and helpers
Negotiating with customers
Participating in meetings (e.g. safety meetings)
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Skills, Complexity Levels and Tasks/Examples continued

Essential Skills

Typical
Complexity Levels
(1 = lowest, 5 = highest)

G. Working with Others

n.a.

Typical Tasks/Examples

• Working with crew members
• Participating in discussions about procedures
• Demonstrating how tasks are done
• Orienting new crew members
• Assigning tasks to other workers

H. Computer Use

I. Continuous Learning

2

n.a.

•
•
•
•

Typing estimates
Checking engineering drawings using CAD programs
Using the Internet to find tendering information
Obtaining customer information from a database

• Health and safety training
• New materials and procedures
• Learning from co-workers, self-study, formal
job training

Source: Human Resources and Skills Development Canada, Essential Skills Research, http://www15.hrdc-drhc.gc.ca/english/profiles/

Profile for Bricklayers

The most important essential skills include:
• Document Use
• Numeracy
• Problem Solving
• Job Task Planning and Organizing

Measuring Skills in Construction

National Occupational Analysis (NOA) and
Personal Skills

The description of the bricklayer trade begins
with the National Occupational Analysis
(NOA). All provinces and territories collaborate in the preparation of a detailed and
validated description of these trades. The
NOA is used as a guide for the certification of
trades and the design of training curriculum
in each province/territory.

Given this crucial role, the NOA is a natural
starting point to describe the skills of a bricklayer. The 2000 NOA is shown in Figure 1, in
a short, reference format that summarizes
blocks, tasks and sub-tasks.1
The six blocks represent “a distinct operation
relevant to the occupation” and are regarded
here as a standard reference point for the
“breadth” of skills in the trade. Workers with
experience in all six blocks would have the
maximum breadth of skills possible. Workers
with experience in just one block would have
the minimum breadth. Similarly, the subtasks represent “the smallest division into
which it is practical to subdivide any work
activity,” and this is regarded here as a reference point for the “depth” of skills. Workers
with experience in all of the sub-tasks would
have the maximum depth of skills.
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1

The complete NOA for the trade can be accessed at http://www.red-seal.ca/english/pdf/Bricklayer_2000.pdf

Figure 1: National Occupational Analysis for Bricklayer (2000)

Task

Sub-task

Determines
project requirements, building
codes and
safety requirements from
blueprints and
specifications

Reads
blueprints,
specifications
and other
contract
documents

Measures
dimensions on
drawings and
interpolates
according to
scale

Conducts job
site safety
assessment

Makes rough
sketches of
masonry work

Uses tools,
machines,
equipment and
materials

Uses hand
tools

Uses portable
power tools

Operates
machines and
equipment

Uses materialhandling
equipment

Performs traderelated welding
activities

Assembles,
dismantles,
erects scaffolding, rigging
and hoisting
equipment

Selects
scaffolds
and hoisting
equipment

Erects
scaffolds

Hoists
equipment

Inspects
scaffolds
and hoisting
equipment

Works on
scaffolds

Installs membrane, air barrier
and insulation

Prepares
substrate

Applies
membrane to
substrate

Installs
insulation to
membrane or
substrate

Installs air
moisture
barrier

Winterizes
job site

Covers work
and supply
area

Heats work and
supply area

Prepares mortar

Determines
type of
mortar

Mixes mortar

Builds cavity
wall

Builds back-up
wall

Builds exterior
wythe

Builds veneer
walls

Inspects
substrates,
anchors and
flashings

Installs flashings Lays out wall
and coursing

Builds structural
and/or foundation masonry
walls

Erects walls

Installs stone
cladding

Prepares wall

Installs stores

Lays masonry to
prefabricated
wall panels,
columns covers,
spandrels,
balcony screens
and other
masonry panels
in a factory

Prepares
forms or jigs
to accept
materials

Installs materials
and accessories
to prefabricated
units

Removes
forms or jigs

Dismantles
scaffold and
hoisting
equipment

Installs masonry
units and
accessories

Prepares for
delivery

Erects prefabricated horizontal
or vertical units
Construction Sector Council

Masonry Wall and Column System

Work-related Activities

Block
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Figure 1: National Occupational Analysis for Bricklayer (2000)
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Ornamental Masonry

Measuring Skills in Construction

Restoration

Construction/Layout
of Masonry Arches

Chimneys, Fireplaces, Masonry Heaters
and Refractory Materials

Block

Task

Sub-task

Lays bricks or
other masonry
units to build
fireplaces,
masonry heaters, residential,
commercial
and industrial
chimneys

Builds
foundation

Builds firebox

Builds in
damper, smoke
chambers and
flues

Lays refractory
or acid-resistant
wall system/
bricks to line or
reline furnaces,
kilns, ladles,
vessels, tanks
and similar
installations

Prepares for
reinstallation

Prepares mortar
and accessories

Installs
materials

Builds templates
for arches

Selects
materials

Constructs
template

Builds arch

Places template Forms arch

Prepares mortar
and grouting
systems

Mixes mortar
and/or grout

Applies mortar
and/or grout to
required areas

Rebuilds
masonry work

Disassembles
unit masonry
construction

Prepares restora
tion work area
for reinstallation

Restores existing
masonry work

Removes
deteriorated
components

Prepares work
surface

Cleans
masonry

Applies
cleaning agent

Protects masonry
surfaces

Prepares
surface

Applies sealants
and coating
materials

Lays masonry
units to build
walls, piers,
various floors,
patios and
other similar
installations

Prepares site

Installs units
and accessories

Installs glass
blocks

Prepares site

Installs units
and accessories

Installs overlay
application

Prepares
surface

Applies parging

Installs sculptured masonry

Prepares
surface

Installs units

Removes
template

Reinstalls
masonry and
accessories

Installs overlay
materials

Assembles precast masonry
heater/stove
units

Faces fireplace

Faces masonry
heaters &
accessories

Defining trades and occupations is an elusive
process. For example, the blocks and tasks set
out in Figure 1 overlap with areas of work for
other trades that are also defined by NOAs.
These include:
• Stone Mason
• Tile and Terrazzo Installer
• Mason
Similarly, the depth of skills is further
described in the NOA with “supporting
knowledge and abilities” that add details to
sub-tasks. The NOA also describes trends
and related components related to sub-tasks.
Bricklayers with a Certificate of Qualification
should have the skills described in the NOA.
A review of provincial/territorial trade definitions and curriculum for bricklayers reveals
that all provinces/territories follow the NOA
with some variations. The most rigorous way
to test skill depth and breadth is through a
worker survey. Such an effort is beyond the
scope of this study, but earlier work, reported
in the next section, was based on a detailed
survey of the workforce.

• Low-rise residential
• Commercial and high-rise residential
• Institutional and light industrial
• Heavy industrial and civil projects
A rough measure of the distribution of these
skills among the workforce can be found in
the 2001 Census. There were 13,940 brick
layers in the construction industry in Canada
in 2001, according to the census. One third,
or 4,665 reported having a trade qualification
(Certificate of Qualification) or diploma.
This leaves 9,275 workers who identified
themselves as bricklayers, with different qualifications. Figure 2 provides a profile of both
qualifications and age distribution. The latter
may be seen as a proxy for work experience.
Figure 2 provides a rough measure of the
extent and distribution of skills among
bricklayers. The 755 bricklayers identified
as having “a college certificate or diploma”
would have a wide range of formal training.
There are courses and programs outside
apprenticeship that offer training opportunities for bricklayers.
Findings reported in this section are delib
erately focused on “worker skills” or the
descriptions of training, qualifications and
certifications of individual bricklayers. The
next section shifts perspective to that of
the employers.
Construction Sector Council

The NOA emphasizes the two noted dimensions—breadth and depth of technical and
basic skills—but has only limited reference
to supervisory/management skills, a third
dimension. These latter skills would include
supervision, site organization and general
management. In some sectors, the role of
bricklayers must include skills around site
management and work organization. These
skills might also be important and more
common among self-employed bricklayers.

This project reviews the possibility that
distinct skills are needed in any or all of
the following sectors:
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Figure 2: 2001 Census Profile, Bricklayers by Age, Qualifications and Income

Category*

Workforce

% of Workforce

Average Annual
Income (2000)

Bricklayers 15 to 24
Trade Certificate or Diploma

215

2%

–

80

1%

–

High-school Graduation Certificate
and/or Some Post-secondary

535

4%

$16,011

Less than High-school Graduation Certificate

430

3%

$14,268

1,270

9%

$16,667

2,090

39%

$32,916

College Certificate or Diploma

145

3%

–

High-school Graduation Certificate
and/or Some Post-secondary

680

13%

$31,975

Less than High-school Graduation Certificate

2,380

44%

$31,638

Total, Age 45 and Over

5,365

100%

$32,800

4,665

33%

$31,766

755

5%

$31,964

High-school Graduation Certificate
and/or Some Post-secondary

2,870

21%

$28,108

Less than High-school Graduation Certificate

5,425

39%

$29,492

13,940

100%

$30,611

College Certificate or Diploma

Total, Age 15 to 24
Bricklayers 45 and Over
Trade Certificate or Diploma

All Bricklayers
Trade Certificate or Diploma
College Certificate or Diploma

Total, All Electricians
Source: Statistics Canada, Census 2001 and 2000
* Column elements exclude some minor categories.

Measuring Skills in Construction

The Canadian Masonry Human
Resources Committee

A report in 2000, “National Masonry Human
Resources Analysis – Canadians Building
Canada, Performance Through Partnership,”
prepared by the Canadian Masonry Human
Resources Committee, assessed the distribution and needs for workplace skills in detail.2
Among other topics, the report included a
profile of the workplace and a skills profile.
This analysis was based on a survey of 770
workers across Canada. Worker skills were
divided into three broad categories: health
and safety, basic skills and trade skills. The

first two categories are not identified separately in the National Occupational Analysis.
The report, however, identified the six blocks
of the NOA as part of the trade skills. Research
also included interviews with employers to
validate the review of worker skills and gather
their views on market conditions, technology,
training and certification. Some of the key
conclusions are summarized below:
• Bricklayers with a Certificate of Qualification in the trade have greater breadth of
skills (i.e. they have work experience in
more of the “blocks” and work slightly
more hours each year).
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The complete report can be found at http://www.cmhrc.ca/comm.shtml along with a further report, “The Canadian Masonry Industry; a Call to
Action” on initiatives that have been taken since the completion of the original report. Note that this was one of over 14 trade initiatives undertaken in the late 1990s by the construction industry with the support of Human Resources Development Canada. Reports for other trades provide
a similar assessment of skills.

• The survey showed only limited breadth
of skills outside of the core “Masonry Wall
and Column Systems,” implying limited
mobility for the workforce in blocks like
refractory and restoration.
• There were important gaps in skill depth in
both health and safety (e.g. WHIMIS) and
basic skills (e.g. trade math).
• There were fewer gaps in skill depth in the
blocks of trade skills:
– Skill depth was adequate, based on the
extent of work experience reported in the
core work area of walls and foundations,
with certified workers having marginally
greater depth of skills.
– Skill depth was also adequate for work
on arches and on specialty work on
walks, patios and exterior systems.
– A relatively small portion of the workforce reported experience in refractory
work, and there is a concern about the
adequacy of skills related to this area.
– Similarly, there was evidence of limited
work experience and skill depth in
restoration work.
– There was no significant difference in
the depth of skills reported by certified
and uncertified workers outside of the
core area of walls and foundations.

This section reports on a preliminary investigation of skill needs of individual employers
based on job descriptions.
There are two ways to consider the distribution
of skills required by employers. The first is to
consider the specialized nature of employer
businesses by referring to the growing number
of industry associations that represent these
groups, and the second is to review descriptions
of job openings for bricklayers.
For this trade, there are few specialized industry or employer associations. The Tile and
Terrazzo (including Marble) group is the obvious extension, but this trade is often recognized
as a separate specialty in most provinces.
A review of job openings listed on eight
Internet sites from March 15th to 16th, 2004
is used here as a test measure of employer
needs.3 Overall, 37 job openings were listed for
bricklayers and are described in the following
figures. Many, but not all, employers chose to
identify their areas of work and sectors as well
as required experience, and qualifications.
The reported proportions and distributions
are not necessarily a representative sample
or indicator of market conditions. A much
larger sample would be required to reach that
goal. But it is becoming feasible now to monitor Internet sites and to track demand at this
level of detail.
For example, the analysis could track employer
preferences by the apparent distribution of
skills among workers as signalled by training
programs noted above. Of course, allowance
must be made for institutional differences. For
example, union members and their employers
would not need to use the Internet to match
workers to jobs, as union dispatch halls can fill
this function. This Internet-based source of
job descriptions may be skewed towards residential employers or other groups.

Construction Sector Council

These findings, and the details that support
them at the level of provinces, union and
non-union groups, contractor input and age
groups, create a detailed assessment and have
served as the basis for a series of industrybased initiatives since the report was issued.
This report to the Construction Sector
Council and the companion documents for
the other four trades are really an attempt to
update these findings while avoiding the time
and expense associated with a large and
detailed survey.

Current Situation – On-the-Job Skills
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Websites include: www.jobbank.gc.ca, www.monster.ca, www.workopolis.com, www.careerclick.com, www.careerbeacon.com, www.ele-spe.org,
www.tbxhome.com, and www.hotjobs.ca.

One potential dimension to employment in
the trade is the distribution of job openings
among construction, renovation, and maintenance and repair. All of the job postings in
the sample advertised jobs in construction.
Figure 3 displays the distribution of job openings among sectors. There is a heavy emphasis
on residential building, with over half of the
openings in this area and many of the others
specifying a combination of sectors.
Figure 4 shows experience required in the
jobs. There is a clear preference for at least
some experience.
Employers showed some limited interest in
certification and this is outlined in Figure 5.
These listings of job openings offer some
limited encouragement that employer requirements for specialized skills might be revealed
by a more exhaustive search of this source. A
larger sample would allow analysis by province
and more cross-tabulations that might reveal
preferences among employers in each sector
for certification or other features. To the extent
that trade specialization (e.g. refractory work)
is limited to one sector (e.g. industrial building), further inferences might be extracted
about the state of demand. Such an assessment
would involve more resources for Internet
searches—resources that might also be
deployed in a national survey of employers.

Figure 3: Distribution of Job Openings
by Sector
Residential and
commercial only – 23%
Commercial only– 0%
Other mixed sectors – 18%

Residential only – 59%
Employers Identifying Construction Sector –
Total 22 out of 37 Job Postings

Figure 4: Distribution of Job Openings by
Experience Requirements
Less than 1 year/
no experience – 22%
Experience an asset – 5%
Greater than 5 years – 5%
1 to 5 years – 68%

Employers Identifying Experience Requirements –
Total 37 out of 37

Figure 5: Distribution of Job Openings by

Measuring Skills in Construction

Qualification Requirements
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C of Q, Red Seal – 32%

Apprentice, C of Q, Red Seal – 11%

Not app./not req’d – 57%

Employers Identifying Qualification Requirements –
Total 28 out of 37

Conclusions
This research confirms that there is a regular source of employer and worker-based information
on skills needed in the bricklayer and other trades. These needs can be accessed and analyzed
in the manner shown here. With sufficient resources, the inquiry could be extensive enough to
capture representative samples and track needs by regions, “blocks” and other dimensions.
Stakeholders with a particular interest in the bricklayer and related trades will be invited to review
this document and answer a series of questions to gather their views on the value of information
organized in this manner. Further questions will also establish the value of extending this
approach to other trades.

This project is funded by the Government of Canada’s Sector Council Program. The opinion and interpretations in this publication are those of the
author and do not necessarily reflect those of the Government of Canada.

Construction Sector Council

The Construction Sector Council accepts no responsibility or liability connected with the use or reproduction of the information contained in this
report. It is provided “as is” and is intended for informational use only, without warranty, express or implied. Any significant changes in economic
conditions as a result of unforeseen world events and provincial policy changes, as well as unforeseen projects in the public and private sector will
alter the long-term outlook.
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